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A Bishop Forced Off Trailways Bus In City
Win Honors In L. R. Despite Extreme Hardships

Gets Off After
Veiled Threat
An implied threat of violence made by a Continental
Trailways bus driver to the senior bishop of the House

of Refuge for All Nations Church of God in Christ, who
wag en route from his headquarters in Kansas City, Mo.,
to Jackson, Miss., last Saturday caused the clergyman to
leave the carrier and continue his
journey by train,
Bishop S. R. Chambers, 48, in
the ministry for the past 36 years
told, the Tri-State Defender that
he was headed for Jackson where
be was scheduled to conduct services at the Evangelist Temple
church, of his jurisdiction, and had
planned to ride from Memphis to
Jackson by bus.
"I boarded the express bus in
front of the colored waiting room,"
he said, "and I had been on it
about 10 minutes when the driver
moved the bus around to the white
waiting room to complete loading.
'GET UP AND MOVE'
The clergyman, who arrived in
the city aboard a Frisco train,
said that he was seated about six
seats from the front, and although
BISHOP S. R. CHAMBERS
there were seats available for
other passengers, two white boys
headed for the rear.
He said that the driver stopped
the boys, and told him to "get up
and move back."
"When I asked him why I should
have to move," Bishop Chambers
said, "he told me to either move
to the back of the bug or get off."

Eight Funeral
Homes To Aid
Registration ,

th are

See THREAT, page 2

Memorial Day
Program Set By
Post 17 Friday

STUDENTS MAKE NEWS—
Despite the constant threat of
physical violence and Insults
to them as the first Negro students to enter previously allwhits Central High school in

Little Rock, Ark., these students were able to make progress in the tension-filled atmosphere. They were threatened by mobs, barred by troops,
and finally escorted to classes

by Federal troops. Pictured
at left is 16-year-old Ernest L.
Green, who made headlines
and history this week when he
became the first of the nine

students to receive a high
school diploma from the
school. Pictured in the center
Is Carlotta Walls, 15, who completed her sophomore yeay
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Accuse Officer Joubert
Of Beating Teen Girl

Memphis'Bronze Queen' Visits A & I

and
lens

display in the state's science
fair. Her winning exhibit was
one of 600 selected from high
who,* in the state of Arkan.
sas.

Eight Memphis funeral directors
are cooperating in the current
Non-Partisan Registration Campaign for voters, according to W.
C. Patton, the director, and will
furnish free transportation to persons who wish to register.
The directors have asked that at
Young Negro children from the Brown's Kindergarten
least five persons go to register
case.
the
study
and
hear
school, operated by Mrs. R. H. Anderson, of 838 Josephine
but were allowed to continue in to
By C. E. CHAPMAN
at one time, and that all assemble
office when the General Confer- APPEAL REJECTED
were abused last week by white teenage boys who aro.
st.,
at one place to be picked up.
Memorial Day will be observed
Mich. — The retire- ence met in Memphis, Tenn.
His appeal was rejected by the A 14-year-old Manassas High
The funeral director located by Post No. 27 of the American DETROIT,
children in getting aboard the ponies at the zoo.
bishops of the CME
delegates, who said that such a re- school honor student, Gloria Gig- sist the
nearest the assembly point should Legion on Friday morning in serv- ment of two
Mrs. Anderson told the TriState Defender that whe*
carry beyond the time gers, of 930 Lewis at., repeated
a hot issue during the TWO ELEVATED
would
was
view
church
he called.
elevated
ices which will begin at 11 a. m.,
Conference session held The two men who were
allotted for the conference.
charges that she was beaten by she took her children out to thei
A list of the funeral directors, and an address in memory of the General
the
recently at the St. John to the bishopric as a result of
Bishop Hamlett's appeal was police on Saturday, May 3, zoo on Thursday, the boys who the Negro children was getting on
Detroit
in
their locations, and telephone num- dead will be given by Rev. C. J.
Hamlett
Bishops
of
heard by the Judicial Council, and when she appeared in juvenile work there used "profanity and its back, and the child was alCME church, but 0_ was settled retirement
bers are:
P.
Gaston.
powerful Committee on and Porter were Bishop Elisha
it is said that only one of the jus- court last week on charges of be- abusive language" and when she most thrown off of the animal.
S. W. Quails and company, 479 On hand to sing the National when the
past
the
for
served
who
the Murchison,
tices voted to retain the two bish- ing unruly, loitering, and using objected, one of them called the
Episcopacy recommended
Vance ave., JAckson 62181.
Mrs. Anderson said Opt the
the Christian
Anthem at the services to which
of two bishops. The rec- 12 years as editor of
profane language.
police after she refused to leave.
did not say anything to
Hayes and Langston, 699 N. Sec- all veterans and the public is in- election
Shy,
CME, page 2
R.
See
Peter
Bishop
and
who She said that the policeman manager
carried by a Index;
was
McCain,
Elizabeth
ommendation
Judge
workers, but that after the
ond st., JAckson 6-7471.
vited will be Madame B. F. Mcwho was pastor of the St. Paul
to who answered the call listened to the
authority
delegates.
no
the
had
of
she
vote
that
a
said
policeman left, he told her that
United Funeral home, 2199 Sher- Cleaves.
Tenn,
The bishops, whose further re- CME church in Jackson,
handle the charges made against what she had to say, and warned the incident would not occur again.
man ave.; BRoadway 5-1506.
During the evening the members
Gen- Bishop Porter, perceiving that
would
the
by
that
she
stand
rejected
that
was
said
pony
police,
tention
the
the
at
boy
the
J. C. Oates Funerai home, 314 of the post will be the guests of
and BishConference of the CME church any further delay in his
withhold judgment in the case un- he would have to stop using pro- "We only nave one day a week
Auction ave., JAckson 6-1146.
the Collins Chapel CME church eral
Anderson said.
op Hamlett's retirements would be
Arthur
J.
had
had
Bishop
were
department
police
the
delegates,
til
fanity in the presence of the chil- at the zoo," Mrs.
N. J. Ford Funeral home. 219 when the 11th District Post comthat our children
against the wishes of the church,
think
I
Kans.,
"and
City,
investiKansas
an
make
of
to
Hamlett,
opportunity
an
dren.
Joubert ave. WHItehall 8-8789.
mander of the Department of Tenof the CME Bench bowed out in a speech before the
gation and a report on the matter. One of them, she said, kicked should receive better treatment
Williams Funeral home, 231 S. nessee gives the principal address. senior member
Bishop Henry P. General Conference.
and
Bishops;
The slender young girl pointed one of the ponies just as one of than they are getting now."
of
Parkway, West., st.,.WHitehall 6- It will begin at 8 P. roHe was followed by Bishop Ham
presidKy.,
Louisville,
of
out
Patrolinan W. G. Alexander as
Porter,
all
for
given
be
A reception will
3205.
Second Episcopal left, who requested that the matter
one of the officers who beat her,
Victory Funeral home, 871 Mar- veterans in attendance for the ing bishop of the
abeyance
in
held
be
retirement
of
and told the court that the officer
service, and any one who has District.
chalneil st., FAirfas 3-2638.
scheduled to until such time as the Judicial
Memphis ministers of 47 con- and his partner beat her with
T. H. Hayes and Sons, 680 S. servd in the armed services is Both bishops were
an
opportunity
have
would
retire in 1954 on account of age, Court
gregations told 0. Z. Evers last their fists because she failed to
Lauderdale st., JAckson 5-3518. cordially invited to attend.
week that he would be supported say "yes sir" to them after she
by them and their congregations was atrested.
when he runs for a seat on the ALEXANDER'S STORY
city Commission in 1959, he told Patrolman Alexander told Judge
McCain that he and his partner
the 'Tr -State Defender.
A 16-year-old Negro girl was beaten, arrested, and
"The calls have been coming arrested the girl after they saw
eon.
to Juvenile Court on a charge of disorderly
carried
window,
encafe
her looking into a
In," he said, "and it is quite
the
to
according
later,
who
policeman,
people
the
that
to
know
couraging
duct by a Negro
2
are as enthusiastic about my run- See VICTIM, page
returned and threatened to beat her brabrui
mother,
girl's
ning for office as I am."
out if she caused him any trouble on his job.
Mr. Evers said that he and his
wife have been keeping a list of
Mrs. Goldie Albrook, of 272
the number of persons who call,
Hernando st., told the 'Fri - State "You're a damn lie, bitch. rat
Defender this week that Patrol- going to arrest you . .
and up until 10 p. m. on SaturMrs. Albrook said that Patrols
day night, 317 persons had called.
man Jewel Joubert, whom she said
SOME WHITES
had been drinking, came from the man Frank Peoples, who had been
Some of his callers, he said,
street and slapped and beat her walking in the area with Patroldaughter, Janie, after she had man Joubert called and told him
Identified themselves as white citizens who believed that Negroes
called and told her that the boy to leave the girl alone, but that
be continued to molest the teen.
had returned home.
should have more voice in the administration of the city. He said
said that she want- tiger.
woman
The
The girl's mother said that the
Of greatest interest in communithat they told him that he could
ed someone to go to a restaurant
count on their votes, and some ties throughout the natif,n this and get some food for her, and officer grabbed the girl's dress
his
promised to back him financially week are commencement exercises since it was so late she decided and tore it, slapped her with
his
when he decides to launch his cam- which are being held at various to wait until one of her roomers, hands, and hit her also with
stick. She said that he called her
high schools and colleges.
paign.
known as "Willie," but whose real
while
One minister, Mr., Evers said, Hundreds of loyal alumni from name was Lester Lockhart to re- every obscene name possible
attacking her.
told him that he would start a fund the different institutions will be turn.
Mrs. Albrook said that she askfor him Sunday, and take up a heading back to their alma meed the officer why he had entered
collection every week until election ters, large and small, to join with GIRL CALLED
was sitting on her house and created the dia.
is held in November, 1959.
old classmates in the annual fes- "My daughter
said, "and when turbance, but that he paid no heed
"One prominent Memphis busi- tivities connected with graduation the porch," she
out front, she to her, and told Janie, "Get on In
nessman," Mr. Evers said, "phon- exercises. There will be alumni she saw Willie
'Mama, here's that house, whore, you are under
exor- called and said,
ed me and said that he would con- banquets, baccalaureate
arrest."
tribute $100 to the campaign on cises, and commencement exer- Willie.'
the- ENTERED HOME
then ran up on
—
the day that I toss my hat into cises held at most of the schools, "Jewel
explained,
porch," Mrs. Albrook
As her daughter was pushed inthe political ring."
and all of the programs will have
" to the house, Mrs. Albrook said
said, 'What about
Since the article announcing his lasting meaning in the lives of and
her
that
said
Albrook,
the child tried to get to the teteintentions to run for a seat on those who participate in them. Mrs.
daughter told the officer, whom phone, but the officer wrestled it
the
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t
ing
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a
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The
Miss Murrell.
when she visited Goodwill
had known when he away from her and called headGUEST OF HoNOR — TenJamison, a co-ed from Mem- Tri-State Defender last week, Mr. exercises to he held for graduates she herself
school student are, seated,
Manor on the campus of Tenwas a little boy and lived in the quarters himself.
nesse hospitality was providSunreceived
on
Council
had
he
and
Student
phis;
school
that
High
Mursaid
Douglass
M.
A.
Evers
of
Mrs.
her mother,
nestwee A and I State univercountry why she had called the
ee for 'Miss Bronze Queen"
prexv, Rubin Perry, of Ukiah, invitations to speak from three
rell, and Dr. W. S. Davis. pressity at Nashville recently. Othboy, and that he told the airl,See ACCUSE, PPP
See PROGRAMS, page 2
of Memphis Miss Sarah Ann
clubs,
civic
Calif.
Standuniversity.
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er guests pictured here with
Murrell, seated far right,

Evers Reports
Backing In Bid
For City Post

l(rrd
and

at Central as an honor student At right is 15-year-old
Gloria Ray, who gained scholastic recognition for a science
exhibit which was placed on

Announce Three
Grad Programs
In This Area
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(Contlaued From, Page 1)

Tr -City News
Dyer, Rutherford, Trenton

Wilkins' Defense Of
Tammany Hall A Mystery

"It does not matter whether as
By LOUIS LAUTIER
ops.
like Adam Powell personally or
Among those who championed
For The NNPA News Service
approve of all his actions and
the retention of the two bishops
Whatever possessed Roy Wilkins, speeches. Regardless of this, ii,. PC
II,
Ryer,
Amos
Dr.
were
office
in
NAACP executive secretary, to colored Americans (and white
pastor of Lane Tabernacle in St. come to the defense of Carmine ones as well) are asking themLouis Mc ; and Dr. N. It Humph- De Sates), New York County Dem- selves whether Adam is being
reys, presiding elder of the St. ocratic chairman, and Buten E. singled out because he does not
Louis District.
Jack, Manhattan Borough presi- bite his tongue on civil rights for
dent. against Representative Adam his people.
REPORT DISALLOWED
Democrat, of New
"He is a fighter, sometimes
Dr. Ryce wanted to read from Clayton Powell,
right and sometimes not diplomatthe minority of the Committee on York?
political
professes
ic, but always a fighter. Fighters
Episcopacy, on the subject of re- The NAACP
nonpartisanship. If it is not going are what we need and fighters
tirement, but the General Conferscrap
the
in
nonpartisan
be
are what the other side does not
ence did not allow it to be done. to
between Powell and TaalMally Hall, want us to have. All eyes will be
Presiding at the time that the is- It owes Its support to Adam — not
on the government as it proceeds
sue was settled was Bishop Ber- Tammany Hall.
on the Powell case. I would not
tram W. Doyle, who ruled that
If Powell had served Tammany put it beyond certain people that
the matter would be settled by a Hall with half the zeal with which they are trying to close Adam's
vote of the General Conference. he has served the NAACP, Tam- mouth and shut off his influence."
Reading the report from the Com- many would not be trying to dump A WIN FOR DIXIE
mittee on Episcopacy which re- him
The only group that stands to
commended the election of two NO VIOLENCE IMPLIED
gain from Tammany's dumping of
Powell
of
bishops was Miss Alice Little,
Powell is the Dixiecrats.
In the contest in which
Tupelo, Miss. Dr. S. H. Harris, warned De Sapio and Jack not to Powell is the second ranking
streets
Harlem
Conference
"walk up and down
of the Central Georgia
member of the House Ediscation
too much," it was no threat of and Labor Commiftee. He wis first
served as chairman.
say
to
him
for
violence
physical
Hamlett
It is said that Bishop
elected to Congress in 1944. If he
it mighty
did not attend the session of the that "we 'will make
is returned to Congress as a Demthem."
for
uncomfortable
duty
whose
ocrat, he will become the chairent of Memphis City schools: Bench of Bishops,
It's still not against the law for man of the Education and Labor
Mrs. Hunt, her husband, Per- would be the assignment of bishDe
Harlemites to boo and hiss
Committee if Representative Gracy Hunt; and Prof. Floyd ops to their new fields of labor.
Sapio and Jack.
ham A. lerain, of North CaroHowever, Bishop Porter was preCampbell, principal of the
naive
politically
Wilkins looks
retires, or dies.
school. Standing in front is the. sent, and participated in the de- when he deplores Powell's "ex- lina, is defeated,
From the viewpoint of the Dixie.
couple's son, Butch. (Photo by liberations.
treme racialism."
that would be a calamity.
Withers.)
BISHOPS' ASSIGNMENTS
It would seem that Wilkins crate,
Adam has stood up and
The assignments for 1958 to would "deplore" Be Sapio's using Because
for civil rights more con1962 are: First District: Bishop B. Jack and colored district leaders fought
sistently, more vigorously and
Julian Smith, presiding over the in Harlem to dump Powell. The
more vocally than any other memconferences of Jackson-Memphis, deplorable is white men picking ber, nothing would please the DixNew
in
whether
Rock,
colored leaders —
Tennessee, Little
West
iecrats more than Powell's purge.
Southwest Arkansas and Arkansas. York or Philadelphia.
Powell is a candidate for reelecall
looks
performance
Wilkins'
prewill
Bishop J. Claude Allen
tion. He is readying a slate of inforta
when
incredible
more
the
District
side over the Second
and Puerto
was telling the "sum- dependent colored
which encompasses the conference night ago he
colored lead- Rican candidates for all offices ie
of
conference
mit"
Illinois,
Missouri,
where there is a large conE. C. Ball, retired superinten- of Southeastern
ers, sponsored by the National areas
-.4e
dent of Memphis City schools, was and Kansas-Missouri.
Publishers Association: centration of colored people -.
Newspaper
District,
Third
also on hand to give honors to Assigned to the
Puerto Ricans.
POWELL
CHAMPIONED
preside
will
DemocraZ
Mrs. Hunt, and said that she was Bishop Luther Smith
the
in
run
will
lie
spokesman for eivil
a "patient but persistent leader,- over the Kentucky and Ohio con- "A great
Aug. 12, with or without
rights is now under indictAnt primary
who never let issues die.
ferences.
Tammany Hall.
allegation that there was the blessings of
the
on
will
Womack
W.
"She never left my office without Bishop Arthur
difference of $3,700 in the pmount
a
District.
Fourth
giving me the impression that she preside over the
he said his income was and the
appreciated and shared every prob- The conferences are South Missis- amount the government says it
East
Mississippi,
alsc
was
she
lem that I had, but
sippi. North
was. The tax involved is $1,600.
setting me up for her next visit,"!Mississippi, Mississippi, Louisiana,
Mr. Ball said.
NEW BISHOPS
California, Arizona-New
Tributes were paid to her by The Fifth District will be presid- ences in
Oklahoma-Muskogee
Mrs. Mildred Polk, of the elemen- ed over by the newly elected Bish- Mexico, and
(Continued From, Page 1)
Lewis.
tary department of the school, and op E. P. Murchison, whose confer- will be Bishop F. L.
The driver, he said, then deMrs. Gladys Sharp, of the high ences will include Alabama, North MUCH COMPETITION
school division, along with Morgan Alabama, Central Alabama, East There was considerable rivalry manded that he show him his
church,
for other offices in the
ticket stub, and when he reChristian, assistant superintendent Alabama and Florida.
of the Memphis Board of Educa- Bishop Peter R. Shy will pre- but those elected to offices for the fused to surrender it, said, "Wait
include:
period from 1958 to 1962
tion.
Ill we get to Coldwater, miss.
side over the Sixth District conferNorris S. Curry, editor of the I'll get you off of this bus."
Dr.
SOLOIST ON PROGARM
ences of Georgia, Central GeorKnowing very well what he
Presentations were made to Mrs. gia, Southwest Georgia, and South Christian Index, official organ of
the church; Rev. Grover H. Car- meant by this, Bishop Chambers
Hunt by the principal, Prof. F. M Georgia.
ter, secretary of the Publishing said that he got off the bus, as the
Campbell. In accepting them, Mrs.
Over the Seventh District, which Department; Dr. J. B. Boyd, who driver continued to ask for his
Hunt said that some of the credit
should go to her husband, Percy, includes conferences in New York, was elected to his fifth term as ticket stub. When he still refused
who had to fix his own meals on Washington, D. C., and North and general secretary of the Board of to give it to him, he said that the
many occasions while she was out South Carolinas will be Bishop W. Conference Claimants; and W. L. driver tried to give him his ticket
Y. Bell.
on various missions for Melrose.
Graham, secretary of Lay Ac- back, but he would not take it.
PLANS TO SUE
Bishop
W.
will
Bertram
Doyle
tivities.
Soloists for the program were
Tyler Glover, of the Cub Pack No. preside over the Eighth District. Others include M. L. Breeding, The minister said that he mad*
2e; a student, Miss Ann Suttles, Its conferences include Texas, Cen- secretary of Missions and Church a complaint to the station manawho sang, "My Task"; and James tral Texas, Dallas-Fort Worth, Extension; F. T. Jeans, financial ger, informed him that he was am
Westbrook, who sang "Mother East Texas and Northwest Texas. secretary and treasurer of the Interstate passenger, and that he
Over the Ninth District confer- General church; C. D. Coleman, planned to sue the company for
Machree."
who was voted to fill the office violating his rights.
told the manof secretary of the Board of Chris. He said that he
presence of the driver,
lien Education, which was left ager, in the
he had been riding Continentvacant by the death of Dr. L. Q. that
al Trailway buses for the past
Brown; and J. L. Tolbert, secretwo or three years, and that it was
tary of evangelism.
the first time that he had been
Also II. L. Burton, editor of the asked to move.
Eastern Index; and J. A. Hamlett,
Bishop Chambers said that after
jr., editor or the Western Index. he had made his explanation to
the manager of the Memphis TrailJUDICIARY COURT
ways bus station, the official made
The members of the judiciary
no apology for the incident, and
Court are Drs. W. R. Banks, offered him no assistance in getPrairie View, Texas; S. J. Ma- ting to Jackson for his appointshaw, Kansas City, Kans.; J. C, ment, but told the driver: "Go on,
Colclough, St. Louis, Mo.; L. C. and get on the bus."
Jones, Augusta, Ga., and W. B. Bishop Chambers left Memphis
Burks, Minden, La.; D. M. Mont- on Saturday evening by train,
gomery, of Mississippi; J. R. Mc- aboard the City of New Orleans
Clain, Louisville, Ky.; and Atty. to keep his appointment in MissisMiles Stevens, Kansas City. Kans. sippi.
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bert Herron were his daughters,
Dyer, Rutherford, Trentee
'Tia summer weather we are en- Mesdames Shirley Williams, Loret
jiving even though spring is of- ta Harris, Inez Wilson all of Chi.
ficially reigning but who cares so cab, Mrs. Easter Clark of Rock.
ford, and Mrs. Victoria Vantrees
beg as it isn't so much rain.
Mrs. Clara West spent last week- of Jackson; and his son, Ernest
end in St. Louis with her daugh- Herron, of Rockford. Others from
ter, Miss Martha Jane West, a city Rockford were, Mrs. Ernest Herteacher there. Miss West under- ron, Mn. Daisy Anna Hill, Milwent surgery and is recuperating lard Ervin Wilson from Chicago,
In the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. Rev. Mickson, Pastor of Christ's
L. Overall with whom she resides. Chapel MB Church, Mr. Ezekiel
Mr. and Mrs. Prentiss Danner Williams and Mrs. Tishie McDearof Charleston, S. C. visited friends mon, add from Jackson, ..renn.,
and relatives in Trenton and Milan Euze Herron, Milton Herron and
a few days past. A surprise await- Cliff Herron.
ed Mrs. Danner when she arrived. Mr. and Mrs. Tobey Tamil and
her son Ephraim had just been daughter, Mary Margaret, of Rockmarried to Miss Jewel Bobbitt, ford were weekend guests of Mrs.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Para Lee Edmonds and Guy ExGentry. Mr. and Mrs. Manier live urn. They brought their mother,
In Trenton, however he is at work Mrs. Adeline Exum home with
Is Chicago.
them.
give tribute to Mrs. Hunt for
MRS. HUNT'S DAY — Mrs.
Mrs. Beatrice Gentry has just Mrs. Noaml Cheep was host to
her eight years of accomplishOnie Hunt, center, was the
returned from St. Mary's hospital the Neighborhood club on Wednesments and leadership of the
guest of honor at a prograni
where she has been seriously ill. day night of this week. All of the
school's PTA. Pictured here at
entitled, "This Is Your Day,"
Others on the sick list include Mr. nine members were present and
the program are, from left:
in the gymnatorium of MelGarfield (Bantam) Larue, Mrs. enjoyed the very fine results of
Memphis Board Of Education;
rose High school last week.
Lye Featherston, Mrs. Bessie Mrs. Chrisjes
display of culinary
E. C. Ball, retired superintendMany persons were present le
O'Daniel, Mrs. Lillie Fields, and
a
We
arts.
enjoyed
delectable
Mrs- Mary Ann Thompson.
, Mrs. Lucy Overall attended the salad plate that was centered
funeral of the late Dr. Martin in around a beautiful Crab Apple.
Your scribe finally captured a
Memphis this week.
Johnnie Jamison, Jerome Et- "first" prize and Mrs. C. M. Ball
lington, and Artie Lee Gentry at- received the consolation prize.
tended a business meeting in Jack- Spring flowers were to be seen
throughout the lovely Chrisp home
son Thursday nigth.
Miss Eva Barbee is on an ex- and we enjoyed seeing some very
tended visit with her sister, Mrs. valuable collector's paintings.
Mrs. Onie Mae Hunt, who serv- was about to happen, and sat on
Vaiey Coffee, in St. Leads. Miss The Twelve Hundred club met in
Melrose the stage with other visitors as the
Geneva Stanback who now lives in Milan Sunday at the American Le- ed as president of the
Chicago visited friends and rela- gion Post. A delightful Barbecue school PTA for eight years, and glee club, directed by Miss Viola
accomplished in Flowers, sang the spiritual, "Over
tives here last week. Charlie Word Plats was served by the ladies of saw many things
and Mrs. Nancy Russell of Tren- Milan who Sr. members of the that period, was the guest of honor My Head," and "Lead Me."
In a program entitled, --This Is The purpose of the assembly was
ton were Sunday guests of Mr. and club.
Already on vacation are Robert Your Day," in the school's gym- revealed to Mrs. Hunt by the presMrs. B. B. Russell and mother
ent president of the organization,
Sunday. On Monday night, the Vance Williams, visiting with Mr. nasium last week.
Mrs. Hunt was unaware of what Mrs. Lillie Branscomb, who then
Powell family of Newbern visited and Mrs. T. J. Robinson in Milan;
John
and
visiting
Etta
Jamison,
pinned an orchid on her.
Mrs. Lue Featherston.
' En route from Detroit where with Mr. and Mrs. Martin Dennis
PAY TRIBUTE
Humboldt.
in
family
and
they had attended the CME GenerAmong those who paid tribute
al Conference last week were Pre- Rev. and Mrs. V. C. Smith atto Mrs. Hunt were Mrs. George
the
of
Dr.
tended
funeral
late
the
Rev.
Hullum,
C.
J.
Elder
siding
W. Gilder, Northside Social Club;
and Mrs. R. E. Honeysucker and Harris In Union City last week
Mrs. Katie Hunter, Mt. Moriah
Mrs. Alice Bailey. They stopped along with Mr.. Lucy Overall, Dr. day evening, June 3, beginning at Baptist church; Mrs. Katie Sexton,
In Dyer to visit the Smiths, Over- .T. T. Seat, and Dr. and Mrs. 0. 5 p. m., will be, "As the Doors of the Bluff City Council of ParW. Boush.
alls and Greens.
of High School Close," and 89 ents and Teachers; Mrs. L. L.
Those out-of-town persons attend- Until next week, ADIOS AMI- seniors are scheduled to receive Draper, West Tennessee Congress
ing the funeral of the late Al- GOS.
their diplomas from E. C. Stim- of Parents and Teachers; and Mrs.
bert, superintendent of the Mem- G. M. Bumpus, of the state organization.
phis City schools.
The PTA, under Mrs. Hunt's
TOP STUDENTS
Top-ranking students who will leadership, was credited with getappear on the program are Sidney ting defense bracelets and insurBowen. Geraline Bell, Bobbie J. ance for the children, assisting in
Pool, Mine Roberson, and Gearal- the registration of pre-school children, and providing a lectern for
dine Gray.
By LOUIS LAUTIES
the gymnatorium.
Rev. W. Herbert Brewster, Cr.,
1 WASHINGTON, D. C. — (NNpastor of the East Trigg Ave. The group also succeeded in havBaptist church was the speaker ing black top placed on the playPA) — In a 1 to I decision, the
for vespers at the school last Sun- ground, and shelters installed to
United States Supreme Court
day, of which Prof. J. D. Springer keep the children out of the rain
(Continued From, Page 1)
Monday set aside the conviction
as they travel from building to
is the principal.
and death sentence of Frank Anpolice lieutenant, she said, Frank Ahlgren, editor of the building.
drew Payne, a 19-year-old youth, A
poNegro
by and told the
Memphis Commercial Appeal, will
on the ground that the conviction came
licemen to take the girl to Juve- be the speaker when the third anhad been obtained through use of
with
her
charge
and
Court
nile
nual commencement exercises for
a coerced confession.
, disorderly conduct.
Owen Junior College, the youngPayne, who had
She said that the lieutenant ('Stt. institution of higher learning in
'grade education, was found guilty would not listen to her as she _
are held on Wednesday
of first-degree murder in connec- sought to explain how things had evening'at 6 p. m.
tion with the death Oct. 4, 1955, happened.
According to Levi Watkins, presof J. M. Robertson, an elderly re- CREATED DISTURBANCE
25 students will
tail lumber dealer in Pine Bluff, Mrs. Peoples said that she has ident of the school,
be graduated at that time. Of
Ark.
rooms at her home for outelstown these, four will receive two-year
I More than $450 was missing from guests, and that the Negro police- non-degree diplomas, 19 will rethe cash drawer. Payne had been man caused so much noise that ceive associate in arts degrees,
employed by Robertson for several a minister and his wife who were and two will receive the degree of
here from Mississippi for the associate in applied science.
weeks.
Degrees will be conferred by Dr.
The majority opinion, delivered weekend, moved out.
said, who has S. A. Owen, chairman of the
by Justice Charles E. Whittaker, Her husband, she
exwas
time
lesig
a
for
ill
school's board, and president of the
said the fact that Payne was not been
disturbance so much Tennessee Baptist Missionary and
physically tortured afforded no cited by the
had to call the doctor. Educational Convention.
she
that
answer to the question whether the Patrolman Joubert and Peoples
The vesper speaker for the
confession was coerced.
Mrs. Albrook said, returned to her school on June 1 in the college
home and without showing any auditorium will be Rev. A. Mcwarrant, roamed through the Ewen Williams, pastor of the St.
house.
John Baptist church.
CAME SACS
At the Tougaloo Southern ChrisMrs. Albrook said that Officer tian college in Tougaloo, Miss.,
Peoples told Patrolman Joubert Dr. Philip M. Widenhouse will be
(Continued From Page 1)
that they should leave before she the speaker when conwnencement
and that she gave them trouble all "called in" on them, but that he exercises are held there on Monthe way down to police headquar- told his fellow officer that he day. June 2, in Woodworth chapel
ters. The officer told the court would "beat her brains out" if she beginning at 10 a. m.
that the girl was "very arrogant." caused him trouble.
hers of the ea Mar (lieni SoAT JAZZ FESTIVAL — Seen
Radio Station WDIA, the pro'
It will be the 89th commenceIn the first "Personality Pacial club. They are, from left,
At press time, Mrs. Albrook told ment for the college at Tougaloo,
ducer of the show; Mrs. CarAmong the officers who appear"Moohah's
Lit'
the
at
Mrs.
Mn.
rade"
that
Earline
Hampton,
Defender
Mrs.
State
Tri
the
rie Snell, Mrs. Leyte Lewis,
ed to testify was Lieut. Gordon
and 56 students will receive deMable Winfrey, Mrs. Naomi
tie Jazz Festival" were memand Mrs. Laura Roberson,
Arnold. who said that he was call- Amanda Roland had informed her grees.
Gochette, A. C. Williams, of
ed, after the girl was arrested. He that her daughter would be reDr. Widenhouse is general !erre.
said that he did not hear her us- leased either on Motday afternoon. tary of the Division of Higher
Education of the Board of Home
ing profane language, but that or Tuesday morning.
she did not complain of any mis- The girl's foot was injured last Missions of the Congregational
year by a sheriff's deputy who Christian churches and the Amertreatment at the time.
pushed the door open to come in ican Missionary Association.
Capt. W. W. Wilkinson, chief of
and take furniture out, and the
homicide division, said that he matter was reported to the late
was in the station when the offic- Sheriff Ed Reeves, who said that not know why the Negro officer
ers arrived with the girl, and that he would not tolerate the mis- decided to "bother us" last Supshe did not appear cooperative. treatment of any citizen black day.
"He has walked past here for
He also said that he did not hear or white.
many days," she said, "and never
her using any profane language. Mrs. Aibrook said that she did had stopped by."
Feel like a straight or a mixed drink?
Its statement was substantiated
Gilbey's is the one gin that's great, either
by D. M. Shumaker and Fred Watway. Just enough flavor to spark up the
son, police lieutenants.
mixed drinks, yet an smooth and mellow,
SUPPORT GLORIA
the taste is great straight. Thatls why
Appearing as a character witit's the great favorite, all around the world.
ness for Gloria v.as Prof Louis
V. Hobson, principal of Manassas
MO school, who told the court
that he had difficulty believing
the girl's /dory at first, because
be didn't see how any "Christian
'American" could be guilty of treating a defenseless American girl
In the manner which she deserib- A dance sponsored by the mem- The Blue Flame Social Club
hers of the Royal Charmette had its Annual Tea at the home
d.
' Others who testified in the girl's Social club was given recently at of their president Mrs. Tarleda
the one in distilled in
behalf were Mrs. M. G. Harris, the Flamingo room, and a large IT Cox. The house was beautifulnumber of people were present ly decorated with red roses, with
Vier homeroom teacher, Mrs.
15 countries and served
the following the dining room table centered
Georgia Harvey. an English to participate. On
day, the members held a meeting with delectable dishes on a lovearound the world,
school,
the
who is adteacher at
at LeMoyne Gardens, and all had ly lace cloth.
Visor to the Double Ten Society a very enjoyable time.
Members would like to thank
Which has Gloria as their project; The meeting was held in the all of their many friends who
and WWI Willie A. McWilliame home of Mrs. Susie Curret, and! helped to make the event possible.
Civic leaders on hand for the the president, Mrs. Bernice Wren; Mrs. Lucy Murray is the secreT. Mrs. Juanita Painter, treasurer; tary; Mrs. Erma Glease, tress-'
hearing included James
Walker, president of the North and Mrs. G. Johnson, were guest urer; Mrs. Dorothy Miller, Par-1
GUISES'S DISTILLED LONDON DRY GIN 90 PROOF. 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS. W.11 e,
Memphis Civic club, and H. H. of the king and queen.
liamentarian, Miss Bernice ArmGILBEY, LTD., CINCINNATI. OHIO. DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS GS.
Mrs. Fannie Webb is tt:e club's strong and Mr. Clyde Latham ,
Jackson, the president of the Riotsreporter.
swethea rt.
Civic club.
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Mdrose PTA Honors Mrs. Hunt
With 'This Is Your Day'Program

Program

Supreme Court Reverses
Arkansas Death Penalty

Accuse

Victim

Threat

IF TOUR PROJECT IS
EDUCATING THE CHILDREN —

The one gin that tastes great
mixed.3 Chased or st

NOT WISHING, CAN MAHE IT $OI
It takes more money to send a boy or girl be
college today than ever before. Make sure you
will have the money when the time comes for
your youngster to go to that first freehman
rally. Take a few minutes to open a savings
amount with us now. Doing so will make life
easier for you, fuller for your children, late

TRI-STATE BANK OF MEMPHIS
386 BALL STREET

'

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
All Accounts Insured Up

T.$10,000.00
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CORINE COLLEGE, INC.,
held its commencement exercises at the Mt. Olive CME
Cathedral recently and pictured here with the class are
faculty members, juniors, and
participants in the services.
Seated from left are Mrs. Vassic B. Eddingbrough, instructor of physiotherapy; Mrs. Willard Isom, instructor of cosInletalagY. Miss Deborah mu.

ler, commencement speaker;
Madame Gold S. M. 1 oung,
president of the college; Mrs.
T. J. Beauchamp, musician: ,
Mrs. L. Tyns, registrar; and
Mrs. Mettle M. Wright, cosmetology instructor. On first
row standing, same order, are
Mrs. Clara M. Johnson, Miss
Roberta Johnson, Miss Annie
R. Simmons, Miss Earnestine
Owens, Mrs. Janice D. Jeans,

Mrs. Martha P. Houston, Mrs.
Odell Townsend, Miss Verner
Dean Beard, Mrs. Clementine
Turner, and MIS, Joy Willard. Second row, from left, are
Miss Bettye C. Miller, John
C. Wright, Mrs. Elsie Bryant,
Mrs. Corine Haley, Mrs. Magnolia Suggs, Miss Ida Mae
Finney, Miss Gladys Wilson,
Miss Anna Marie Wilder, and
Miss Dorothy Cleaves. On
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left, are Mrs. Thelma Shaw,
Mrs. Marie Thomas, and Mrs. '
Mary Phillips, instructors;
and Mrs. Mary Scott. Eight
students at the school were
given promotions this wek.

7 Dixie States
Still Segregate

Big Star Specials

In Ne ro Firm

1 his
ire'Walt
Miss.

Sadie Swarm, Jim Matthews,
And Mrs. Florence Brown.
On second row are, same
order, Mrs. Willie Smith, an
intsructor. ln rear row, from

ties in which the Association Is again active in those states as
throughout the South (except fog
engaged:
2. Actions against NAACP mem- Alabama) and the nation.
bers, to frighten these members In addition to these actions, the
and thus to cut down the income Association has been investigated
by state legislative committees in
of the Association.
As a result of these actions, the Florida, Louisiana, Vile/hie and
NAACP has been banned in Ala- Mississippi; subjected to suits to
bama. and fined $100,000 for fail- collect taxes (although it is a nonchurch.
award to a girl graduating from
ure to disclose the names and ad- profit organization) in Arkansas
The Semper Fidelis club wishes one of the high schools in Forrest
dresses of its members and con- and Georgia; and threatened with
District of
the
and
states
to thank all of patrons and friends City, who exemplifies good citi
Ten
the
Wilkins,
tributors. Argument on this case disbarment of its lawyers in Vir•
NEW YOKE — Roy
who helped to make the Annual zenship along with other qualifica- executive secretary of the NAACP Columbia have begun or complet- has been heard by the United ginia, Tennessee and Texas.
desegregation process in States Supreme Court and a de- Despite these crippling actions,
Orange Sip a success. Proceeds tions.
expressed confidence that "school ed the
It's commencement lime main, Mich., where she attended the from the event helps the club This year's scholarship recipient
states are Ar- cision is awaited.
the NAACP continues to thrive
desegregation will ;Keened" de- their schools. These
Kentucky, Ma- The Association was also tempo- and is "now engaged in a southand everyone is busy attending the General Conference of the CME make its annual $100 scholarship is Miss Mercedier C. Turner,
continuing resistance in the kansas, Delaware,
- spite
Carolina,
many activities that have been
rarily banned by court action in wide campaign to enlarge the
states of the Deep ryland, Missouri, North
hardcore
planned to make this season of the
Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas and Louisiana and Texas in 1956. Negro vote to speed the shrugworking toward common ideals South.
school year most eniastable.lisr all
Virginia.
and goals.
However, the organization
is tlie for freedom and justice," WitWilkins made this prediction on West
concerned.
Despite this desegregation acMeantime, Mimeo C. Martin, the eve of the fourth anniversary
; The LincrIn Ilf•th school faculty
Danville, Va., imperial recorder, of the United States Supreme tion, Wilkins pointed out, "the vast
and friends are very proud of the
in a letter accompanying t h e court's historic decisics: of May majority of Negro pupils in the
graduating class, as it is the largcheck, will tell banking officers 17, 1954, banning segregation in South — more than two million—
est in the school's history—thero
is still restricted to inferior sep"the Shrine Order would like to public education.
are 99 of them.
arate schools."
see this act multiplied many
"
O.
The NAACP leader noted that
; Rev. R. B. Bland, pastor of the
gasoline and 5 winners will take
The civil rights leader said that
times over by other organizain seven southern states no pubhoiders, who home a bar-be-que grill.
Madison Light Baptist-church will
"
school desegregation Some luy ticket
the
of
most
tions and groups and individuals
pubpreach the baccalaureate sermon, DETROIT Mich. — The Inver-1 on the part of Shriners' officers who can do it, as it seems to us lic elementary or secondary
achieved by "vol- have registered for the "Shower Other lucky persons will telte
desegregated, to date has been
and Prof. J. C. Higgins, principal ial Council, Ancient Egyptian Ara- in various areas is an expression a very tangible and substantial lic school has been
untary action of local school of Prizes" at Big Star stores will home a cosmetics equipped AmeLoustates,
of the Higgins High school ir bic Order Nobles of the Mystic of our concern for the wellbe- way to help lift outselves from a although two of these
boards." The NAACP, he contin- be pleasantly surprised on June 5, lia Earhart Travelers case, and
Clarksdale, Miss., will deliver the Shrine has announced it will dc. ing, growth and expansion of al very much underveloped area, isiana and Virginia, already ad- ued, "has from the outset wel- when they are notified that their someone will be enriched with'
pubtheir
to
posit some $50,000 in 10 major these banking institutions. It is but one which counts heavily, in mit Negro students
commencement address.
'supported such volun- numbers have been picked for RCA Portable television set.
a n d comed and
gifts.
Housewives in the LeMoyne GarC. T. Cobb is principal of the banks owned and operated by Ne- also a vote of confidence in the the world evaluation of a people licly-supported universities
tary local action."
is plenty of time to regis- dens area, who used to travel
colleges.
growth of community interest and in this mhterialistic age."
school, and Mrs. Cobb and John groes on June 2.
"However," he asserted, "t he There
ter, but you don't have to wait some distance before arriving at
Isom are class sponsors.
The deposits are scheduled si- development."
Alexander said that deposits He pointed to recent federal Association will continue, when re- until you are ready to make a
a Big Star store will need to go
for admission quested by parents and their lawcalling
He
also
pointed
parorders
out
that
the
multaneously
by
Shrine
officers.
court
;
'The
juniors
wou''
of
be
made
in
the
Carver
Lincoln
SavHigh ;
purchase to become eligible. You no further than Preiti Brothers'
i
school entertained the seniors, the, Observing the proceedures will be ticipation of the grand masters o ings Bank, Savannah, Ga.; Citi- of Negro pupils without segrega- yers, to file suits ear desegrega- can register free.
Big Star store on Porter st to
faculty, and other guests at the , Members of the Daughters of Isis Prince Hall Masons and t h e zens Savings bank and Trust tion to schools in Arlington and tion wherever necessary."
On June 5, the lucky winners register.
Daughters of Isis emphasize the to., Nashville, Tenn.; Citizens and Charlottesville, Va. He added that CASES, PETITIONS, LAWS
annual Junior-Senior Prom on lastI and Prince Hall Grand Masters.
The store on Porter st. became
common interest in worthwhile Southern Bank and Trust
for According to statistics published will be given free a Zenith washerThursday evening in the senior Booker T. Alexander, imperial
Co., similar orders are indicated
dryer combination, a Renault car: Big Star No. 29 a few weeks Igo,
study hall. Last year we sent potentate, Detroit, Mich., in an- projects.
Philadelphia, Pa., Consolidated the schools of Norfolk and New- by Ste Southern Education Report- a glorious five-day trip to Gatlin- and shoppers In the areas are
ing Service, 141 eases directly burg's Mountain View hotel for now saving money in two ways,
'South of the Border,') and this nouncing the program for disper- Alexander recalled that t h e Bank and Trust Co., Richmond, port News.
rear we sent the "Orient." Jun- sal of the Shrine Imperial' Coun- Shriners, in their first effort on Va.; Crown Savings Bank, New- "Although the state has a Com- connected with some facet of the two, with free meals, swimming, taking advantage of the low prices
June
1,
1956
deposited
some
$60,evasion,
school segregation issue have motor trips, and paid transporta- and taking home Quality Stamps
Port News, Va.; The Douglass plicated plan for further
ior class sponsors were Mesdames cil funds said this was another
F. N. Jamison, C. T. Williams. step in the organization's "Faith 000 in 12 banks across the na- State Bank, Kansas City, Kans. it now seems pgiasible that next been handled by stets and fed- tion; two persons will be awarded which they redeem for value*
tion
in
a
similar
manner.
At
the
join
the
will
in Negro enterprise in our democ} Miss Edna Purifoy.
Also Industrial Bank, Washington September, Virginia
eral courts since May 17, 1954. Ap- 50 gallons each of Pure premium merchandise later on,
time other national and interna- D.
C. Mechanics and Farmers list of states which have made n proximately 95 petitions requestYour scribe, along with J. B. racy."
tional organizations were challeng- Bank, Durham, N. C.; 'Tri-State beginning towards desegregation," ing school desegregation have
Clark, Joseph Allen, and Rev. He further pointed out "'this act
ed to make their funds available Bank of Memphis, Memphi s, Wilkins indicated.
been presented to local school
Rivers attended the funeral of the would again attest to the fact
Tenn.; and Victory Savings Bank, If the Virginia schools begin the boards by parents during the past
late Ben Livingston, the father of that shriners believe in commu- through these institutions.
, Coach M. 0. Livingston, who died nity enterprise, live their faith It was pointed out that the Im- Columbia, 5, C. Each bank will desegregation process this fall, four years, the SERS reports.
in Negro efforts to achieve, and perial Council leading in this Wide- secure a $5,J00 deposit.
Earlier only six of the 17 states and the Since May 17, 1954, the legissuddenly at his home in Little Rock fully support
all progress in bet- spread.dispersal of its funds was ;identical sums will have
on last Sunday morning.
been de- District of Columbia which main- latures of 11 states have enacted
terment"
dramatizing in a special way the posited in Citizens Trust Co., At- tained separate schools will retain
a total of 145 measutes designed
Mrs A. P. Suggs, principal of In announcing the date of depractical things Shriners can do lanta, Georgia and' First St a t e
Stewart Elementary school, has re- posits in these major banks, Alexsegregat- to prevent or "control" the depattern
of
unbroken
an
to promote a cooperative spirit of'Bank, Danville, Virginia,
Alphonso L. Smith, son of
cently returned from Detroit, ander said that "concerted action
ed elementary and secondary pub- segregation process.
Mozelle Starks, 1511 Brookins el,
lic education. These states ace Al- Meanwhile, Wilkins asserted, a
was one of the 459 students honors
abama, Florida, Georgia, Louisia- number of southern states have
ed recently at the "President!'
na, Mississippi and South Caroli- passed laws or invoked court acBanquet" for honor students. litr,
na.
tion against the NAACP. Although
Smith is a junior in the departthe Association has operated in
ment of mathematics.
as
some of these states for as long
He has maintained a straight"A"
until
after
not
40 years, it was
average during the academia
that
1954,
of
May
17,
the decision
year, and was elected to join 14
official action was taken against
Mi Epsilon, national honor frit
the NAACP.
ternity in mathematics.
Mr. Smith is a graduate of
Wilkins described the southern
By
ALEXANDER
DELOACH,
Jr.
when
the
inning
was
over
it
was
Why is basketball superstar Wilt Chamberlain quitting
Douglas High school, where he was
anti-NAACP actions as "a large13
to
12,
for
the
magic
nine.
Both
valedictorian
of his class, pre.
college with one year to go? What part did racial prejHello you sport fans. I am
scale campaign. ..to discredit the
teams managed to add a run
dent of the Student Council, and
NAACP and drive it out of busiback again with the baseball game later,
udice play in his decision? Read his answers in the new
but the Stars had fallen.
president of the Senior class.
of the week.
ness in_the vain hope of stopping
teem of LOOK Magazine. Wilt lays it on the line in his
He attended; Fisk university two
Last Thursday night at Lincoln :In other games the Hardwood
the desegregation movement."
LOOK article and names 77 major colleges whose alumStars knocked down the Magicians
years, and was on the honor roll
Park, the LeMoyne Magicians 10 to
NAAto
cripple
the
"These
laws
A
10-year-old
Alonzo
ni tried to recruit him while still in high school and
Locke
2. The Klondyke team clean.every semester during his stay.
edged th Orange Mound Stars 14 ed the Memphis Trojans
maintain segregation ace
12 to 7: school student who stayed at home CP and
talks about the Negro alumni who helped him decide on
He was also a laboratory asto 13 in a thriller of ..a game. and the Greyhounds defeated the because he said he was sick, was being tested in the courts," he
sistant in the department of matheKansas University. It's .the issue of LOOK with the
added. He predicted that t h e
In the top of the first inning,
drowned
last
Friday
when
he
went
matics, and vice president of the
Magnolia Eagles 9 to 4, while the
ALPHONSO L. SMITH
great Texaco summer tour guide—a collection of helpful
the stars went down in order,
aimed at the NAACP "will
sophomore class.
City Gems gave the same treat- swimming in a rain-filled pool in laws
hints to make this the best vacation you've ever had.
be invalidated."
the Claiborn Housing project.
while the Magicians went out in ment to the Tate Red Sox.
front in the first frame when the . Be
back next week with the The boy and a companion climb- ANTI-NAACP ACTS
catcher. Marvin Doggett blasted a scores in the best
ed over the fence, and had beet? Starting in 1955, legal, adminisSTARTS SUNDAY
games.
home run.
•
in the pool almost an hour before trative and legislative actions
JUNE 1st
he went under. He was pulled against the NAACP have been carThe Magicians held the Stars
3 BIG DAYS!
from the water by Brodie Sesley, ried out by at least 10 southern
' and
down
the second
15, and fire and police rescue states. The southern attacks on the
tallied inanother
score inning
when they
squads and two doctbrs tried for Association have been of two gencame to the plate.
two hours to revive him.
.1400L 714
—77
/4a 1Firreral types:
The Stars managed to break
He was the son of Mr. and Mrs. 1. Actions against the NAACP as
loose in the third, ak the pitcher
JACKSONVILLE, Fla.—(UPI)— Willie
Hunt, of 641 McKinley st. an organization, or against activiJohn Thomas, singled and Wil- Two automobiles carrying 25 perOILINOUENI
lie Moore popped to right field sons crashed head-on Sunday night
A GIRL
PROPELLED
JE1
A
.
After Henry Young walked, James when the hood of one vehicle popGANG...OUT FOR
Smith, the shortstop blasted a ped up obscuring the driver's visFAST KICKS,
triple to give the earn a lead of ion. Three persons were critically
3 to 2.
injurded.
'The action only served as a
Police said nine persons from
stimulus to the Magicians who Jacksonville were riding in a car
1111E-'17'!2---1"14•414-;
jumped back with three runs. traveling west that collided with
11111( 1111111511 - et
PIRWO(111
WW1 WON •Kill
WOO WillI annex
In the fifth inning the Stars an eastbound automobile occupied
111111 toga lours
w
OloO
Woo
MARION
MONTGOMERY
Ink
0.00)MOKIO
increased their lead with four runs by 12 persons from Nahunta, Ga
80 VALUABLE PRIZES!
as the Magicians managed to get Thirteen, including several chil
only one, and trailed s to 5.
1st Prize — Vacation For Two in Mexico City
dren, were hospitalized with minor
The Magicians' bag of tricks injuries. Eight were treated and
All their
2nd Prize — Edsel Citation 2 Door Sedan
started working in the sixth, and released.
days and
nights... In
THE
Three 3rd Prizes — 5- piece Lloyd patio furniture sets
SCORCHING.
PAINT SALE
love and
JOY RIDES OF RECKLESS
Home
Paint,
Reg.
$7.35
Only 5.35
Ten 4th Prizes. — Complete Waite°'
4,pin-fishing sets
WILD
war I
GIRLS OF THE
Itnbbor taw Rag. 5.95
Only 3.95
ROAD!
Five 5th Prizes — World famous HeIhros watches for men
Floor Enamel, Rog. 6.95
•54tUR.4
Only 4.95i
....ION DM X/11 111111111F
WNW liar • IMMT Ilrsqs 544 ,
irryt. ow.
Twenty-Five 6th Prizes — Illindsome Platt 21" orlon-nylon
0
WALLPAPER .. 50% OFF
up., Arm
a.......1.111O yrw0
KOOK ..,roe
companion cases.

0

1)

3

Sat., May 31, 195.,

Mrs. Pauline Hoard, educationsidirector for television station
WKNO was the speaker on Wednesday evening when promotional
exercises for the Riverview Adult
school were held in the auditorium.
Certificates for the completion
of a year of successful study were
awarded by Mrs. Pat Clark, who
is also a member of the staff of
the educational television channel.
The adult school is sponsored
by the Riverview PTA, which is
headed by Rev. J. I.. Netters. It
is directed by Mrs. Archie McNeal. Mrs. Eleanor Olesby is
principal.
On Friday night, May 30, a
banquet will be given for the
Adult school staff and the students.
The program for all the adults
has been received enthusiastically, and Mrs. McNeal reported
that ten additional studnts have!
STUDENTS AND STAFF memalready registered for study durbers of the Riverview Adult
itw the coming year.
school are photographed at a
third row, same order, are ArThe members of the PTA
meeting held at the
thur Miller, Mrs. Julia Young, praised Mrs. Oglesby for her recent
Students seen on the
Mrs. Johnnie Mae Brewington, leadership in the teaching of the school.
front row, from left are Mrs.
Mrs. Cornelia Page, Miss Louadults this year.
ise Day, Miss Bernice Blade,
Miss Loueria Griffin, Waiter
Spinks, and Mrs. Jane Redd.
Dressed in white on rear row
are Miss Willie Cailter, Miss
Elmo Sweeter, and Mrs. Sue
Scott, members of the junior
class.
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TRI-STATE DEFENDER

tight Promoted
At Riverview's
Adult School

I

A.L.Smith HonoredAt
Ohio State University

WHY DID
WILT QUIT?

today-get

I

Magicians Edge Stars
Plays Hookey
In Thrilling Game

From School;
Drowns In Pool

)k

2 Cars Carrying
25 Collide

MALCO
NOW SHOWING

BRANDO

GET YOUR FREE ENTRY BLANKS' WHEREVER YOU
BUY STAG BEER

MARTIN

H. A. CARROLL & CO.

Ten 7th Prizes — Sunbeam Electric Fry Pan
Twenty-Five 8th Prizes — Useful 2-gallon Skotch Kanter!

CUFT

IMINNWWW@

Free
City
Dealvery

Paint Headquarters Since 1871
Herbert Streuli
Walter Streuli
344 Carole at Wellington Ph. IA 31626
1263 N. Hollywood at Chelsea
Ph. FA 7-3201

COMING WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY'
KIRK DOUGLAS in
MOIMMO

CINetresAtcOIDE

ROPE LANCE • BARBARA RUSN • MAY MUTT kt

Paths Of Glory

4 TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Bishop Reid To Head
AME Bishops' Council

Sat., May 3L 19S11
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Program Given For Shut-In By Church Class
Members of the Minnie F. Gal
inure Memorial Bible Class of the
East Trigg Ave. Baptist church
Sunday School met last week in
the home of Mrs. Sena Warr, of
1165 Cannon at., a shut-in member, and after refreshments were
served gave a program.
It included songs. scripture
reading, and prayer. For the
scripture, Mrs. Amarteen O'Neal
read Psalm 1,
A business session followed, and

Virgie Lee
the family of Mrs. Warr was pre- dred Moore, Mrs.
sented to members of the class. Mason, and Mrs. Thelma 1tarn,
Members of the class who were and two young sons.
Mrs. Marie
present included
Smith Brown, president, Mrs. O'Words, of the Wise
The more Intellectual
Neil, Mrs. Mettle Williams, Mrs.
people are, the more origiCora Glover and Mrs, Willie Mae
nality they see in other men.
Tate, secretaries, Mrs. Susie
To commonplace people all
Little, Mrs. Willie Farmer, Mrs
men are much alike.
Addle Rooks, and Mrs. Anna
—(Blalse Pascall
Bowers.
Also Dr. J. J. Warr, Mrs. WI-

WASHINGTON, D. C.—(NNPA) was one of the founders of the
—Bishop Frank Madison Reid of AME church-)
the Second Episcopal District of Mrs. Dewey Robinson presented
the AME Church last Thursday a corsage to Mrs. Reid on behalf
succeeded Bishop It. R. Wright of the supervisors of the missionas the president of the Bishop's ary work of the district. A bible
was presented to Bishop Reid,
Council,
Bishop Reid took over the office during the Washington Annual Conference of the AME
Church, held at Ward Memorial
AME Church here last weekend,
beginning Thursday.
Bishop Wright, who was retiring as president of the Bishops'
Council, was present at the
ceremonies. The office rotates
yearly among the bishops.
Bishop Reid was next in line.
The Rev. G. Dewey Robinson,
pastor of Metropolitan AME
Church, said the day was a great
one throughout African Methodism. Both bishops were praised.
Dr. Robinson presented the Rev.
A. J. Felix, presiding elder of
the Potomac District, who told
who lost by a slight margin;
the audience that when Bishop
one of the governors was rr
I WILLING WORKERS WINJames Bolton, who was the
Reid went to South Carolina in
elected to the post for the sec'
+ NER — The winner of the AnMrs.
winner's assistant; and
1944, the church was split in facand straight year by raising
nual President's Drive sporr
of
president
Bessie McKenzie,
the greatest amount of money.
tions, "but it was not very long
sored by the Willing Workers
the club. Dr. L. A. Hamblin is
Pictured from left is his wife,
after Bishop Reid went to South
t, club of the Golden Leaf BapPhoto
church.
the
of
pastor
Mrs. Geneva Cowan., Mr.
Carolina that African Methodism
! tist church was William ('owBlakeley)
by
Cowans, Mrs. Ada McDaniel,
became solid."
1 ins, second from left, who as
The Rev, Walter L. Hildebrand,
pastor of Emanuel AME Church,
Portsmouth, Va., who was designated by the episcopal district
representatives to speak on the
occasion of the succession, said
the AME Church must find "continuing leadership."
The Rev, Mr. Hildebrand said
Bishop Reid took over "from
the hands of one who has given
masterful and great leaderehip
held'
be
will
service
A special
to the church," and that 170 years
31,
at
May
evening,
on Saturday
of history looked down upon the
have thrown 8 p. m. for Le Moyne college grad' What price friendship! One time. Apparently we
occasion, ''170 years in which we
the
things
in
school
meaningful
finished
uates who
question that constantly plagues away the most
have battled for the dream of
"8."
an
things
with
ending
those
years
my mind is how far one should of life in pursuit of
Richard Allen." (Richard Allen
acceptance
the
Students who completed their
go to maintain friendship. Only that will make for
that
fame
work at LeMoyne from 1888 up
a few minutes ago I heard a man of all of the color and
popular. The to 1948 are expected to be present
mention that many people today comes with being
of
interest
in
for the program entitled: "Greatdare not be different. We live in day has come when
must choose er Unity for a Greater LeMoyne,"
a day of conformity. The whims a better world one
amount
certain
to be given in Bruce Hall.
and wishes of the crowd are in his friends with a
Special speaker for the program
final analysis what determines of cultural and moral fineese. We
inthose
to
will be Mrs.
Eldora Amos, a
must turn our hearts
the human behavior.
will
that
life
mathematics instructor at Manasforces in
Our friendships are based on tangible
peoaccepted
The Annual Honors Convocation,
well
High
school,
who
received both
sas
us as
our ability to conform to the establish
phases of society for all the bachelor of arts and science sponsored by the LeMoyne college
"mass mind." In modern society ple in all
degrees from LeMoyne. She com- chapters of Alpha Kappa Mu Nadays.
it does not pay too much to be
pleted
requirements for
the tional Honor Society and the Beta
different so we find everyone Tragically many young people in
master's degree in mathematics Chi Scientific society, was held reforsaking the basic teachings of the their lust for many friends have
cently at the school, and students
at the University of Illinois.
home and wandering off into the chosen those things that will make
scholastically
Other Le Moyne alumni who will who had excelled
peculiar behavior that serves to them acceptable for a few days
appear on the program are Will- were honored.
rather than for life.
make them popular.
Presentation of Dean's certific' In this day of social approval How admirable are those people iam Washburn, jr., '38. who will ates were made by Dr. W. W. Gib375 degree F. oven for thirty minmouth as well as lucious breads
get give a solo; Mrs. Mary E. Roband social acceptance one easily who for a life turn* are able to
son, acting dean of the school; the
utes. Cool.
and pastries.
finds himself in a quander as to friends and maintain a cluster of inson, '58, who will give an organ announcement and presentations
what steps to take. Oftimes we them throughout life because they selection; and Mrs. Selma R. Mays of scholarship awards were made
' Frost with Seven Minute FrostThis glamorous, fluffy orange
find ourselves asking ourselves have such characteristics that all also '48, who will give a reading. by Rev. J. W. Mickle; and a speech
ing: Place 2 egg whites, Pa C.
cake will be the hit of your dinner
Other alumni will also particihow far shall I go with this per- who come in contact with them
sugar, 11
/
2 tsp. light corn syrup,
or pastry—swirl the frosting high
was
made
by
Miss
Vernalure
Patadmire
pate
in
the
but
services.
are able to do nothing
son or that person?
one-third C. cold water and a dash
and sprinkle the top with goldterson, who was present at the AlThe
general
chairman
of the reSometime down the line we them.
of salt in top of double boiler; mix
tinted shreds of coconut.
pha Kappa Mu National Convenmust decide whether it is more True and lasting friendships are union program is Mrs. Annie Arm- tion held a short time ago.
thoroughly. Cook, beating constantstrong
L.
DaiV.
fancies.
Jack
Sprat
fleeting
Johnson
is
C.
flour
2%
program
rewarding to have friendship than not based on
ly with rotary or electric beater
Certificates for high scholastic
chairman.
2% tsp. baldng powder
to be right. Daily we hear people ly we see people who rise up for
'til mixture forms peak, about 7
averages during the second semesreturn
to
a
few
hours
only
to
3
4
tsp.
salt
saying that it is not what you
minutes. Remove from fire, add
ter of last year were given to Miss
1.,
/2 tsp. grated lemon peel
know but who you know; therefore insignificance because the things
vanilla
flavoring. Beat until
Sara Lewis, Square Partee, and
that
made
them
popular
are
not
1
tablespoon
grated
orange
peel
we find many people striving to
spreading consistency Spread be- $
James Bishop.
the
things
that
the
better
thinking
s/4
C.
shortening
win friends and influence people
tween layers, on sides and top.
Students honored for excellent
people can appreciate over a perIS: C. sugar
at all cost
work during the first semester of
Sprinkle with golden coconut.
many
words
our
iod
of
time.
In
so
Milk
C.
2
/
4
Man is the product of many
this year were Darnell Thomas,
To Color Coconut. Half fill a
forces at work on him simultan- friendships must be based upon
Misseaarttei
is
Thelma
Williams,titehs
small jar with coconut, dilute yelT
iwgowhithhoah
Thomas
hm
Sift .together Jack Sprat flour,
rs.
cae
those
things
that
will
keep
us
aceously. In the course of a day he
ci
Med
low food coloring with a few drops
baking powder, and salt. Add lemreehao7irgedi v
finds himself constantly choosing ceptable before the people for ever
icwith
of water. Add colored water to
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Preson and orange peels to shortening;
and
ever.
between those forces that would
ident and Mrs. Eisenhower ex.
jar; shake until coconut is tinted.
h honor
cream well. Add sugar gradually
make him acceptable and popular The man or woman who has pressed "deep regret" yesterday went to Miss Josephine
Spread on paper toweling to dry.
JANA C. PORTER
and beat until light and fluffy. Add
Isabel,
or those forces that would see come to grips with those forces in at the death of Samuel Cardinal Miss Gloria Wade, Miss
Serve by itself or with ice cream.
Barbara
eggs, one at a time, beating well
him rejected and walking alone. life that will make him or her Stritch,
Williams. and James Bishop.
The family will have fun helping
after each addition; add flour mixYes
Madame,
Facing the possibility of walk- stand out as a real person will
Mr. Eisenhower said in a stateto make this glamorous cake.
ture alternately with lemon juice
ing alone the average person will in the final analysis a man or ment:
Jack Sprat enriched wheat flour
then milk gradually. Beat smooth
friend.
"I know that all Americans will
By for now,
soon find himself going along with woman who will be a real
does make such wonderfully light
after each addition. Bake in two
We must not fool ourselves in Join with Mrs. Eisenhower and me
the majority. We are prone to
tender cakes that melt in your
paper lined 9 by PZ inch pans in
Jana Porter
in
friendexpressing
that
deep
throw away those well established the unfounded belief
regret at the
and taught behavior patterns and ship will be a lasting and meaning- passing of Samuel Cardinal Stritch,
accept those forces that will make ful thing for all with whom we the first American prelate to be
for our acceptance to the crowd come in contact. The price of entrusted with the care of the forHow tragic it is that those forces friendship is really wrapped up eign missions of his church.
that make for popularity are so in the way we conduct ourselves "His spiritual leadership contricontrary to those forces that according to the highest moral and buted much to the common good
of America and will be greatly
makes for the individual being ac- spiritual behavior patterns that
missed."
cepted In the higher type of so- over a period of years the friendWhite House news Secretary
ciety. It is my deepseated belief ship circle will grow not because James C.
Hagerty said that Eisenthat In the desire to satisfy the of popularity but because of an hower was
personally acquainted
crowd and he accepted by all is exhibition of the higher forces for with the Cardinal and had
talked
very cancerous to our day and worthy living and action.
with him before he left for Rome
last April.
A delight on any child's bedroom wall, above the tot's desk
or work table, is this lively new
wall clock in colorful "calico
horse" design.
A program entitled, ''Song On
Available in red, yellow, and
Wings," will be presented on next
Sunday evening, June 1. at the blue colors: this timely suggestion
ST. JAMES AME
A Month's Drive will begin at Clayborn Temple AME
church by for spring redecorating has an
St. James AME church of 600 the Summerfieid Baptist church,
the members of the senior choir. added twist in that the youngster
members
N. Fourth at., feted its
Sunday. It is being sponsored by
Directing the choir in the mu can personalb be responsible for
of six months with a breakfast, the senior choir of the church,
sical program at 294 Hernando St., winding it.
turnrecently. A large number
Each choir member will represent will be Mrs. L. IS, Rhinehartit.
Clock is keywound, using socket
ed out to welcome them into the a month of the year and put forth
The program will begin at 7:30
fellowship.
an effort to raise funds for the p.m.. and the public is cordially near the number "9"; and when
not in use the key is hung on a
The menu, which was prepared Sunday School and Baptist Train- invited to be present.
tiny hook on reverse side of the
and served in the annex of the ing Union Congress
Mrs. Julia Miller is president of
sanctuary, consisted of tasty break
Climaxing the drive will he a tea the choir. and Rev. H L. Starks, horse's neck.
fact foods and beverages. The Men in the dining ares of the church. pastor of the church. Mrs. Audrey For added child appeal, the
Service League attended the pre- Here, the winner will be ,rowned Folsome is chairman of the pub- daisy decorations on the penduTHERE LS ALWAYS good listening when the Big Star Talent F irst row, left to right: Mary Gibson. Clarice
Flake, and Albert
lum and at "12" swing back and
parations. Prof. R. B. Thomp- outstanding "Month of the Year." licity committee.
show eliimbs aboard the powerful WDIA airlanes each Saturday Martin. Second row—Allen Carroll, Carolyn Gibson,
Quince Billups,
son and Walter Allen were the Mrs. ThelmaBailey is the presi
forth with each tick of the clock.
morning at 11:30 for you are always assured of a top notch show. Bernice Smith, Joe Mahon, Magoiene Williams.
Third row -cooks. They were assisted by C. dent of the choir.
Surrounding horse frame is of
It's a continuing parade of gifted boys and girls who step before Daniel Cade, Mr. Cannady, Claraince
Smith, Barbara Matthews,
WilFon and James Snow.
Next Sunday, a popularity consturdy plastic.
microphones of the Big Star talent show to show the vast Mid. Clara Matthews, Vernon King. and Brantley
Thompson. If you
The Laymen's Organization of test will commence at the house
South audience what they can do. From these youngsters comes would like an audition try-out you are
Here's a wonderful item to help
cordially invited to contact
the church sponsored the break- of reverence. The young people's
the
big
stars of Star's Capital World. On last Saturday's show WDIA for an audition try-out. Genial
mother not only liven up the tot's
encouragement—giving A.
fast. J. W. Clarke is the presi- ,.hoir will compete.
the talented line-up included; standing in front—Joyce Blair. C. Williams is master of ceremony.
room, but also for training in telldent.
Rev Leer. Brook:ns is the minisThe president of the 11 erta ing time and learning reeponsi•
Rev. E. M. Alcorn is the pastor. ter.
rrirp says he expects the com- bility. too.
PARKWAV GARDENS
GOLDEN LEAF BAPTIST
pany to attain a 25 percent in.
PRESBYTERIAN
The celebration of the year
Sunday was Pentecost Sundayi Pastor's Anniversary, will he held crease in volume to the $100 mil- Ike Waves Neutron Wend
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Presat the Parkway Gardens Presby- t the Golden Leaf Baptist church lion level this year despite the
economic recession.
ident Eisenhower waved a neutron
terian church. It is proclaimed the !tech-ming June 1
Walter
Jacobs
also
told
nand
L
yesterday to dedicate by re
the
day the Holy Spirit came to the The honoree is Rev. U. 4. Ram
Christian church. Sunday was the blin, well-known minister of the annual meeting of stockholders in mote control the nation's first all
Chicago that he expected t h e scale atomic power plant at Ship
birthday of the Christian Church. city.
Herts directors to declare the reg- pingport, Pa.
Plans are underway at the house
• • •
ular 30-cent cash dividend for the
of worship to conduct a religious FOOD FOR THOUGHT —
survey of the surrounding com- would be much happier if w e second quarter when the board Hold Workshop On Campus
munity. Elder P. U Burford is cnnt more time seeking to mak, meets Jun, 5
TALLAHASSEE — A workahe,
director of the Survey
in Home Furnishings will be con
hanpv rather than trying to
Rev. A. F.. Andrew is the minis- find hanolness for ourselves 1ep. taken from the weekly pamphlet of ducted on the Florida A and NI
ter.
piness is not something that riu the Parkway Gardens Preebyter university campus, July 96 - AugSUMMERFIELD BAPTIST
discover. You earn it" This was man chutch of 1683 S. Parkway E ust 9.

BIG STAR'S
Shower of Prizes

0

LeMoyne Grads
Of'Eights'To
Be Honored

Honors Given
To Top Students
At LeMoyne

HERE ARE THE PRIZES
TO BE GIVEN AWAY JUNE 5th

ONE—So-Easy-To-Drive "Renault"
ONE—Glorious 5-Day Vacation For Two
ONE—$50 Gift Certificate from Youngtown
ONE—Zenith Super Twin "Washer-Dryer"

ONE—Beauty Traveler Case
FIVE—Electric Barbecue Grills
TWO—Prizes Of Fifty Gallons Of
Famous Pure Premium Gasoline
ONE—RCA Portable Television

Ike 'Regrets'
Stritch Death

Gay Wall
Clock For
Tiny Tots

Present Musical
At Clayborn AME

Hertz To Pay
2nd Dividend

Shining Performance By Youthful Stars On Big Star Talent Show

0

ra. Virgie Lee
s. Thelma Wart,
sons.

f the Wise
.• Intellectual
he more origtst in other men,
lace people all
a alike.
(Blalse Pascal)

•

'FrE!58 Thurgood To Conduct Fisk Race Institut
Mississippi

15th Event Set
For June 30
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Fisk
university will, become the race
relations capital of the world June
30 as the 15th annual Institute of
Race Relations opens a two week
evaluation of "Human Relations
and Moral Challenge."
Under the auspices of the Race
Relations Department of t h
American Missionary Association
Board of Home Missions of the
Congregational Christian Churches, with Fisk as a co-sponsor, the
Institute will be conducted by
such experts as Thurgood Marshall, chief legal counsel of the
NAACP.
Some 140 business, religious, labor and other professional leaders
front 30 Northern and Southern
states will exchange ideas and
viewpoints to achieve the institute's purpose: to orient leaders of
local communities in the problems
processes and methods of implementing better intergroup relations.
Special delegations from Puerto Rican, Indian - American and
Spanish-speaking groups w I I I
provide a wide dimension of analysis.
In defining the scope of the Institute, Dr. Herman Long, director
of the AMA's Race Relations Department, said:
"This is an institute which deal3
W4 the crucial issues of racial
id human relations in our national life. Beyond the daily events
change, there are urgent questions
of decision and action. At the
base of this challenge to individuals and groups lie matters of ulti-

mate commitment to religious, human, and democratic values. They
are the final measures o/ the wisdom and justice with which we endow leadership and action."
Over the past 14 years, t is a
Race Relations Institute has provided lay and professional community leaders the opportunity to develop new understandings of the
major minority group situations.
In the role of lecturers or consultant' have been acme of the
world's outstanding authorities in
the field. Among them have been:
Gordon.W. Allport, department
of Social Relations, Harvard university; Lester Granger, executive
director, National Urban League;
Phillip M. Hauser, chairman, department of Sociology, University
of Chicago; Lillian Smith, author
and lecturer; Robert C. Weaver,
State Administrator, State of New
York, and P. L. Prattis, Executive Editor, Pittsburgh Courier.
These and other authorities have
led institute delegates in finding
answers to problems imbedded in
such areas as "The Scientific
Acessment of Prejudice," "Sociological and Anthropoligical Backgrounds of Human Relations,"
"Fair Employment and E q ual
Economic Opportunity" 'Mousing," "Integration on Co liege
Campus," "Church and Race."
"Successful Practices of School
Integration," and "Legal a n d
Legislative Approaches."
Institute members may earn
three semester hours of academic
credit toward undergraduate or
graduate degrees.

to visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. our city.
Mrs. Mamie Coleman retu
o G. Watkins.
Mrs. Minnie Alexander who via- home from a Memphis hospit
ited her brother in Little Rock spend the week enci with her I
ly. Others visiting the Coles
has returned home.
I •'
Mrs. Jonnie Murcherson of Little were Will Mays, Mr. Tom IV
Rock visited with Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Samuel D. Maya and
By SLEEPY PAIGE
Lacey Cravens on Mother's Day. garet J. Pearson, all of Nash
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Rober- Also Mrs. Dottie Thompson,
Mr. Wyatt Newton was called
Riley Turner. Mrs. Charles I
last week to Osyka. Miss., to at- eon visited here Sunday with reladers, Miss Nancy Mays, Mr.
tend the funeral of his brother in tives. They reside In Little Rock,
Mrs. Owen Warford, Mr. and
Rev. Jessie Ford went to Wallaw, Mr. Isiah Broomfield who
Oscar Gardner. Miss Fri
was accidentally killed at the In- Out Ridge Sunday. Be is the pas- ' Johnigan,. Mr. and Mrs. I
ternational Paper co., at Pasca- tor of the Baptist church there. Beck, Miss Widell Young,
Mr. and Mrs. Ezzard Corintha Walter Young, Mr. J. W. Si.
goula.
LaCross attended
Little Herman Acker, son of Mr. and children of
Mr and Mrs. Bell Maberry
'
here Sunand Mrs. Freddie Acker, who services at Bethel AME
Really others
morning.
day
is a polio patient, underwent suradd ala
Mrs. Martha Part of Newport. I TRUSSVILLE
gery last week at Gulfport MeBy L. R. MEYERS
morial hospital. He is now at home visited here Sunday.
Union services and Mother's
Funeral rites for Mrs. B
and will have to use crutches for
Sunday
held
were
program
Day
Posey who died after a prolo
a few days.
Baptist church. Rev. illness were held Sunday at'
Mrs. Selena Weary and Mrs. at Friendship
Lapper- Canaan Baptist church. Rev.
pastor
of
Myers,
H.
P.
Rosemary Smith of Columbia
Memorial Methodist church, Williams officiated. Intermer
spent last week end in the home ty
speaker. His sermon the church cemetery with L
her of their sister, Mrs. Elouise was guest
was very inspiring. Rev. Albert Sanks as funeral director, So
McKinzie.
ors are a sister, Mrs. ,lessie
St. Clair, pastor.
Mrs. Jane Prence and son of
The fifth and sixth grades of ens ith whom Mrs. Posey
Chicago spent a week here in
Miller had a picnic at and a niece, Mrs. Evelyn Edw
the home of her cousin, Mrs. Ca- Ethel 0.
of Detroit and other relative
Friday.
therine Fortenberry. Mrs. Prence Fitzhugh last
A group of members with
Allen Merrick, N. H. Strong,
and Mrs. Fortenberry also visited
pastors, Rev, M. L. Robinson
Betty L. Harper,
relatives and friends in New Or- Joyce A. Barris,
T. c, Williams from the New I
Cell Sherill, Rex, /fenny and Ca- el and Mt. Canaan Baptist eh
leans.
rol R. Ramsey attended a sev- es motored to Center Point a
Funeral services were held last
enth and eighth grade ball at Tuck- they appeared on the annivet
week at Pleasant Valley Baptist erman Thursday night.
program of the Rev. S. L. C
church for Mrs. Caroline WashingReception for graduating class Baptist cherch.
during memorial services Sunpresident of the college; Edton, 80, who died in the home of
of Ethel 0. Miller will be held at Mrs. Betty Jean Booker of C
day, May 18. Pictured left to
ward Rodrequiez, curator of
her daughter, Mrs. Sebell McGee.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. M. land and Mrs. Nellie Mae 11,
right: Miss Mary L. Divers.
the Mary McCleod Bethune
Mrs. Washington, a long time
Miller at 949 Oak at., from 4:30 Detroit and Mrs. Hattie Lee
associate professor and head
Foundation and Dr. John Sylresident of this city had been conto 5:30 Sunday, The public is in- born of Columbus are vi,
of the department of Social
tester Smith, dean • registrar
fined for several years of which vited.
Gunn, who is seriously ill at
Science; Dr. Richard V. Moore,
of the college,
time one of her legs had been
By HENRY E. CRUMP
wood hospital.
taken off. Other than her daughter, ABERDEEN
The Rev. Poter of Birming
Mrs. McGee, she is survived by
school
reThe Vine Street high
was guest speaker Sunday
another daughter, Mrs. Dave ligious service was held Sunday.
at the New Bethel Baptist chi
Johnson, one son of Hammond, May 18, at 6 p. m. The commence- Rev. M. L. Robinson is the n
La., a host of other relatives and ment sermon was delivered by the ter.
friends. Rev. Fox was the officiat- Rev. J. C. Peters, pastor of St.
Rev, and Mrs. T. C. Will
James Methodist church, Colum- recently celebrated their 17th
ding anniversary. Guests
ing:ii'liVsiebre.rt Abra"ack and bus, Miss.
Mrs. Vette Ward passcd away Springville and Birmingham
Bo-Leg Washington of Detroit,
in attendance.
Mich., spent last week here visit- May 14.
inf4rtheiroal.:tearenctsaddainsd araedl t ;etIse. The Dunbar Social Club met
of
Mrs
home
In
the
Friday night
niece, Pam
Johnson, left last Alice T. Griffin with a large group
members and visitors present.
of
week for Detroit, Mich., where
Circle No. 2 of First Baptist
they expect to spend three or four
social work chief in Washington, erans Administration Central Of.
night in the home
weeks visiting her daughters, Mrs. met Monday
D. C., said his division completed fice, Washington 25, D. C.
Lexye Crump. The lesson KEOKUK
Lillian Gaddis of Mrs.
hole
Ott
and
Miss
service for more than 250,000 vet- Growth of the veteran popula•
was beautifully discussed by each
By REV. M. CIAPEPPE
and her brothers, the Rollins.
erans in fiscal 1957, as compared tion, aging of veterans, and the
member
Mr. and Mrs. Wathas are at
Prof. J. P. Johnson, prinRev.
during
away.
with approximately 248,000
increasing number of mental paRobert Crump passed
ing a few weeks visiting in
cipal of Carver High school was
fiscal 1956.
tients leaving VA hospitals under
May 17. At this writing arrange- Francisco.
speaker at the Poplarincomplete.
Vacancies for social workers ex- social work supervision are major the guest
are
merits
Mrs. Wesley Mae Burrell is
ville services last Sunday, held at
Mr Guss Crawford is on the
ist at VA hospitals and outpatient factors in producing a larger VA
at 2227 Main at.
Triumph Baptist church. On
clinics across the nation. Those social work caseload, Cumming the
sick list. We pray for a speedy I living
Mr. Russel Taylor, Miss ;
the same night of that day he recovery for him.
who hold a graduate degree in so- said.
Taylor, Mrs. Deborah Smith,
delivered a message to the Odd
•••
cial work may apply for VA em- VA hospitals
released
5,000 Fellows of Bay St. Louis.
Doretta Jean, Mr. F. F. I
AL
M
ADD BTyEN
ployment to the Central Board of mental patients to return to their
ins, Rev. and Mrs. Culpepper,
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Trotter, Jr.,
VIN GHOLSTON
US Civil Service Examiners, Vet- home communities under social
and children of Detroit, Mich., ar
The afternoon tea sponsored bY Leona Perks, Karen and
work supervision during the first here to spend a while with their
the church aid club of Mt. Olivet Culpepper visited St. John's A
six months of fiscal 1958, he said. parents. Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
was a huge success. Everyone at- E. church Sunday afternoon.
The totals of VA mental pa- Trotter, sr., and Mr. and Mrs.
Rev. Ogleton's third quer
tending enjoyed the program and
(tents so released were 11,169 for Pierce Stwart.
the refreshments. Mrs. Reasino conference was very success,
the entire fiscal year 1957 and
Mrs. Mae Ashby is imprt
Mr. Tal Warren who has been Turner, vice president of the club
10,837 for fiscal 1956.
confined for several weeks was served as mistress of ceremonies. nicely.
A new drug for treating arthrlt- supposed to have been admitted Those appearing on the program
Mrs. Emma Harris Is on
is, rheumatism, and allergies is to the hospital at Jackson a few included Mrs. Christine Hooper, sick list. She is improving.
Beulah
especially suitable for old people weeks ago, but was never admit- Mr. Dan Goodrich, Mrs.
Mr. Perry is doing nicel
I and others with heart conditions, ted, hut on last week he was ad- Hooper, Miss Maggie Vaughns, CED
RAPIDS
Martha
Mrs
Veterans
Annie
Long,
Math,
,
Administration
reported.
Mrs.
By G. H. MONTGOMER
tightening
up
in
need for
tnitted to the hospital at VicksMrs.
Wells,
Georgia
Mays,
Mrs.
Rev.
E.
Science, Foreign Languages and
L. Johnson, pasts
VA said research at the VA ten- burg.
English.
[ ter in Martinsburg, W. Va., has The Senior Choir of St. Mat- Mary Taylor, Mrs. Mary Lee Bex, Bethel AME church; Cedar
Q. Why do you include English? produced definite evidence t h at thews Baptist church of Goodyear Mr. Douglas Taylor, Mr. T. B. ids, and his choirs and mem
A. "It is very Important. Here , triamcinolone. a newly developed gave a "Tea" last week in the Box, Miss Kathryne F.ussel, Mrs. were guests of Rev. John I. -r
Carl and Doria as, at the Bethel AIME churc
too, the standards have fallen ' drug of the cortisone family, can home of Mrs. Ella Mae Collins. Helen Carrethers,
Mr. Toni McLaurn was recent- Jean Whitfield, Mrs. Elizabeth Davenport, Sunday, May 18.
down badly. The universities have be used safely for heart patients.
president
of the club.
Mays is
Johnson delivered the mei •
to shape tomorrow's leaders. We ; Veterans of World War II may ly called to Palmers Crossing to
The Missionary Singers of Clarks- and both of his choirs sang.
over and over again from know that they have two more attend the funeral of his brothrenders('
a
program
at
Salville
Mrs. Queeny H. Brown, 1117
leaders in business, the professions years — until July 25, 1960 — er.
ters Chapel AME church on May ave., S. E., died May 16, follo
The Senior Class of Carver High
and the government plaints to the 1 to apply for Cl loans under the
18.
brief illness. She was born
a
effect that graduates are not as ...Veterans Administration guaranty school presented their Class Night
Rev. and Mrs. G. H. Bowen were 3, 1883 at Ottumwa, Is. A C
program last week in the school
proficient as they should be in ; program.
dinner guests in the home of Rey- Rapids resident for 55 )Nors
handling the English language." , Robert D. Beer, manager of auditorium; the theme of the Pro- and Mrs. N. D. Thompson.
is survived by a son, Charle
STEPS TAKEN
bthye pVutA
bhleireeg
Lio
extensiona
awn l850-f3f614Ci.se in Illinois, gram was "Seniorama." A gift Mt. Olivet Baptist church wor- Boone of this city: one bro
Haatveo
n'htioyovv
u esrelecyeanntlytotak
ien
m . said
authorized from the class was presented to shipped with Salters Chapel AME Eldridge Horne, and a sister,
Mrs. Jones, their sponsor and I on May 11.
Steps
Charles Davis, both of Ottut
rwriting?
Beer said, however, World War principal J. P. Johnson.
10-' Porch-Reed school had Its miServices at St. Wence
Among those confined to the
A. "Yes. Starting in September II veterans may not know that
yal field day exercises last Fri. church by Rt. Rev. Msgr. A
.
ni hospital last week were Miss day
students will get two grades n all the July 25, 1960 deadline for guar- cal
Hampton High of Dick- Chihak.
courses. One for the subject mat- 1 anteed loans means that VA must Evelyn McGee, Mrs. Neely M. eson and Hensley junior high of
ter of the course and a grade in ; receive the lender's loan guaranty Gutter, Mrs. Mary Simmons, Mrs. Erin as guests.
Etel Ray, Willie Ferrell and Mrs.
English composition"
' application by that date.
Funeral for Mrs. Mary L. Wells
Julia Saucier of Bay St. Louis.
was held on Saturday May 10.
Work began last week on the
Some of the visitors this week
East Side colored school. The new end were Mr. and Mrs. Donnie
building is being built near Nelson, Mrs. Viola Riggin, Mr. Wyits old school site.
ly Wells, Mrs. Hattie Box, Mrs. PONTO FOC
•5•
Mrs. Eddie Walker who
Phyllis Russel and Mr. Robert
HOLLY SPRINGS
Mays were dinner guests in the been ill for sometime, died
Rosenwald commencement exer- home of Mrs. Elizabeth Mays of Tuesday night. She leaves
mourn her passing two sons,
cises began Sunday. May 18. Bacfus of Trenton, N, J. and D
calaureate sermon was delivered
of
Pontotoc; two daughters,
by the Rev G. Washington Reece,
Louise Jo;es and Mrs. Eddie
pastor of Second Baptist church,
Deal
both of Pontotoc
Oxford, Miss. Monday night the
A large number attended a
eighth grade class day exercise,
gram at Aherdecr high sc
sponsored by Mrs. Bennie Freelast Wednesday.
man. Wednesday night. senior BOLIVAR
BOULDIN
By ELBERT
Those on the sick list are
class day exercises, sponsored by
The music department of Boll- proving.
Mrs. W. Ford and Prof. Fred
Industrial
junior
high
school
ar
Moore. Thursday, play by the elementary department, sponsored by presented a spring music festival
Mrs. Hearn. Mrs. William and under the direction of Miss V M.
Mrs. Bell. Thursday night the McCellon. Mrs. Alfreda Lake had
crowning event. The annual ad- charge of devotion; Mrs, Ile Wells
dress was delived by pe",gave the purpose of music and —
A. W. Waters .if Rust. Taenty- Mrs. Frances Nance was nar- BELOTT
nine graduates received diplom. rator. Guest artists were Mr. AlBy W. ti, JOHNSON
A program was held at Set
as. Commencement exercises were ton Jarmon, Mrs. 0. L. Bonds
well attended. Mr. Moore, princi- and Miss Dorothy Rainer.
Methodist cluirch last Sunday r
pal.
Mrs. Ethel Woods. Mr. and for Rev. Giles, pastor, who
Those who attended the General Mrs. Anderson Fowler and Keith) to attend a conference.
Conference in Detroit returned on spent Mother's Day in St. Louis,l
tchh:iirreshiensginogf
Tuesday.
through
groups
with relatives and friends.
Rev. A Montgomery filled the
Mrs. Nonnie Young is visiting tributed to the program.
pulpit at Anderson Chapel while her daughter and son. Mrs. AnThe New Zion's men eh
Rev. Armstrong attended the Gen- nie Mae Hudson and Mr. Leo sang at the Janesville A;si
eral Conference.
tion Wednesday night
Young.
• ••
The old building which serv
Mrs. Zertha Gurley of Chicago
OROLONA
spent Mother's Day here with Miss the New Zion church up to
By MATTIE MOORE
May Burley and daughter, Miss has been dismantled by the
men of the church.
Miss Irene Lawrence is home Essie B. Parron and children.
A plan is being projected
from Okolona Community hospital
Mrs Ozeil E. Drane of Jackson,
and is doing fine.
Tenn . delivered the commence- the church to send a grout
Mr. George Harris passed away ment address at the Bolivar In- young people to the Bitptist W
May 12. He leaves a wife, five dustrial school. Roy Lee Matthews Youth Conference.
rabaN
a5illiams was home
sons and three daughters Funeral w a s valedictorian. T h e r e moBtahrebra,
at Carvey Baptist M B church, were seventy-three in the graduTurner of Philadelphia and
•
'
Chambers of Lon Angeles and
byLaan teariitG
om
or"..
odhi
onie
dirng
. swohniteofriM
Pastor, Rev. J. L. Stolk,
laughter Ann; Mrs. Joseph L.
,
o-anddaeshter
bMicryseleAman
bd
rose
wasGoho
rdsopnitawliazseds.tt
Rosalind B
• ••
' Rev. Ezell Curry of Jackson,
icKensie of Chicago and
ledloe,- and Mrs. Rosa J. ' BATESVILLE
tahleingnecwlap
ssa.stor of Bethlehem, de'aughter Lou nertha: Mrs
'ear.,
VP -Bon, Del. and '
By MATTIE WATKINS
livered his first sermon on Mothnn Pointer of Ct. Louis and
Emmanuel Baptist has elei
aughter Joyce.
1 Mrs, Pearline Billingsly of Mal er's Day. His mother
and sister Rev. Berriek of Jackson. Te
daughter Avis; Mrs.
M.
i ta, Mo., was here on Mother's Day ca e down with him.
i to their pastorate. ..,..

BETHUNE • COOKMAN college marked the 3rd anniversary of the death of Its Founder and first president, Dr.
Mary McCleod Bethune, by
Placing a wreath on her grave
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National Tea Contest

Problems for which veterans
need the specialized help of Veterans Administration social work
era have not decreased in t h e
years since Korea and World War
11.
Indications are that sick and disabled veterans have only traded
wartime problems for peacetime
ones.
In fact, the VA social work caseload is increasing.
Roger Cumming, the agency's

DRAMATIST Aurelia James Bos- Three more home winners will be
chosen at two week intervals.
ton, appears In a benefit recital
Other gifts will be added in the
at Lincoln Center, 700 E. Oaklast weeks of National:s give away
wood blvd., Sunday, June I, at 7
program which is believed to be
p.m. Sponsored by the local Ben.the biggest in the history of the
diet College Alumni Mrs. Boston
Chicago grocery business. These
will read among her program
are a Nickey Chevrolet Staselections works of Poe. Kilmer gifts
tion Wagon and 3 Florida vacaand James Weldom Johnson's
tions for two.
"St. Peter Relates An Incident
of the Resurrection Day." Proceeds will be given to the United
Negro College Fund.
1 "I'm so happy all I can do Is
cry," said Mrs. Raymond Peterson, 5950 N. Newberg St., when
informed by L. C. Fahlberg, Assistant Branch Manager of the Na.
tional Tea Co., that she had won
a $15,800 three bedroom home
an.
with complete equipment and car- DELAWARE. Ohio — (INS) —IService, various educational
peting in the new suburban city Arthur S. Flemming, who joins I tivities, pure food and drug adof Woodland Heights, Irving Park President Eisenhower's cabinet'ministration and Bureau of Voceand Barrington Roads in Stream- as secretary of Health, Education tional Rehabilitation.
wood, III.
and Welfare in July, eneisages a INTERVIEW
to im- The interview follows:.
' The National Tea co. announced tremendous opportunity
an educator
the first winner of four homes prove world relations by launch- QUESTION: As
being given away during May and ing a giant "health for peace";what are your principal concerns
as you
ou prepare to take this new
June as part of a 675,000 give program.
1
away program sponsored by Na- "We can fight heart disease, i post?
tional in cooperation with Morris cancer, malaria and other male- ANSWER: "My first concern is
Dreyfus, planner and builder of dies alongside the iron curtain i with teachers' salaries. We must
Woodland Heights, the Ni c k e Y countries. By working together we improve our salary structure for
Chevorlet to., the Norge company may promote more understand- teachers even before the question
and Walton Rugs and Furniture ing,'' the resigning president of of providing additional classroom
out will be supplied by The Wal- Ohio Wesleyan university declared facilities and equipment.
ton Rug and Furniture co.
in an interview with International Q. How about what the schools
company.
News Service.
are teaching? Do you think they
Dreyfus said the Petersons are As head of the sprawling IIEW, are doing a good job?
typical of the families in the plan- Flemming will be responsible for
A. "This country has 'educated
ned 6,000 home city of Woodland the Social Security System, the more people than ever
before In
Heights because of their young Children's Bureau, Public Health world history.
But there is a
children: Marian, 16; Raymond,
jr., 14 and Ann, 6.
Peterson is employed as a supervisor for the Teletype corp. The
family presently lives in a rented
house.
The Petersons have a choice of
six different eterior designs of the
three bedroom ranch home with
living room, dining area, kitchen
and one car attached garage.
These styles include Cape Cod,
Colonial and Contemporary. T h e
prize home will be completely
equipped with Norge automatic
washer, automatic dryer, refriger•
ator and stove. Carpeting throughMrs. Peterson won the house
by simply signing her name on an
entry blank and depositing it at
a Natioal store. There is no hin
gle to write nor anything to buy
in Nation's give away program

Ohio

Flemming Says HEW Can
mprove World Relations

Alabama
SPRING VILLE
By FLORA MAE WOODIE
We were proud to welcome visitors from Cedar Bluff which included deacon and Mrs. Allen,
Mrs. Ann Thornton, Mrs. Annie
G. Thornton their children and
grandchildren.
Rev. and Mrs. T. C. Williams
recently celebrated their wedding
anniversary. Out of town guests
included Rev. and Mrs. Hearn;
Brother Mason of Birmint;h am;
Mrs. Minnie Mae Kelly, Miss Sarah Frances Newsome, Mr. and
Mrs. Pete Kidd and F. M. Woodie
of Springville. The table was beautifully decorated with a whits 'Inert
eleth. a bouquet of flswers and
and pink cake. Mrs. Hearn presented the gifts and a wonderful
time was had by all.

IMONG THE MORE than 206
nothers who visited their
'aughterc at Howard nniversiy for the annual Motherlatiehter `Is-et-end to weeks
ago was his group, shown

here with their daughters. The
mothers are (crated, I to r,)
with daughters standing he
Sind them Mrs. tielen C. Pow
ell of Philadelphia and 41mq:titer Pamela; Mrs. Dorothy N.

Illinois

Tennessee

Wisconsh
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fitcasta' And Porgy' No Gamble Hollywood
..,"armen', 'Blues'
loxoffice Proof
cpias Will Draw

OU

brings several stars from the
Broadway play to the Coast.
.)LLYW00D — Action, action, Such greats as Fredric O'Neal.
im in story here as two stu- Rosetta LeNcis, Georgia Burke,
i start work on tibias that rat- Isabelle Cooley, Alvin Childress
and others, all familiar with the
laves on Broadway as legiti- script are in supporting roles.
Lt productions. Thty are "An-, Starred in the film will be SamLucasta" and ''Porgy 'N . my Davis, jr., and Earths Kitt
Earths will have the title role et
was introduced to
latter film is being made' "Anna" that
Broadway by Hilda Simms.
while.
studios
Goldwyn
mud
"PORGY" ALSO SET
ing, at least early casting, of
"Porgy and Bess," also a
ta Lucasta" is on agenda in Broadway stage hit that later
attention
international
' by Pasadena. While comple- gained
with its tour abroad including a
for two pictures is expected
run behind "Iron Curtain" has
appen about same time it is Dorothy Dandridge and
Sidney
will hit Poitier as "Bess" and "Porgy
.ely that releases
Its same date. Most certain- respectively. Film will also in
"name" performers from
le will be held back to await elude
the stage version.
itation of the other, since
There is every reason for pro. will feature Sepians.
ducers of "Porgy" and "Anna
Lucasta"
"Anna
Lucasta' to vision success for
'ting of
their productions. Certainly "Car1111111611111111111111116111111111111111111111111111111111
men Jones" with Dorothy Dandridge and Harry Belafonte can
°OP CRITICS REPORT
be considered a success, based
on box office over several
pANITA HALL, McRAE
months
And ..vhai. about "St.
klUMPH IN ST. LOUIS
Louis Blues" currently on nation's screens. This sterrer based
LOEB — With Carmen on life and career of the late W.
RUBY DEE, is another whose
'tae, famed songbird at Pea- C. Handy and starring Kitt, Nat performance in "St. louts Blues"
screens
on
now running
Alley and Juanita Hall of King Cole, Mahalia Jackson, Cab rates raves. Ruby is a familiar NAT KING COLE and Pearl
throughout the nation.
Bailey are shown In a scene
artist oround Hollywood stem
"Bloody Callow ay, Pearl Bailey and others
Pacific's"
th
is enjoying good box office every- having appeared in numerous from the "St. Louis Blues"
" fame at Tic Toe Tap, where.
)3,
films including the "Jackie Rob/ city enjoys a bit of Sepia
With this chain of events in inson Story"
likidway entertainment this mind the studios readying "Anna
Lucasta" and "Porgy 'N Bess,"
feel they have naturals for theaeirmen, booked into the Peatre fandom's approval.
t after her thrill-national apOne may argue that the stadio
•ance on television, has been
a
"brass" figured the films would
ding 'em in the aisles. Cridraw when the first thought of
and patrons alike have hail- making them. True, perhaps, but
the girl's brightly perform- Hollywot dere are human. They
's and her unique style of like to base their decisions on
'center of activity in the tall glass- of rye. 18 imported brands ot
ing.
By ANITA EHRMAN
what went before the gamble.
ed building. It is here that many beer and virtually all domestic
anita "Bloody Mary" Hall Which is saying they feel that
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y., — of the thorniest world problems types, Polish and Russian vodka
spot in Tic Toe Tap after what happened in case of the
(INS) — In the only unlicensed are threshed out before being an- and several brands of the AmeriTire "South Pacific" played other films should be repeated
bar in Manhattan that openly ig- nounced to the public either from can type — which the Russians
I and patrons began hailing in financial harvest in two more
nores New York liquor laws, the
"Connecticut gin"
performance.
that are based on stories that have patrons prefer orange juice to al- the floor of some U. N. organ or mockingly call
and never drink.
in capitals all over the globe.
already been accepted by audicohol.
111111111111111111111111111111M1111111111111111111111111111 ences.
At the' lengthy solid mahogany There are also a variety of
Th "Oasis" of the city on elec. bar Soviet and American diplo- wines, liquers, rtrms and chamii
tion day and after 4 o'clock in the mats can exchange ideas over' a pagnes
1"rr!
EARTHA KITT
mornings is the U. N. bar which quiet drink without the world im- But what gets the biggest play—
is governed solely by wishes of mediately expecting a major step orange juice. During the past
thirsty delegates.
three month General Assembly
towards easing the cold war.
The United Nations, being interabout
probably the most Session delegates consumed
is
bar
The
to
subject
national territory, is
per week,or about a
11
best setting for practtc- 80 galions
and
used
national
nor
neither state, city
of this non bag Dag Hammarskjold's idea of gallon per delegation
law. For example, at the height
"quiet diplomacy," although the intoxicating beverage.
Hungarian
simultaneous
of the
Secretary General is an extreme- According to the U. N's chief
and Middle East crises of 1956
visitor to this part of his •bartender Walter Handler of the
open continuously for ly rare
was
bar
the
'U.S., scotch and soda is by far
domain.
EAR NOSEY," asks mail fey should stay home instead of
hours.
47
the most popular alcoholic drink
ti"Are you aware of that well "nisiting the place day a n d The "international low" of the
When he does put in an appearBy ROB ROY
presses his own ideas of how a regationists to obey laws of the
!
•while whiskey sours are bigsellnight" to be entertained by a certhing should be.
court or respect the rights of hudentist who not only is be.
rules that it shall not ance, the Swedish diplomat orders .l ers at 'inch time.
bar
N.,
U.
prexy.
club
social
tain
urge
an
is
there
often
so
Ever
Frankly we have never had man beings because such concesin office rent but IS INI
closs until one hour after all meet- 'a Manhattan. U. S. Ambassador I The British are generally con•
•
•
.;ER of being disposed from
.
ings in the building are complet- 'Henry Cabot Lodge is a connois. 1 ceded to be the U. N's best to disagree with Webster's defi- much respect for commentators sions aren't popular. He says., in
a manner of speaking, the Negro
:merit building where he WE'D LIKE TO KNOW just ed. Generally this means about 6 seur of sherry. The Russians
th nitions of words and men, parti- as persons to clarify situations
' customersd th R
To us they are fellows who speak has no rights that the nation he
until recently, have boycotted the,
!!!' — HEAR TELL HE'S three what Charley Gregory, the chef p.m.
;worst, but all states contribute to cularly after some strange utterfor and pays taxes to should
own
fights
their
minds on sabjects with
vis behind in office rent. — from Gary, has that we don't While no other bar can boast of lounge. The late Andrei Vyshin- the 2,500 worh of business a
ance by the "subject" on mat- little regard for others and with make an attempt to see granted
al HARRIS, well known vocal- have. . .Seems that Gregory, a such freedom ,of restriction, neith- sky very occasionally sipped ani the $2,500 worth of business a
ters that need no clarification.
no attempt to stay within the laws him.
!with Billy Ward for years) sports - loving gent, has a REAL er is it likely to be topped in the orange juice while deposed for- 'week
the bar makes during the
Such was the case this week Thus when H. C. Kaltenborn says
Mr. Kaltenborn was quite willCounty hospital, bed 57, PRETTY ONE on the hook. . caliber of its clientele or the va- 'eign minister Vyaeheslav Molotov three month Are sGeneral Asse
when H C. Kaltenborn, appeared our government is wrong in ask- ing to say that during a period
48, where she welcomes She wants him to call her in Phil- riety of the refreshment available. was never seen there.
,session. Although this figure seems on Dave Garroway's "T oda y ing citizens to adhere to the laws he Was stationed in Dixie as a soland visits from old triends. adelphia at Sherwood 7-8529. In EISENHOWER A CUSTOMER I Recently the bar has started to mall
New York city stand- Show" as commentator on sub- of the court and the constitution, dier he found the situation ideal
by or drop her a card.-- ease he's FORGOTTEN, she says President Eisenhower and for- 'import Russian Vodka which may ards Drinks
in the U N are ject of Civil Rights. Mr. Webster his position appears to be off base in every sense. Nothing for the
by
Broadway
NORMA
her
is
LANEY,
name
HENRY popular
mer British Prime Minister Win- account for the increase of So- 'about 20 percent hea er than in says a commentator is one w h o even
though there is no one avail- Negro to fight for or even ask a
is
149,
cool
1957)
a
light
of
weighs
brown
Faces
New
1 (via
ston Churchill have drunk its liq- ,viets in the lounge eagerly prae- ,the city. A champion cocktail, the comments on subjects at hand; able to throw him Ont.
change. Strange fellows, these
ear
with
if
skinned
blonde
And
T.
hair.
James
father,
her
i
uor while Queen Ellz beth and her ticing "peaceful co-existence."
most expensive drink, costs $1.00. not one who opinionates or exTo Mr. Kaltenborn civil rights commentators. And this overripe
•• •
SURVIVORS,
—
week.
this
mother have sipps I its cham- Probably the most cosmopoli- '
legislation is like the old prohibi- Kaltenhorn is perhaps the strang*Rion to Ann are the mother, GREGORY Still isn't convinced pagne.
tan collection of liquor in the
tion law which he disliked very est, What else can one say of a
bNarciss and wife, Mrs. Jean that 01' Nosey digs 'em where For the "ordinary" customers, world is assembled at the C. N.
much. He says the lawe could not man who says the Supreme Court
others don't, she's 2 social work-,such as foreign ministers snd am- bar. There are some 20 brands of.
$1!.
enforce prohibition because it was decision that says peoples of all
EMMA BRUCE,er and alcoholism counsellor at bassadors,' the U. N. bar is the!scotch, ten kinds of gin, 20 brands
unpopulces He adds, in a sense, races have equal rights to a tax
•EY in Jackson, Tenn., for i Philadelphia GENERAL HOSPITthe government cannot force seg-I paid for education was a foul ball?
Al of her brother-in-law was, AL. . .People would like to know,
• speaker before Home Eco.1 WHY those MOTORCYCLE cops
a
Es group at Tenn. State col' who take over East 35th St. Once
blast week. — MISS FINLE1,1 the sun goes down, ORDER ALL
✓ented model and designer,' DRIVERS THEY STOP to pull into
$. on what well dressed worn- the 3500 block on Prairie Ave?
Isn't there enough light on 35th
NEW YORK - T h e success had been told by author Yordan to
-fey.
story of Claire Leyba, now in Hol- be certain and look up Miss Chil"DEAR NOSEY."i St., what with all those new vaplywood filming the role of dress for the role of "Blanche."
mail bag "Why have you ne- or streeS lamps Mayor Daley or"Blanche" in "Anna Lucasta," is Claire learned of this then she
id to tell your readers (if it dered installed, for them to see a
one which almost didn't happen went in for her audition and was
tie) that a MIXOLOGIST in guy's LICENSE. Or are they anbald that Mr. yordan had never
on two occasiuns,
lain Southside spot was die- xious to see something else they
Back in 1944, when the Philip seen her in all' the Years she had
ied after openly "flirting" don't want PEDESTRIANS TO
SEE?.
Yordan play was casting for its performed the role cot Broadway
a medic's wife?"
original New York run, Claire and in England. HE HAD ONLY
IZZ, BUZZ went the converse- And there's the one about that
was despondent when Alice Chil- SEEN THE PLAY DURING ITS
,girl golf star being accused of
and tongues when that eel
dress wen the privilege of creat- FIRST MONTH ON BROADWAY.
siness executive showed up STEALING ALL THE MONEY
Mr. Mann, however, reportedly
ing the same role on Broadway.
II CE LAST WEEK with see- from her club when she was
k4
Claire did become the understudy. was so moved that he cried durv either instead-of or in-spite TREASURER. They tell OL' Nosof
interpretation
Claire
ing
After two months of sitting in
ey that SHE SIGNED AN agree.
trifey
binocularpathetic
the wings. Caire's big break came Banchs'e
•.•
!tient to repay the money and
when Miss Childress became ill. stealing scene, performed for him
TRGUERIETE TATE, me then REFUSED TO GO through
She took over the "Blanche" role in the coldness of the audition
Parkway, returned home with it. Now, a woman lawyer
and played it to rave reviews for studio. Two weeks later, a phone
t week following several for the club is supposed to have
three years on Broadway. After call came from Hollywood conhis stay in Los Angeles where'entered the case and to have takthe play closed, she toured Eng- firmed the fact that Miss Leyba
',laughter. Elisabeth was mar'I en the chick to STATE'S ATTY.
land for two years in the original had won the role.
ADAMOWSKI's office to see what
ihrecently.
In private life, Claire lives in a
London company of the play.
ARE saying that historic criminal action can be taken . .
In England, she was prisileged Riverside Drive apartment in
chicks
Irn and surprising return trip' The Romance for Finance
to appear in the Experimental New York, with her husband,
by a certain army figure ere now wondering which way to
Theatre's production of then's Aaron Liebenson, and her dog, Mr:
around
because
even more complicated with , go. "Just isn't any money
"Ghosts" directed by D a m e, Tuppence (So-named
was
prth person, a certain rube.!town." ONE OF THE GIRLS
Sybil Thornskye, one of that Claire could never decipher EngShe
night.
lish money),
%ring to benefit. - WHEWl I heard saying t'other
country's greatest actresses.
The "Anna Lucasta" film stars
e0SE you and Nosey give up.'says a lot of the CRICKS are
In April of this year, Miss
to
Davin and Eartha Kitt,
get
pope.
to
Sammy
working
ANGLES
the
il,AR TELL ONE very
Leyba almost missed another
the featured
avern will not survive Ikons. FAIRBANKS. ALASKA, wher e
chance to further her success and with Fred O'Neal in
1114 not because of lack of all those soldiers and lumbermen
same reason- Alice Chil- role.
the
for
"MaShe has just disced her first
but BECAUSE THE IEE are throwing away gold like con- LILLIAN RANDOLPH.
dress. It happened this way.
TRIPS
Andy
tune, "Satelite Love" (Chock
Producers Anthony Mann and VACATION
controls purse strings Is an- fetti. OTHERS are cutting out of dam Queen" on Amos 'N
ring stint for benefit of first
B. B. KING and Stepin' Fetchit
"Great
Records) to launch what critics
Of the 75 million Americans planto dish out unless a cer. (Thine° for MOMENCE. LOCK- show; "Birdie" on
New
Harmon
to
nighters at the Beale street
came
York
Sidney
got the new Club Handy off to
think will he a socksational Caand
ning a vacation trip this year,
ANOTH- PORT and HOPKINS PARK Gildersleeve" program
tbarmaid is fired.
nightery in Memphis, Tenn.
a good start recently when
In early April to cast for the film four-fifths will take it in the famiby same
reer in the recording field.
/SPOT figures to go by the where they expect to get bank. "Beulah" on show
pair combined in guest-starversion of "Anna Lucasta." They ly car.
name is entering a new field.
Ade because hubby thinks vi- rolls by early June. ..
By ROB ROY
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The One Bar That Never Closes;
It Is U.N. Under Intl Ruling

How Rob Roy Tumedlistening To
H. C. Kaltenborn nit Civil Rights

Is

I

Claire Leyba, 'Blanche'
In 'Anna Lucasta' Film
High On Studio's List
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ONE FOR THE BIRDS
a year . . . figuring loosely .
This is a public word of praise to keep each youngster traipsing
for the parents of the communi- off to school. That's not counting
Subscrittiso rates: One year, $6; six meeiss,
ty's high school and college money spent for extra things con
$3 50. (2-yeer special Subscription rem $10)
graduates. And it might as well nected with going to school . . .
The Tri-State Chttenikr Does Net Take Responsibility for aitsolicitosi Manuscripts or Photos.
be a pat on the back for those who nor for spells of sickness and
have seen their kids far enough things like that not connected with
along to receive then kindergar- the kid's going to school . . but
Priblished Every Thursday by the Tri-State 15etender Publishing Co. Entered as Sasoett
certainly aging to the load of
ten and elementary certificates,
It's high time that some kind getting him through school.
Class Metter at the Memphis Post OHice Merck 20, 1952, tinder Act of March 2, 1879
Thera.there's the ex:ra drain on
of additional commendation, other
than the word of a selected honor parant energy. mental, physical,
graduate saying a tear-jerking emotional, and spiritual, that ocSERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
farewell sentence about "our deah curs while the youngster is in
mothers and fathers" at the close school. It costs more than money
of the graduating program. The to send a child to school. One pays
graduate's words are nice enough. for it extra thought, worry, anxiBut they also smack of being trite ety, even fear No wonder so
. . . something that's been said many parents almost cry for joy
the same way before . . . some- when a girVor boy receives smile
thing that's just another expected kind of ,sliploma. That piece of
part of the program
not sonic- paper ie a frail but powerfully imThe decision of Negro civic leaders to lice beatings does not include a record for thing from the bottom of the heart. portant memorial to a lot of toil,
The
graduates'
words
of
thanks sweat, and tension.
press the investigation of a 14-year-old the observance of these rules.
always seem just a wee bit canned. Parents rate praise for their
girl's charges that two Police officers beat
When an officer beats or strikes a per- It isn't the nature of true courage in getting their children
her is understandably justifiable.
son, outside the limits of the rules for using "thanks" to be best when nee- thru school — any level of school.
For years, members of the Memphis Po- force, he is making himself judge, jury, and morized. It sets better when it's Believe it or not, it takes courage
lice Department, have been associated with executioner. He is "trying" the case himself. spontaneous . . . when it just to keep spending money and enradition of beatings and brutality in deal- He is outside his jurisdiction and exceeding pours out . . without art or de- ergy on a kid's education, when
. . . with only deep feel- there is no sure guarantee that
with Negroes in their custody. No doubt his authority. His job is to apprehend and liberation
jog and sincerity of expression. there'll be any profitable return
there has been some basis in fact to sup- detain until the due process of law is com- No attempt will be made here on the investment,
either for the
port the tradition. However, it is not true pleted.
to say 'Thanks" to the parents parent or the kid. Things change
that all Memphis Police officers rate conFor a policeman to beat an unarmed slip of our graduates as it ought to be so fast until what was education
demnation because of this tradition.
of a teenage girl with his fist and kick her said. The only aim here is to praise -yesterday, is illiteracy today. And
Nevertheless, it is difficult to believe does not in any stretch of the imagination or them . . , not jive them. Anyway, what is education today, could
that a 14-year-old, small statured, high otherwise make him a hero in the eyes of the most tangible thanks the kids turn out to be only a dirty laugh
can give them is to put their train- from the Space Men of tomorrow.
school girl honor student, enjoying the re- anyone of decency.
ing to good use, and never give so, in the face of such =certain,
accusations
are
spect and interest of teachers and fellow
the
It is obvious that if
their parents cause for shame in it takes a special brand of courstudents, would persist in point blank ac- true the assault was,designed to itntimidate being connected with them,
age for the parents who follow
cusations against two officers.
— implant the seeds of fear because of so- By way of praise for parents, through anyhow.
Despite the officers' denial, and the tra- called "arrogance" which the girl said think what they have had to spend So, for the unexpected youngsorder to get one kid through ter who might chance to read this
ditional justification of their alleged action amounted to her refusal at first to answer in
high school. Calculated on a year splurge, how about the idea of
by their superiors, there are implied angles "yes sir and "no sir."
by year basis since little Jerry or sitting down, and taking pen or
of the case which should be investigated'
It is not healthy in any community for Julie was tucked safely into his or pencil in hand and writing a perthroughly by the top officials of the Police nolicemen to build up hate and contempt her first classroom, the parents, sonal note of heartfelt thanks and
Department. And whatever disposition of for their person. That is exactly what is or somebody serving as a substi- appreciation to the forgotten foil,
the case is made should be publicly announc- happening here in Memphis, at least among tute, has averaged around $1000 in education . .. the parents?
ARETTA J. POLL, Circulation Manages

Our Opinions

This Tradition Of 'Beating' By Police

ei

ed.

i,

Its high time that the dark tradition of
beating and mistreating people particularly
Negroes — by policemen, be laid to rest. The
'
,lice manual sets forth specifically the
iditions under which officers are expecte to use force. But local tradition for po-

a large segment of Negroes.
Let's fight this "beating" tradition.
Let's back the Negro civic leaders in this
clear-out struggle for a facet of justice
long neglected. Success in the endeavor will
make Memphis an even better city in which
to live and rear families.

ENOC P. WATERS, JR.
Adventures
In Race Relations

Action Of MSU Prexy Regrettable
President J. M. Smith of Memphis State of designated school officials; his delaying
university is publicly reported as saying tactics resulting in personal inconvenience
that he alone will announce the scores of and anxiety to the students concerned and
Negro students taking the "entrance tests to the community ;.his attitude which serves
to keep the issue of Negro attendance at
to the school.
He says this while the reports of Negro Memphis State at the boiling point; his apstudents already tested are being held up parent disregard for the expressed position
without announcement. White students tak- of the State Board of Education and the
Ing the tests at the same time already know Federal courts. .all make it more imperatheir scores. Mr. Smith has indicated that tive that he publicly state his reasons.
It is beginning to appear that Mr.
he will not announce the Negro students'
Smith is projecting his personal feelings
results until August 8.
One wonders what reasons Mr. Smith and positions into a situation which affects
, give for holding these reports. Surely more than just him. The course he seems
must know that the students should to be following obviously disregards the
i" have their scores in time to know what ar- rights and interests of the students tested,
rangements they should make for contin- their parents, Memphis State university and
uing their education before the Fall terms its future, the community and Memphis and
its cultural growth, and the educational
begin,
In the light of statements attributed to progress of the State of Tennessee. Further,
other officials of Memphis State, there are his action reflects rank discrimination.
Mr. Smith is becoming too much of a
reasons to believe some Negro students
have passed, thus qualifying them to enter symbol of the "educational lag" whiA his
Memphis State university this fall. Mr. institution is supposedly designed to dispel.
Smith's failure to announce the results; his What are his reasons—that cannot already
unprecedented action in taking the an- be surmised? Whatever, they are renouncement of the scores out of the hands grettable!
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PREFER IGNORANCE TO MIXING

It Is hard to believe that a
of
intelligent people
group
would sit by unprotestingly
while racial prejudice wrecks
a school system worth millions
of dollars and wipe out laws
established to guard the we!fare of their children.
Yet that is the case in Mississippi and several other southern
states which pride themselves
on circumventing the U. S. Su.
preme Court decision outlawing
jim-crow schools.
After recovering from the
first shock of the courts unpre•
cedented decision, the state's wi•
Icy legal minds were put to
work finding a way to keep the
Negro and white children in di!ferent schools,
The solution seemed simple.
All that was needed was a law
stating that public schools would
be automatically closed if re.
quired by law to Integrate,
The law was passed and Mis•
sissippi bragged that it had
found a way to stave off social
progress so the state could enjoy a few more generations of
Rising engineering enrollments in Coldistnial ignorance,
leges and Universities will require more
Then someone with a logical
teachers of engineering. Substantial num- mind pointed out that there was
bers of engineers are needed annually to re- a compulsory school attendance
place those who die, retire, or transfer to law on the books. Under it, ev•
other occupations. Losses to the profession ery parent could be prosecuted
from death and retirement alone are es- as a violator in the event the
schools were closed to prevent
timated to be about 10,000 each year.
integration,
Engineering starting salaries, iwhich There was only one thing left
have been rising steadily in recent years, to do. And they did it. The
seem to be leveling off. Offers to new state rescinded the state corn.
graduates with bachelor's degree are ex- pulsory school attendance law,
pected to be slightly higher than last year, Now the state could take new
pride. Everything was nice and
when they averaged about $435 a month.

Outlook For This Year's Graduates
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logical.
So far there has been no court
order -- other than the Supreme
Court decision — requir log
school integration which would
make the new law operative.
But a number of unanticipated things have happened.
During the first year that the
compulsory school attendance
law was rescinded juvenile de.
linquency has increased Mg
per cent.
Much of this, according to social workers is attributable to
truancy which Is traceable to
the absence of a law requiring
children to attend school,
Further, drop outs are in.
creasing. Only 27 percent of the
white and five percent of the
Negro children who enter schoot
are graduated.
The compulsory school attend.
dance law was the backbone of
the child labor law which prevented children being yanked out
of the classroom to work in
the fields,
A state official who under.
standably refused to be quoted
told a newsman:
"As you know educationally
this state is at the bottom of
the heap. Instead of enacting
laws to raise our level, we've
knocked the props from under
our educational system. Now no
one has to go to s c h oo 1 and
there's nothing that can be done
about it.
"We are caught in a dilemma.
Either we perpetuate ignorance
or bow to Integration. I'm no
integrationist, but I prefer it to
a state full of ignorant people."

The job outlook for engineering graduates is, in general, very good, according to
the Department of Labor. Increased emphasis on missile research and production,
and the highway bill recently passed by
Congress are among the important factors
which are expected to keep the demand at a
h level.
Employers, holkever, are becoming inasingly selective. Men graduating near
the top of their class will still be actively
sought after by employers, but those at
the lower end may have to do some hunting
to find engineering jobs.
Continued expansion of the profession is
The outlook seems to be equally bright 11111111111111111111111111IIII11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111111111111111111111I011111111111111111111111111
expected both in the next few years and for graduates not only in the field engineerover the long run. Factors which will con- ing, but as well in the other areas of the
tribute to a growing demand for engineering physical sciences. The more than 40,000 new
personnel are the continuing needs of the social science graduates obtaining their dedefense program, our growing population, grees this Spring will also find many oprising living standards, the expansion of inand
dustry, the increasing complexity of indus- portunities for employment in teaching
trial technology, and the continued exten- government. We wish all of them well in
sion of research and development activities. their new tasks.
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guests of private Sanitaria or HosCLINIC FOR
Dear Editor:
pitals.
The Board of Directors of the PROBLEM DRINKERS
The process of disintoxication is
1958 Memphis Cotton Makers' JuinEditor:—
Dear
usually accomplished in the instiare very appreciative for the
Alcoholism Treatment Consultle tution, but limited facilities are ofcoverage you and your paper
ants—whose services we wish to fered for the ultimate goal of psye the Jubilee's Program this
Introduce to you—is a new out- chological treatment and family
year.
patient clinic for problem drink- rehabilitation. Referrals are often
Aside from advertising Cotton, ers and their relatives. The magmatte to private psychiatrists or to
Memphis and the Mid-South, and nitude of the problem of alcoholfamily agencies. It happens, howspreading good-will nationally and ism is well known and justifies
ever, that the alcoholic patient—
internationally, the Jubilee h a s wider and more differentiated
inconsistent in his appointments
been a source of a benefit equally services.
unreliable—be•
and financially
as great by furnishing an emoTreatment. Psychiatric Corn. comes too heavy a burden to the
tional escape valve. Such is very
munity Clinics and existing spec- therapist in private practice and
necessaryto relieve tensions clue.
ialized clinics fulfill the needs of a easily drops out of therapy: on
ed by these days of stresses end
part of the alcoholic population in the other side, family agencies may
strains. Nothing is more soothing
bet. the lower financial brackets. They find it difficult to break through
to the nerves or make for a
are not able, however, to offer the patterns of evasion by the alter understanding • than knowing
services to patients in the higher coholic himself or the subtle pahow to play together.
Income brackets or to those not thological involvement of the sigYour paper has given valuable
too well motivated: nor can they nificant relative. The patient and
assistance in the Jubilee successes
adequately serve the relative, often the family maintain their disturowith the above program,
significantly involved in the &Ices
Again epreesing our sincere
h
futureolic's
mode of living. The.econom- MAJOR CITY
thanks, also soliciting your
ically able, the unmotivated rico- SYDNEY — This Australian city
ooperation
holic and their families are usual. has a pdpulation of about two milYours.
ly the unsolved problem of t h e lion or about one-fifth that of all
Dr. R. Q. Venson
family physician or the recurrent of Australia.
General Chairman
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"I Don't Know
Swing At Me Again

diplomas with the kids' names on
them, it seems only right and just
that some kind of paper be given
the parents. It might be regarded
as their receipt for monies spent.
And that wouldn't be at all amiss.
Even when one buys a stove, and
pays for it, he gets something to
show in the way ef a receipt . .

even when he pays cash.
A kid's letter of thanks to his
parents for helping Iiirn or her
through school would be the most
valued sales slip . . . the biggest,
and best doggone "quality stamp"
handed out over anybody's counter. Now, whatchubet? G'wan,
write that letter, kid!

LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
Nixon, Simple, Little Rock And Why
"One thousand Marines and one asked Simple. "Did anybody send one drop of Negro blood, so they
thousand Paratroopers rushed to one thousand troops to protect are out to get him."
the West Indies overnight to save him when that mob tried to run
"You are confusing the, issue
Nixon," said Simple, "and he's him out of Peekskill just for sing- again," I said.
just one man! But how long did ing'!"
"I sin not talking shout no is.
It take to send with all deliberate "You are confusing too many Is-.sue," yelled Simple. "I am talking
speed a little handful of troops to sues," I said. "Why don't you stick about black and white, white and
black, me and Nixon. Do you recLittle Rock to protect them nine to the original subject?"
Negro kids last year who was try- "Why," said Simple, "don't you kon if a mob jumped on me right
here at home, let alone thousands
ing to go to school? How long? answer My questions?"
How long? How long? And all I "I try" I said, "but you keep of miles off in some foreign country, Eisenhowser would send one
can say is, why? Why? Why?" confusing the Issue
"You know why as well as I "The issue," contended Simple, thousand Marmes and one thousdo," I said.
"Is black and white. Robeson is and Paratroopers to protect me?
"Then why?" asked Simple.
black, Nixon is white. The nine in Or even one Marine and one Par"Well, there are several whys," Little Rock is black, the one in atrooper to stop the rocks flying
I said.
Venezoowaila or wherever he were at me? I could even be a kid like
"And one is race," said Sim- Is white. Throw one stone at a them kids in Little Rock, young
ple. "Then nine kids is colored. white man and somebody will do and helpless, or a girl like AutherNixon Is white."
something about it. But drag Em- ine Lucy, female and frail, and
"If you know why," I said, mett Till through the mud by a nobody would rush to help me
"then why ask me?"
chain and drown him in the river, with a whole lot of artillery. When
help come, if come it did, it would
"Gimme another why," said Sim- and not a hand lifted."
ple.
"Spit on Mr. Nixon and the head- be with all DELIBERATE speed,
"Nixon is a top member of the lines take up half the front pages and the stones would have done
government,' I said. "And nobody of all the papers, the government been throwed and the spit spit and
ever heard of those children iti gets excited, the army is called the names called and my soul hurt.
"Nobody hurt Nixon's soul down
Little Rock until integration came out. But spit on Miss Lucy and
yonder in South America. That
along."
not even a squad car of cops
"I never heard of Nixon until comes to her resoue. Yet I pays were not his home But your soul
Eisenhowser camesalong." said taxes, too, and me and mine should is hurt when folks right at horn.
throw stones at you and spit an
Simple. "And If I had of heard be protected."
of him, I would not send no thous- "When Nixon is insulted abroad, you and call you out of your name.
and troops to get him out of no the entire United States govern- "Besides, Nixon is a full grown
man, not a child, and not a womplace where he had not ought to ment is insulted," I said.
an, not Emmett Till nor Autherine
have been, since the folks h a d "But when I am killed in Misdone send word they did not want sissippi like little Emmett Till, I Lucy, but a man and a white
man at that. Shame on him needhim there in the first place much am DEAD," said Simple. "And
ing half an army to help him get
White folks is got more nerve than when they try to put my congresshqme from some place he had no
the law allows. . ."
man in jail, like they are trying business at in the first
place."
"Everyone should have the right to put Adam Powell in Washington,
"You are going to get in bad
to travel," I said.
they are putting me in jail, too' with the Republicans," I
said.
"Then why don't they let Paul Powell is almost as white as Nix"I already am," said Simple,
Robeson go about his business?" on, but they know he has got that
"I'm a Democrat."

Dope And Data

LOUIS MARTIN

If you are curious about the life they seem to feel that the sidemake inhabit the glass island. The
and manners of the various tribes walks and cycling paths belong to
middle-aged, blue-suited, Cadillac
that have settled in Chicago,
them. When you hear one pipe up, crowd lives in
the mansions and
would like to suggest one method "Why don't that old man get out
the luxury towers on the Lake.
by which you might conduct your of the way," you just have to grin
The family folk with worn heels
research. It may not be the best and bear it.
and a flock of children seem to
method, but it is utterly delightI have discovered that you can live mainly in the blocks of
blight.
ful.
avoid most annoyances, including
I tour these streets occasionally,
I recommend cycling. The per- cops who keep you off the side- but I get most fun
pedaling along
spective one gets from the seat walks, by starting out on your ex- the Lake and in
the parks. Alof a bicycle combines the virtues peditions early in the morning. The most any Sunday
morning you will
of walking and riding and, for my hours between six and nine are see
bums on the benches sleeping
money, it is superior to either. best for me. The city is just wak- off their Saturday
night bout with
With a bike you get the intimate ing up, especially on the week- booze. Once I saw
a corpse in a
feeling of the neighborhoods as ends, and save for the noise of parking area of Jackson
Park and
you do in walking and yet you can flushing toilets, the beehives of the two cops were
trying to find out
be almost as comfortable as if you people are silent.
who he was. I have run across ath•were riding arund in an automo- We are divided Into two types letic oddballs who were trying to
bile. Moreover, it's good for you. of human beings, regardless of our make supermen out of themselves
As a veteran cyclist, I must say race or national origin, morning through strange exercises.
the English bikes are the most sat- people and night people. T li e On the lakefront in the
Spring
isfactory. I use a lightweight, Ral- morning people are the early-ris- and summer there are the early
eigh Sports made in Nottingham ers who spring to life at the crack morning fishermen and they sit
with handbrakes and the three- of dawn in full possession of all almost motionless for hours and
gear shift. A flick of the switch their faculties. The night people hours. When someone lands a fish,
is all that is necessary to adIust are those who hate to go to bed everyone seems to share
the exthe degree of effort that you wish and hate even more to get up. citement and the lucky fellow reto put into your pedaling. You can They really never get coordinated ceives congratulations as if h.
lazy along in low gear or put it until after the noon hour. I count were Teddy Roosevelt standing
In high and bust a gut trying to myself among the morning people atop San Juan hill. I have
gotten
reach racing speed.
and the morning is the best cycling to know some of them and they
The greatest hazard to cycling, time in the big cities.
give me the glad hand as I pedal
of course, is that same crazy mo- The city of Chicago has a morn- by.
torist you have met many times ing face which I know well, parLast Sunday morning I ran into
before. You can avoid him, how- ticularly in the orbit in which I my first bomb scare. Pedaling
ever, by sticking to the specially pedal, from 31st street to 71st and home, I saw a crowd of cops,
routed bicycle paths in the public from South Parkway to the Lake. cruisers and three-wheelers, standparks. Hardly anyone does these In this orbit you have some blocks ing around an apartment building
days because we all like to live of blight, some others with state- on 52nd Street between Gree ndangerously.
ly, old mansions and there are wood and Ellis. They had a call
Another nuisance in bicycling is many huge apartment buildings about a bomb being planted on the
children. Unless you have a sense and at Lake Meadws, a tall steel third floor. Of course, there was
of humor, these brats with their and glass island.
no bomb and no one knew anyshiny bikes, cluttered up with sil- The people seem to fit the hous- thing about it or the call. Everyly accessories, can be exasperat- es like the hand fits a glove. The one laughed with relief as one cop
What's Come Over You . . . But If Ya ing. They speed past you and young, smartly dressed, white-col- muttered, "some bums but no
... It's Gonna Be Six Feet 0' Dirt!"
play games all around you and lar crowd who seem on the bomb."
..

SO WHAT?

The People Speak

After they recovered from the
shock of receiving such a letter
from their own kid, the average
parent would treasure the missivi
more than gold, He'd do it because such a letter would be the
parent's "diploma" for his or her
kid's record in school. So, since
the Board of Education only prints
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MARC'A ...
"NIS tS V4W.1 40t1'0 LIKE Ito RUN OVER
sosits PEOPLE. LIOU GIVE 'NEM A BREAK

AND "NEV NNW( SLO,A14.4 ACROSS AND
AAVE ?NE NERVE -to FROWN Cri NIOLI

Dear Mme. Chante: I tin a pa- fleas. Ernest W. Whyette, 312 Vine
tient in the MacRae Sanitarium. Street, Burlington, Iowa.
•• •
I am very lonely and would love
to receive letters from men be- Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Jatween 20 and 45. Will answer all maican and am desirous of correletters and exchange photos. I am sponding with a man between 30
brownskin, 5 feet, 2 inches tall, and 35. I am a quiet, decent and
weigh 110 lbs., like lots of sports. up-right person. I work at one of
I am a Christian girl who is a the largest hotels here. Hoping
good housekeeper and cook. Miss for an early reply. Muriel Carson,
Jessie M. London, P. 0. Box 123, 15 Rose Lane, Jones Town, P. 0.,
Alexander, Ark.
Jamaica, BWI.
•••
—.AND REANEMSER
...V
G CAM
Dear Mme, Chante: I am deDear Mme. Chante: I am a very sirous of writing to male friends
BE AM. 1:301SoNING...
unhappy girl. I would like to meet in any part of the USA. Would
young men between 24 and 30. prefer Christian men between the
I am brownskin, nice looking, ages of 27 and 60. I am 34 and
reddish brown hair, 150 lbs., 4 feet a graduate dressmaker. I shall
9 inches tall and black eyes. I answer all letters promptly and
will answer all letters a n d send photo. Sonioa B. Silvera, 40A
send photo. Maggie Oden, 82 Port Pretoria Rd., Whitfield Town, PO
Lawrences Homes, Toledo, Ohio. Kingston, Jamaica,
•• •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am at preDear Mme. Chante- I am a sent studying commercial radio
young man, 26, paralyzed and telephony and telegraphy. 1 am a
can't walk. I would like to hear Filipino, 18 years of age with a
from pen pals in Chicago and light complexion. I ant interested
Nashville. Race doesn't matter. I in pen pals. Miss Nilda R. Malam trying hard to make good in init, Universal Radio Institute, 47.
the music world; I know I can. 49 Colon Street, Cebon City, PhilI also compose songs — have won ippines.
many contests in the South. I Dear Mme. Chante: I have been
would like to hear from others a reader of your lovelorn corner.
who are interested in show busi- for sometime. You have helped so
many lonely people. I am a very
lonesome woman of 35 who is interested in a gentleman between
34 and 50 with a good job. Ella
Mae Hall. 1433 N. Halsted Street,
Chicago, Ill.
•••
Dear Mme, Chante: I often read
your lovelorn corner and think it
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
ley, who was presiding had paint"He went south, but he went is a wonderful way for lonely peoThat uproar at the Summit
ed the governor in such rosy tones
too far. He should have stopped ple to meet. I am 45, a Christian
Meeting of Negro leaders caused
that about all he needed was a
below the Mason-Dixon line and of Baptist faith, brown complexwhen Clarence Mitchell exploded
halo and a harp.
bor attache, two research workBy GEORGE F. McCRAY
this side of the Rio Grande."
ion, weigh 135 lbs., 5 feet, 4 inat Secretary of Labor James MitSome of the typical Chandler re. As for Thurgood Marshall, he ches tall and employed. Would like ACCRA, Ghana — From t h a ers from Harvard university, rechell's charge that the "so-called
marks: "I'm not running for anysaid "I'm the world's original to meet a Christian gentleman be- point of view of employee wel- gional representative of the Interprofessional civil righters were
thing, but I'm not running from
gradualist. I just happen to think tween 40 and 50. If there is one fare one of the most modern min- national Confederation of Free
responsible for the passage of a
anything either." — a pointed hint
that 90 years is gradual enough." who is serious and lonely as I am, ing centers in the world is to be Trade Unions in Brussells, Belgithat he wouldn't mind at all if
weak bill," was unfortunate, but it
Ike's counsel to Negroes to be would you please let me hear from found at the site of the African um, general 'secretary of t h e
Is a bitter lesson .1' the high cost
he got the Democratic nomination
patient struck a generally sour you. I will answer all letters and Manganese Co. at Nsuta, Ghana. Ghana Trade Union Congress and
for President. On Negroes in big
and the toll of fighting for a cause
note, particularly when he was so exchange photos. Leana Williams, The exploited and down-trodden several important politicians.
league baseball: "Jackie Robinvirtually in a one-man campaign.
quick to send troops to the Carib- 427 E. 45th Place, 1st floor, Chi- African Negro worker is not to BLUNT TALK
son got his chance in baseball
No mere dedicated, sincere,
beans—just in case they were cago, Ill.
be found in the ore-rich hills sur- There was some pretty
man
PIR 1
during my administration as High
honest, and hard-working
•••
needed to protect the Vice Presirounding Tarkwa of which Nsuta even blunt talk at times, and m?I
passionately
Commissioner. I'm not taking any
has ever lobbied so
dent. Said one delegate to t h e Dear Mme, Chante: I am a very. is a sort of suburb.
could not escape the impression
credit away from Branch Rickey,
for something that meant f a r
Summit Conference upon hearing Ionely lady, ambitious, respecta- As a mallet of fact Negro
that t h a mine leadership in
but this never happened under my
more to him than a means of liveof his action: "Why doesn't some- ble and looking for those better ers' shanties in some areas of Ghana is rugged and pretty cappredecessor. I said if he can hit,
lihood than Clarence Mitchell,
body send him a telegram with things in life. I am looking for a Kentucky, Alabama and West Vir- able from top to bottom.
hire him."
and it can be truthfully said that
just two words? Be Patient."
respectable, honest, intelligent ginia are far more depressing and
Ghana Chamber of Mine*
About the Louisville Courier
bad he had more support from
Callers at the White House; W. man, employed and interested in destrictive of morale and self-re- The
now
are
which represents one of the larg
who
people
of
the
Journal:
"It
some
does not exist to ad0. Walker to see E. Frederick marriage. I am 26, 5 feet 2 inches spect than anything I saw in the
est aggregations of foreign capil
vance my cause." On why he is
castigating him for his conduct,
Morrow; President Harrison of tall, 165 lbs., brown complexion, Tarkwa area.
in the country now boasts of tti
a Democrat: "My grandfather got graph hunters. An old fashioned Langston university at Tul s a,
the cry of indignation might nevemployed. Race Steel cannot be made without
fair
looking
and
MITCHELL
CLARENCE
friendly relations existing between
er have happened.
shot in the heel shooting for the shouting camp tneeting led by Dr. Okla., and his wife, Delta Basileus
doesn't matter. Will exchange pho. manganese and the African Man- the union and managements of the
I remember above all seeing a white reporter turned to me Confederacy. Kentucky was t h e Alma Illery of Pittsburgh and Dorothy Harrison, to call on Max
Hayden,
2219
Wartos.
Miss
Idoa
ganese Co., is one of the largest mines, but the union had to fight
him during the heat of the battle and asked, "Where are the Ne- only Southern state not to secede, Mrs. Sybil Moses of Washington Rabb.
blvd., Chicago, Ill.
producers in the world. Without and win many bitter contests beon Capitol Hill go day after day groes? Aren't they interestd in but the folks down there were all got so loud in its praise of "such George E. Q. Johnson, dean of ren
•s
Ghanaian deposits the West would fore this state of afflairs was
without sleep and food to endless- their own rights?"
divided up in sentiment, so after a fine Christian gentleman wh o the Howard university Law scbool,
Dear Mme, Chante: I would like have to depend more on supplies reached.
ly haunt the corridors, the cloak- And I remember too a secret the fighting was over with, the way could only have been born again," has resigned post to become
head
behear
from
men
yery
much
to
from the Soviet Union.
rooms and the offices of represen- meeting in a caucus room on the you picked your politics was "If that the participants had to be of the research division of
Africanizatlon is progressing
the tween 22 and 29 who are interestI visited Nsuta as the guest of rapidly at Nsuta. The number of
tatives and senators, urging them ground floor of the Capitol where you shot for theNorth, you were shushed because they were
new Civil Rights Commission.
diswho
is
marriage.
Someone
in
ed
of
Daniel Fovie, general president
to support the civil rights meas- after much argument and objec- supposed to be a Republican and turbing the proceedings inside.
African supervisors and skilled
Sign at the Nixon welcome home tired of being single. I am 22, 5
the strongest union in West Africa, workers increases steadily.
ure.
tion by some, including Clarence, if you shot for the South, you were KING ABSENT
reception: "Sticks and stones can't feet, 1 inch tall, 153 lbs., brown
I have watched him from the it was decided that half a loaf a Democrat."
I saw Africans operating compliMissing from the conference hurt Dick, but Democrats will." skin, considered attractive and Union.
press gallery, sitting in the visit- was better than none and that On race: "I was not present was the Rev. Martin
Luther King, The Washington Star won its like dancing, movies, TV, art mu- The union was holding its 14th cated ore processing machinery,
or's section of both houses, listen- there was a promise that next when the Lord gave out the colors. jr., but the Rev. F. L. Shuttles.
editorial campaign to let govern- sic and bowling. All letters that annual convention at Nsuta and in digging ore with steam shovels
ing to abuse of the NAACP, the year, the heart of the bill would I don't know why he made me worth, a featured speaker,
urged
ment workers off for an hour to seem sincere will be answered. attendance, besides the delegates and operating railroad engines.
Negro people, and assaults upon be restored by the ''liberals."
one and you another, but I know that Vice President Nixon come swell the parade watchers as the Will exchange photos. I'd iike to of course, were:
STAFF DECLINE
and
North
the bill both from the
Well, time has marched on, and we're outnumbered seven or eight south to help some of his fellow Nixons in an open car with Presi- hear from single service men also. The Minister of Labor, CommisToday over 4,000 Africans are
South. We all sat watching while a complete lethargy has set in on to one." When Happy left the citizens who need it
managgeneral
Labor,
sioner
of
badly. Said dent Eisenhower and the t w o Miss Connie Clark, 2209 N. 17th
employed by the company, but its
Sen. Lyndon Johnson, the most as- civil rights. Even the skeleton hall, he was besieged by auto- Shuttlesworth:
American
LaNixon daughters passed by.
er of the company,
Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
staff of white officials and cleritute maneuvere on the Hill crack- bill has been immobilized a n d
cal workers has declined sharply.
ed his whip and marshalled his those who insisted on compromise
motes civic understanding among Before going to Nsuta, I had
forces to cut the guts and the are reaping the bitter harvest of
the residents and eduation of the heard a great deal about the modheart out of the bill.
broken promises and political decitizens toward better government.
MITCHELL LISTENS
el housing and community faciliceit.,
When the organization w a a
I sat as long as I could listen- These are the things that a
ties provided by the company infounded back in 1955, Steele helping to the one man filibuster of man like Clarence, sensitive and
cluding an enormous cafeteria, a
ed write the by-laws and served
Sen. Strom Thurmond on the fin- worried about the "erosion" takas chairman of the board from football field, outdoor moving p;
al passage of the watered down ing place among the leaders, must
1956 to 1958. At present he is tures, swimming pool, ten n.
bill and left some time after mid- have brooded and lain awake
chairman of the resolutions com- courts, and a large recreational
night. But sitting doggedly ver on nights thinking about. So much as
center, and hospital.
mittee.
the other side of the gallery was we regret the outburst directed at
lie is also a former scoutmast- It was not the fact that these
Clarence Mitchell. He was a lone- Secretary Mitchell, a man whom
without covering it up," Steele ex- and individuals about the differer, chairman of the troop rm. things existed for the Africans
ly figure among the sprinkling of we feel has done an able job and
plained.
ent aspects of health such as inmission, institutional representa- that surprised me. It was the
Edmund Steele is an educator. He continued, "I feel that there sect control, garbage disposal and
hangers on.
is one of the Most conscientious
from his unit, member Mid- quality, the fine workmanship, the
tive
The next morning. Thurmond members of the President's Cabi- But he is not in a school or in- are a lot of personal things peo- rabies.
Citizens committee, Greater careful planning that had gone
Town
was still droning on and a hag- net, we, all of us, are to blame stitution where you expect to find ple have been doing so long it is A relatively newcomer to Gary,
Gary AMVETS, Post No. 6, Al- into the provision of these facilieducators
you'll
find
him
because
part of their tradition and they Steele was recommended for his
gard, red-eyed Clarence had set a for the incident and instead of
pha Phi Alpha fraternity, YMCA,
For example, I expected th•
job by another Negro, Dr, G. K.
record for being the lone man to condemning, we ought to remern- snooping around in restaurant kit- don't know its wrong."
PTA, American Public Health as- tiesO
nursing
hcmes,
grocery
chens
Steele who has been with the Washingtono president of the board
st'ck the night through in the gal- her that the job of winning full
sociation, Sigma Delta Alpha fra- swimming pool to be a mud hole
where
diseasany
place
stores
or
board of health since last Octo- of health after he received his
lery. Mrs. Thurmond had taken a citizenship is too difficult to afternity and of Good Shepherd Con- at the side of a river not much
es might be spread through di- ber, performs duties including in- masters degree from George Wilfew hours deep and returned, ford shirkers in the battle.
different from the one I uwl to
gregational church of Chicago.
contact.
indirect
rect
or
vestigating
complaints, such as liams college, Chicago.
when the stubborn South- Carolin"Star gazing" was a hobby ac- "bathe" in when I was a small
have always been in poor heating in homes: inspection
"People
he
was
while
Originally from Newton, Miss.,
ian clocked in his final word at Gov. A. B. "Happy" Chandler,
quired by Edmund
boy in Florida.
need of education and htat's what of private water supplies, private Edmund moved to Chicago with
a student at Williams college. It Though the pool was near a riv11 p.m., that evening, Clarence nearly turned the interracial sesI'm doing, educating them about sewers and disposal syst ems, his family when he was 14. He
was also while he was a junior er, it was an enormous
Mitchell was still there.
sion of the summit conference into their health," the 20-year-old saniattended John Carter elementary er and stepfather, Mary and Ralph in college that Edmond became
I also remember that during the an evangelistic campaign by quot- tarian for the Gary Board of stores and restaurants.
blue
finished throughout with
construei
"When
we
see
something
wrong
school
and
E.
Calhoun,
and
brother,
Frank,
graduated
from
DuSainterested in public health a n d and white tile and filled with arY1beat of the debate, when the trial ing the bible from Genesis to Exo- Health said.
we try to convince the people why ble in three years.
Tarrytoyn.
a
home
in
edu.
physical
major
in
decided
to
by jury amendment was up dus a n d interlacing his speech "There is a great need to edutel clear filtered water.
its better to do things our way." Prior to serving a two-year Steele said, "We were paying cation and health.
for vote, the galleries were pack- with litttle sermons that convulsed cate people to take better
care (There are eight other sanitarians stretch with the Marines, he at- $137 a month for an apartment
Its swimming and diving dIvised, but you could count the Ne- his audience. About the onl y of themselves. You'd he surprised
in
and one other, Alonzo Swan, is a tended Illinois University at Navy in Chicago, It was cold and we "I've always been interested
ions, the bath house, the enormous
groes on one hand — aside from meaty thing he said was he be- at the number of people who don't Negro.)
people and biological science. I
colored umbrellas beside the pod
Pier and Urbana.
didn't like the landlord. I had
Juanita and Clarence Mitchell. I lived in compliance with the Su- know what happens when they
As part of their public rela- The young Marine dropped out made up by mind I was going to feel that the two are somewhat to protect against the sun, gay
vt
interrelated."
was furiously embarrassed when preme court decision. Frank Star- cough or leave pie on the stove tions job the inspectors tell
groups of college to buy his family, moth. buy a home before going back to A pal, and feilow student, Gus it an ultra modern appearance
_
school."
Georgiou, talked the ex-Marine I went to the pool with t ^
*ies•sliz 'paw .1;itsis SOMEcgiciam
I'vE
sisEcN
investigating
several
accepting a Henry D, Stein- white women, the wives of the
GEED
out
After
neighinto
44t.siS
-Cses
HERE
Faskto stou sccsve
wurrt causer.
tau, FEED cat..LED...t.a4 OR SiStr51 aticvcctu
btrhoods, the sanitarian tiecided haus scholarship to work on his American labor attache, and the
-feel EXPLostom ,
eziu MAD HERE ABOut
MESA ... N...
on Tarrytown because there wis masters in animal research, after research worker from Harvard
A Mo5Pf44 AGO!
"no money down" and it was a Steele received his bachelors. Be- university. Their husbands followyoung community made up of cause of his educational back. ed close behind.
ground, he was hired for his pres- The African attendant stopped
"good solid citizens."
us at the door of the bistl
Of the apprximately 150 fam- ent job.
)house,
obviously worried.
ilies living in the suburban community, Steele said that about 85- Howard Thurman To Give
"Master," he said, "thls be Al90 percent of them are from Chi- Baccalaureate Sermon
rican swimming pool, European
cago and the average age is 35. ATLANTA — Dr. Howard Thur- pool on other side of hill; please,
Sold on his new home, the in- man, dean of chapel at Boston no come in.
.
spector said, "I want to grow with university, will preach the joint "It's all right;" I said; "we are
the city (Gary) although I was Atlanta university - Morehouse col- Americans. not Europeans."
not familiar with it before I mov lege - Spelman college baccalau- That seemed to settle the mated here."
reate sermon on June 1 and Dr. ter for he than admitted all of us
One of the first families to Buell G. Gallagher, president of to the pool. The European pool, I
move to Tarrytown (they moved the City College of New York will noticed later, was • duplicate of
Thanksgiving day, 1954) the in- deliver the Atlanta university corn- the African pool, but the 'ath
spector is active in the Tarrytown mencement convocation address en house had two atones Instead of
Civic Council, Inc., which pro- June 2.
one

In New Africa

Mining Centers
Are MostModern"

Youthful Health Employee
Believes In 'Education'
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• IT WAS LIKE class reunion when the National
Conference on Social Welfare held its 85th annual
forum in Chicago recently and hundreds of persons
from all over the United
States converged on the city,
Some of the Windy City's
most prominent and gracious
citizenry took advantage of
the occasilt to plan a round
of gay social events. Spotted
at one of the brilliant affairs
in the smart Preview Lounge
in downtown Chicago were
(from left) Mildred Mayberry, president of the Association of United Social
Service Workers, of Chicago;
Guichard Parrish, National
Urban League, of New York;
Roselyan Harris, Whitney
Young, dean School of Social
Work, Atlanta University, of
Atlanta, Ga., and Wilhelmina
Hatfield, conference chairman.
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• THE EXOTIC delicacies
of the buffet table placed
second to bright repartee
enjoyed by the guests at the
smart party given by Mrs.
Exie Watson Clement, executive director of the Wood.
lawn YWCA during the recent social workers conference. Classmates and friends
exchanging current gossip are
(from left) Josepn Hall. executive director of the Urban
League of Cincinnati. Ohio;
Mrs. Debris Brownlee, medical social worker of the University of Illinois Research
hospital; Miss Betty Benson,
currency exchange cashier;
Dr. R. M. Calvert and Miss
Loraine Osborn, case worker
for the Cook County Department of Welfare.

"we are
the matall of us
n pool, I
Beate of
he 'ath
stead of

• WELCOME TO CHICAGO — was the exhilarating
greeting that met volunteers and professional social
workers, who work in public and private agencies, both
sectarian and non-sectarian, large and small, specialized
and non-specialized areas- from across the nation. They
were in attendance at the 85th forum of the National
Conference on Social Welfare. These delegates found

are
• SAMPLING DELICACIES (photo top right)whirl
this trio of lovely ladies, who entered the sociat
of affairs to help entertain the hundreds of social workers visiting in the city recently. The seven-day conference which gave social workers a chance to discuss
problems and possible solutions, was held in the Sherman, Hamilton and Morrison hotels. But it was in the
evening when sessions had ended that friends gathered in the home of old acquaintances to reminiscence.
Helping themselves at one of these affairs are (from
left) top photo, Miss Marie Brown of Maywood; Mrs.
Frances Norman and Mrs. Charlie Brittain.
themselves guests of honor in homes throughout the
Metropolitan area. After attending sessions on such subjects as the "Education of Exceptional Children",
"Community Development" and "Treatment of the Disturbed Young Child", the social workers were ready for
an evening of light and gay chatter and the exchange
of small pleasantries at the many parties and dinners
given for them. Center photo right: This group also

gathered in the home of Mrs. Clement during the seven
day conference. Surrounding pre-law student Wendell
Wilson of Roosevelt university are (from left) Miss
Helen Benjamin and Miss Sarah Skinner, both social
workers at the Cook County Department of Welfare;
Miss Madeline Coleman, local school teacher and Mrs.
Maude Giles, prominent society matron. Bottom photo
right: A trio of social workers attending the recent.

NCSW got together for a bit of socializing over luncheon
during the sessions held at the Sherman and Morrison
hotels. Brilliant social events sparked the confab activi.
ties. Chatting as they dine are Miss Alfreda Phelps,
Cook County Welfare; Miss Edith Bailie, First Ward
Community Center, of Saginaw, Mich. and Miss Catherine Barber, Neighborhood House, Gary,

10 TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Four Named To
Honor Society

Tuskegee's Choir At
Radio City

Sat., May 31, 1958

MafiC

Four graduate students of
George Williams college were
elected to the Kappa Delta
Honor society this week, according •
to an announcement made by Dr.
John R. McCurdy, president.
The four men, who were honored in a special Recognition Day
Assembly held at the school
were:
Armand B. Ball, Jr. of Dubach,
La.; Eugene V. Helmke, of Cokato,
Minn.; Reuben 11. Huff, 4-60 W.
61st at., Chicago; M. Richard
Knight, of Middletown, Ohio.

Hall

The celebrated choir of Tus- will include the Music Hall Rockkegee Institute, of Tuskegee, Ala., ettes and the Corps de Ballet,
has been engaged to appear on the With background music played
tage of the Radio City Music by the Music Hall symphony orHall as a feature of its next stage
chestra directed by Raymond
attraction, beginning May 72,
Paige,
the Tuskegee choir will
Downing,
president
of
Russell V.
sing a mixed repertory ranging
the hall amounced last week.
Numbering 35, the famed group from spirituals and folk songs to
will be making its first theatri- the "Battle Hymn of the Repubcal appearance in the hall since lic." Delano O'Banion, bass, will
it was presented on the inaugu- sing "01' Man River" in a specral program at the Rockefeller tacular showboat scene which
Center playhouse in 1932. It will will see the entire stage trans- will be in conjunction with the
be the group's first performance formed into the deck of a Missis- premiere of the Music Hall's new
I film, "No Time For Sergeants."
In New York since it appeared sippi river boat.
In concert in 1954 at the Metro- The appearance of the choir featuring Andy Griffith.
politan Opera House at the United
Negro College Fund Convocation
of Presidents.
The choral group, under the direction of Relford Patterson, will
be the featured performers in a
new stage spectacle, "Jubilee,"
produced by Leon Leonidoff which

By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke

! The heat wave really seems gomery, all very promising stuto be on its way just in the midst dents in leadership. The other ofOf the graduation season which is ficers will be chosen at the beginning of the next school .year
in its stride at this writing.
The Merry High school seniors from representatives appointed
attired In their class ensemble from the homerooms.
started the high school activities JACKSON MINISTER
with class night on Wednesday. NAMED AS BISHOP
They featured their class colors
Jacksonians were in Detroit,
of blue and white, proudly wear- Mich., in great numbers and not
carflower,
white
tng the class
in vain when the CME Conference
nation. The fellows wore grey met recently. Our sincere congratcoats,
slacks with navy sport
ulations go out to Bishop P. R.
white shirts and blue stripe ties. Shy who attained this rank a
great
night
when
This was the
the CME Conference meet. He has
ambitions, wills and testamonials served faithfully in Jackson at
displaying
senior
talent
as well as
Lane college as instructor in the
satisfied the enjoyment of the field of social science for a numaudience.
ber of years and at one time was
Vesper service is Sunday af- acting president following the sudternoon with the Rev. W. G. Ter- den death of President J. F. Lane.
ry, pastor of First Baptist church At present he is pastor of St. Paul
as guest speaker and commence- CME church of this city. Several
Apple and corn combine for a
ment proper is Tuesday evening. homecoming welcomes are in store
hearty dish in a new recipe deCommencement begins at Lane for him which .you will hear about
veloped by home economists with
college with class day exercises on later. Mrs. P. R. Shy was right
the U. S. Department of AgriculFriday followed by Awards night there to greet her husband at the
ture.
Friday night.
time of this great period in his
LANE STUDENT COUNCIL
For this you'll need Rome
life.
Beauty apples, a can or frozen
PRESENTS
With school coming to a close,
a
Bailey.
Her
parents,
Mr.
and
pharmacist at the John Gas. package of sweet corn, butter and
AT' THE RECEPTION given
The second athletic banquet be sure to let me
know about
Mrs. Walter L. Bailey are the
ton hospital and Gaiter clinic sugar.
at the Lorraine hotel, Mr. and
was presented by the Student those
vacation
plans.
This
is
the
hotel
the
Lorraine
here.
The ceremony ws perowners
of
Mrs. Charles Allen Champion
Council of Lane college on FriFor each serving, hollow out
time of yepr when many faces
formed by chaplain L. A.
and motel. The groom, a gradprepare to cut the wedding
day night, AI Ery 16 in the college
the center of a large apple, leavbegin to be missed. Some go to
university
in
uate
of
Xavier
the
Thigpen,
of
Champion
Is
Kennedy
cake.
Mrs.
VA
hoscafeteria. Turkey, dressing and all
ing a wall of about a quarter inch.
school and some go away for enpital.
New Orleans, is emptoyed as
former Miss Carolyn Frances
the trimmings with blue cake
Place apple shells in a greased
joyment but whatever the cause,
squares crossed with Lane and
baking dish, add a teaspoon each
it's nice to get away from it all
ice cream pleased the appetites
of butter and sugar, and bake in
sometimes, huh!
of all as they listened attentively
a hot oven (400 degrees) for 10
to the banquet speaker, Mr. Howminutes. Then remove.
ard Gentry, Head coach at TenWhile the apple shells are baknessee A and I State university.
ing, dice apples taken out of the
Accompanying Mr. Gentry was his
center and dice a strip of bacon
very charming wife who is also
for each apple. Fry in a skillet
n the field of physical education
until bacon is crisp. Add whole
In a double-ring ceremony in the bride; Mrs. Viola Allen, of Greenat the university. Mr. Gentry was
kernel corn to frying pan and heat
home of her parents, Miss Caro-[field, Term., grandmother of the
introduced by Henry Bowles, busithoroughly. Fill apple shells with
lyn Frances Bailey became the!groom; Thatrice Bailey, of Chiless manager of the Student Counthe mixture and return to the hot
bride of Charles Allen Champion cago, uncle of the bride; Donna
-il. The president of the council.
and Ruby Bailey, cousins of the
oven until the shells are soft.
on Sunday evening, May IS.
)an White, could not be present
Sprinkle with sugar and criss-cross
She is the daughter of Mr. and bride from Chicago; Mrs. Mary
-rel the vice president, William
with bacon strips. Slip under broilMrs. Walter L. Bailey, owner of J. Pamon, sister of the groom;
'enn, seed
ry as toastmaster. J. A.
er until bacon is brown and serve,
the Lorraine hotel and motel. Mr. Paul Pamon, jr., a nephew of
f'ooke, Athletic Director of Lane
Champion is the son of Mrs. Min- the groom; and Dr. and Mrs. J.
college gave .a very touching renie Lee Allen, of 639 Miss. Blvd. E. Burks, of Forrest City, Ark.
'Tense to the welcome by Miss
Vows were pledged in a set- The couple received many loveHelen Johnson, member of the Stitching can go to your head
with great chic this year.
ting of white gladiolus, an arch ly and useful gifts. They are at
Student Council.
Honored guests at the banquet For there is a definite place of greenery, and glowing white home at 1118 Springdale at.
were the members of the football, for soft hats to go with the re- candles. Chaplain L. A. Thigpen, Mr. Champion is employed as
' The deadline date for softball
and volleyball teanfs desiring to
'ersketball and track team and laxed waistlines, and soft hats of Kennedy VA hospital officiated. a pharmacist at the John Gaston
their guests.
play under the auspices of the Recare the home sewer's cup of tea. Given in marriage by her father, hospital and Gailor clinic. The
bride is on the business office
reation Department, of the MemSENIOR PROM HELD
You might make a beret or a the bride wore a gown of snowphis Park Commission is June 2,
The night ended up a most com• cloche (the fl,pppy kind) out of white chantilly lace over nylon staff of the E. H. Crump Memorial Hospital.
;dote one for quite a few of the that extra piece of material
E. T. Hunt, supervisor of playleft tulle, over bridal satin with a
grounds and community centers
members. For it was the night of over from a dress. Or consider a scalloped Sabrina neck elaboratehe Junior-Senior Prom at
for Negroes, announced last week.
pearls
with
Lane matching print blouse and hat to ly embroider
College when the seniors were
Both women's and men's teams
interspersed with sequins, long
spruce up last year's suit.
royally entertained by the
are needed to open the season, he
junior class If you have a problem in keep- 'sleeves and a full skirt which ex-,
in the Health
said, and those who are interested
tended into a Cathedral train,
Building.
the music for the affairFurnshing ing your little gril's white hats She, carried a white Bible topped
may contact him by dialing
were the —or your own — in crisp shape,
BRoadway 5-2183,
Pipers under the direction of
0. white pique or linen is a wonder- with a white orchid.
•
,r.
Miss Vera Herron was maid
ful, solution.
.
•
CREAMS TAKES ELECTION
en-, honor. She wore a yellow c Be sure to make it sturdily
N amed as Student Council
Ifon dress and carried a bouquet
presfor the coming year at Mer- , ough —. with double stitching ii of yellow flowers.
where there is strain — so you
ry High school is Ross
Charles Evans was best man.
Bruce'
rbeairs, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ross can toss it in the washing machine'He was a classmate of Mr. ChamCheairs who reside on N. Cumber: and into the starch pan fpr a week- , pion at Xavier university in New , CHARLOTTESVILLE. Va. —
land at. Ross who will be a senior ly spruce-up if necessary.
Orleans and both graduated in (NNPA) — Two Negro children apnext year is a very outstanding One of the tricks for a neat 1955.
plied here last week or entrance
student in scholarship and has cloche is to be certain to cut the
A reception was given for the
.zreat leadership ability. When he crown material on the bias so you couple immediately after the to an "all-white" school when the
was a sophomore, he
term begins this Fall.
had the op- can stretch it into the proper dome ceremony at the Lorraine.
portunity to attend Fisk university shape.
Out-of-town guests included Mr. The applications were the first
as an early entrant
And don't skimp on the stitching and Mrs. Morris Gray, of Vicks- to be made since Federal District
student.
Opposing Ross Cheairs were Lin- on the brim — it will help to burg, Miss., aunt and uncle of the Judge John Paul recently set next
ay Shipp, present vice
September as the effective date
presi- hold it in the desired shape.
dent of the Student Council,
for desegregation.
Lyn- Of course you will use stiffenwood Jones and Joe
Louis Mont- ing in the brimmed hats — all
The name of neither student was
the way from buckrum to the
disclosed by school officials. Both
thinest non-woven cloth — dewill he first graders, and both have
applied for admission to Venable
pending on the style of the hat.
Elementary school, The principal
Most of the major pattern comof the school, D Mott Robertson,
panies have excellent hat patterns
would not disclose the name of the
in their spring-summer collec•
pupils who applied during pre-reg- CONTINENTAL AIRLINES'
bons, some of them the designs
hosistration.
weldistrict
Mrs. Eula E. Boyd,
of the country's leading milliners.
tess will debut their sew sunimer
fare supervisor for the American
Judge Paul originally ordered
Telephone and Telegraph com- desegregation in September, 1956,, uniforms on May 28 when the airpany. who has served for 44 years, but stayed the order pending the{ line begins service with Its Viswas honored at a party for her legal tests of Virginia's "massive, count 11 fleet. The swish summer
retirement on May 18 at the King resistance" program. At the time frock consist! of a one-piece prinCotton hotel.
he also enjoined the Charlottes-, cess style sheath in taupe color
Among the many guests present vine School Board from requiring! with a delicate V neckline. The
were Mrs. Luella Hays, Mrs. compliance with Virginia's Pupil sheath is topped with an Eisen.
Thelma Galliday, Mrs, Christine Placement Act,
hower-inspired battle jacket with
Hawkins, Mrs. L. D. MerriweaGeorge Ferguson, president oft white pique trim at the sleeves.
ther, Mrs. Willie L. Martin, Mrs. the local branch of the NAACP,I The ensemble is completed with
Emma Shaw, Mrs. Alma Thomas,l said that the action was a sur- I a jaunty white straw tam with
and Mr. and Mrs. George Stokely. prise to him, and that he (lid not taupe trim. Matching black patMrs, Boyd received many love- know the names of the persons, ent leather shoes and large hand.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Patients
are getting 'home cooking" in ly gifts. A very tasty menu was concerned,
' bag complete the picture.
Veterans Administration hospitals.; served.
to give patients their
favorite
avorite dishes have helped to re- with modifying family meals to
duce leftovers and provide better meet prescrthed dietary treatment
nutrition in the VA's 173 hospitals,'after hospital discharge.
the agency said.
,..
Y0111
:1
New mild "Lysol" brings
The VA said patients at most of
you a special sense of freshness.
the hospitals may submit recipes
C0A, lifirif aUr
their home dishes for possible'
Douche with it regularly. It of
inclusion on the menu.
keeps you from offending.
Many VA hospitals also have de.00dfrom YourENCt
"Lysol" brand disinfectant veloped selective menus on which
patients
can
check
the
foods
they
ends odor at its source, by killing
'Itiverbwroon
BUDGET-OR ICES,
want.
odor-causing germs.
The selective menu enables the
BUDGET-TERMS
Yet "Lysol" is gentle. Won't hospital to offer greater vipiety
harm delicate insides. Does a far in meals and gives patients an op11111M111
portunity to choose the foods they
better job than any home-style
want.
douche,including vinegar.
If enough patients indicate they
Hy it and see!
like chili or chow mein, for exFor free booklet on
ample, these are served.
approved methods
Guidance is given patients in
of douching, write
making their selections, to FateLincoln,
"Lysol,"
to:
guard nutritional aspects of their
MEMPHIS an
DI., Box NN-405.
medicinal treatment.
MINN
VA hospital dietitians are on
1070 on your dial ammo
wards and In dining rooms at mealAmmammm
times, so that patients can talk
directly to them.
These talks allow the patient to
P•11 1.1,01.1JC•
• L.•
discuss questions or probloe4 in
RI COLA r
coection
nn
with hospital f
nci I
•

MILK-SANDW1CH 1S NOVEL FOOD IDEA

•

Apples,Corn
Combine For
A Tasty Dish

Soft Hats
asy To
mak
e, Chic

Miss Carolyn Bailey United With
Pharmacist In Double-Ring Rites

Need Volleyball,
Softball Teams

egro Children
Seek Entrance
To Va. School

ident

A glass of mirk and sandwiches are hardly a new idea.
But, when the sandwiches actually contain a glass of milk,
that is newt

PEANUT BUTTER & HONEY
Mix 4 Tbsps. Honey and/
1
4
cup Pet Instant (in dry form)
until smooth. Stir in 2 'Tbsps.
peanut butter =dwell blended.

The MILK-SANDWICH is
a new food idea which combines favorite sandwich fillings
and New Pet Instant Nonfat
Dry Milk. Two MILK-SANDWICHES are the equivalent to
an 8-oz. glass of milk with an
of the II vitamins, calcium,
phosphorus and protein of fresh
pasturized milk. With less than'
I per cent fat in New Pet Instant the MILK SANDWICH
is welcome news to weightwatchers who still need milk in
their diets.

CHEESE
Mix together /
1
4 cup cheese
spread (olive, pimento, baconcheese, etc.) and /
1
2 cup Pee
Instant (in dry form).

Sandwiches, when combined
with milk, make for quick and
nourishing luncheons or handy
TV snack suppers which all
the family will enjoy.

CHICKEN SALAD
Have salad prepared (ham,
tuna, egg, etc., may be substiheed). Stir in /
1
4 cup Pet Instant (in dry form) gradually
until well blended.
DEVILED HAM Mix 254 oz. can of devaed
ham spread and/
1
4 cup Pet Instant (in dry form) gradually
together until well blended.

MILK-SANDWICH
CONQUERS 'MILK-REBEL'

The addition of nonfat dry
milk to fillings does not change
either flavor or texture of the
sandwiches.

, The following suggestiomare
for two sandwiches. Quantities
may be increased to meet family
requirements.
PEANUT BUTTER AND JULY
Mix together gradually, mad
smooth, 2 Hops, of jelly (apple, plum, etc.) and 34cup Pet
Instant (in dry form). Stir in
% cup peanut butler nein well
blended.

The MILK-SANDWICH a
the ideal way to add extra mill
to the diets of youngsters Sad
teenagers, too. If you Ism s
"milk rebel* in the famny he
won't even know there's mina
in his sandwich—and if 11.
likes milk, he'll be inn-its:in
with a MILK-SANDWICH.
•

You're always prepared for

al?

with COKE and these
quick-fix foods
on hand!

,Group At Party

YOUR GROCER IS FEATURING THEM NOM Unexpected guests? A busy day? A midnight snack to make? Why
not stock up on these makings at your grocer's, today. And—
remember plenty of Coca-Cola. So good in taste and in such
good taste... Coke really puts the finishing touches on as
impromptu meal.

0

For Telephone
Supervisor

BE SURE

0

of your freshness

VA Patients
To GetHome
Cooking

ROYAL
CLOTHING

W

••00.E.•• Re A

******IMO ron. 0100%. IF•1,1.1,0 MAO TM 0
00A.COU11......•

SNACK TRAY. Served with Coke, it's ideal for
evening entertaining. Try combining cubed luncheon
meat and pickled onions; coektail sausages, sweet
pickle slices; shrimp,stuffed olives; cream cheese,dried
beef. Add assorted crackers.

4 CHEESEBURGER. Season

quick-frozen ground
beef with basil. Saute until almost done, top with
square of American cheese, cook in covered skillet
until cheese melts. Only one sparkling drink goes so
well with 'burgers—Cokel So good in taste, in such
good taste—serving Coca-Cola makes 'burgers a
meal
in themselves.

IA-

KING

SIGN OF GOOD TASTe

Edwards Maps
Program For
Business Group

ird

Lb.
eve
Ls.

Sat., May

31, 1958

High School Prof To Be
Heard In Jazz Festival

More than fifty persons were
present last week when the Memphis Business League held its
regular monthly meeting at the
YMCA. J. S. Edwards, the newly The third in a series of pro of Radio Station WD1A,
is comelected president of the organizashloohah's Little The Talley Jazz quartet
tion was in charge of the pro- grants entitled,
posed of Robert Talky on the
presented
be
will
Festival"
Jazz
gra in.
plane. Wilbur Steinberg on bass;
This year, according to Mr. Ed- at the Flamingo Room on Sunday Melvin Meluedy on drums, and
wards, the group plans to give evening, June I. beginning at Morris Steinberg on tenor slam
protection and legal aid to all
8 p. m., and will feature the Tat, phone. The T. D. Jazz Group is
members who are unlawfully
directed by Prof. Thomas Doghindered in the operation of his ley Jazz quartet and members of gett, bandmaster of Hamilton
business or trade, give business the '1'. D. Jazz group.
HiAgphpescahnoongl.
education to meifihers and en- Originator of the show is A. C.
. e the first time in
to
firms
their
able them to operate
"Mooliah" Williams. who has al- the program on Sunday will be
public
offer
and
more efficiently;
two programs the Little Jazz Choir
relations for members of the ready presented
A very popular part of the last
featuring local jazz artists. Mr. two shows has been "LP Time."
league.
A membership committee was Williams is a member of the staff a jazz quiz in which tunes are
appointed by Mr. Edwards. It
— played from albums, and contest•
included John R. Williams, chairtesttheir knowledge of the
unbel.
saants
man; Zannie Jones and Lester
Irene
Mrs.
Snell, co-chairmen;
Words of the Wise
Winners in the jazz quiz reCleaves, Mrs. V Purnell, K. W
If there is righteousness in
ceive records as prizes.
Quinn, Rev, W. L. Duty. Geeorge
the heart there will be beauty
The public is invited to attend
In the character. If there be
T. Isabel, James E. Conley, A.
the festivals which have beets
beauty in the character,there
H. Sharkey, Elias Williams. and
will be harmony in the home. .praised by the enthusiastic pa.
Edward R. Kirk,
Irony of Jazz. Many of them deIt there is harmony in the
All business proprietors and
clare that they will not miss any
home, there will be order in
tradesmen are invited to join the
the nation. When there is orof the performances.
Memphis Business League. The
in the nation there will be
der
The Talley Jazz quartet is curoffice is located at 234 Hernando
peace in the world.
rently being seen and heard at
at., and the phone number is
—(Chinese Proverb)
the Sharecropper and the Hi-Hat
JAckaon 7-0457.
night clubs

onlay
ool

ch,
it 0,
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AL FRESCO EVENTS
Also, John A. Wellford, laymen
of Buntyn Presbyterian Church
FORETELL SUMMER
The carefree, languid life of ap- and owner of John Viellford Dodgeproaching Summer days were in- Plymouth Agency, was elected a
troduced at two intimate gather- member of the Denomination
ings of late . . . the surprise General Council.
birthday party given for Dr. Ar- CHIT CHAT
thur Flowers by his wife, Eloise It is always about this time of
. .. and the picnic of the De- year that my mind herkens back
bonair Set. Both events — which, to days of yore . . an unavoidby the way attracted quite a few able consequence when surrounded
of the same Memphians, were daily by high school youths eagreally the perfect prelude to those erly awaiting their graduation
'Rare June days,'' which beckon from school and poised on the
.it
threshold of life . . . an unavoidan invitingly.
at
the
Junior-Senior
engendered
SURPRISE HONORS
prom. Manassas' gymnasium was
DR. FLOWERS' NATAL DAY
• at.
Mrs. Flowers did not have to the scene of the beautiful "Star
—
of
year's
Dust"
class
prom
this
search long for a ruse to lure
her hubby, well-known Dr. Arthur a veritable. Garden of Eden with
Flowers, without making him a modern twist. With glittered
suspicious . . . for each Friday stars overhead, planets, satellites,
440
night he teams up with D. G. and scenes of Outer Space set in
Olive, jr., 0. L. Simpson and Jesse a garden setting which was apTurner, for a weekly bout of proached with a flower and
•
bridge, moving the scene weekly greenery archway — the center
..
huge
a
rocket
by
was
dominated
to the homes of each of the fourthe likes of Sputnik, Explorer and
some.
Vanguard ... and there impeccabFriday night week, the game ly dressed seniors, juniors a n d
was scheduled for the lovely sub- their guests enjoyed a ne'er to be
urban estate of Mr. Simpson — forgotten occasion. A handsome
the renown Simpson Farm — and stray of refreshments were servFuneral services for Mrs. Lucy
therein lay the perfect scheme. ed from a beautifully appointed
Ann Dandridge, of 1130 S. ParkWhen Doc arrived, he naturally table, under the supervision of the
way East, were held last week at
CHICAGO — "Many futilities , According to Miss Buck, "The
noticed a large gathering.at the Home Economics department.
the Trinity CME church. Delis'
accept and leve children of crucial necessity in adoption is
can
new Picnic Pavilion, and on greet- Pink and white carnations formering the eulogy was Ret
P
races and colers — if they not similarity of religion or raft,
other
ing his host, inquired as to the ed a lovely centerpiece .. . and
shoulders
over
the
of
chairman
certificate
Tenn..
AUTHORIZATION
ths1
pastor
of
Dyersburg,
Gorden lientrel,
OFFICIAL
love children," writes author hit that the individual child be
goings-on. On being told that a it was a busy corner because of
of
the
national
of
Shirley
of
Robertson,
The
petite
organization.
branch
the
church.
student
the
for
Se Buck, in the June issue suited in temperament to the ingroup of folk were having a barbe- its delicious punch, assorted caNashville, secretary of the orIRE representative of tie camMrs. Dandridge was the mother Pearl
Institute of Radio Engineers
dividual family."
Ebony Magazine.
cue, his love for the succulent napes and hors d'oeuvres of aspus is Fred Bright, head of
ganization, are from left, Bobof Mrs. Addie Jones. former so- of
was received b,s the students
Miss Buck says her purpose for
by Jones, of Fayetteville; Roy
treat prompted him to decide he sorted cheeses, anchovy, caviar
the school's department of
ciety editor of the Tri-State De- In her article, "Should White writing the Ebony article, "is to
of electrical engineering at
Parents Adopt Brown Babies?"
would meander on down there, and what-have-you. Faculty memelectrical engineen.ng. (Danzy fender.
Stinson, treasurer, Granada,
Tennessee A and I State uniawaken hearts to the need" of the
and perchance get a taste of the bers enjoying it included Mrs. ElMiss.; and Marvin Glass, of
Photo.)
"The Lord's Prayer" was gist- Miss Buck tells of the need for Negro orphans in Asian countries.
versity. Here looking at the
barn
children
half-Negro
of
homes
smokey delight. Naturally, when dora Amos. and her husband, Mrs.
:stlier
en as a solo by Mrs. ,
She states in her article that
he approached he was greeted B. B. Fingal, Mrs. Ethel Perkins,
Brown, and 0. T. Westbrook also of Americans overseas, particu- these children are not having a
larly in Asia.
with shouts of "Happy Birthday" Mrs. Georgia Harvey and her
sang.
fair chance until social agencies
— bringing utter consternation, husband, George, Miss Jewel
Eulogies for Mrs. Dandridge' The Nobel and Pulitzer prize- take the lead in fighting against
chagrin, and confused emotions Gentry, A. L. Plaxico, Emerson
"as a Christian" and "as a winning author of "The Good "limiting laws and deadening
friend" were given by Mrs Earth" says of the holf - Negro prejudices."
to his face. Recovering, he settled Able, Walter Guy, Mrs. B. B
down to the wonderful time, Jones, Mr. Richardson, Charles
I.ouise Shannon and Prof. T. .1. children in Asia, "They will have
Allegra
and
Johnson, and remarks were made the hardest time of all, beanng
also enjoyed by Jesse
Bodye, John Johnson, Mrs. Orie
HowSimon
and
Gloria
by Elder Blair T. Hunt, pastor not only the onus of being chilTurner,
Hodge, Miss Sheridan Hicks, O.
ard. Walter and Josie Flowers. T. Peeplees, Mrs. Kathryn P. Miss Andrewnetta Hawkins was bunds which ended in large bows ter of Arts Degree from Atlanta of the Mississippi Blvd. Christian dren of war and occapatiori, but
also of having dark-skinned Amerchurch.
Dr. Vasco and Maxine Smith, Dr. Thomas, Miss Ramelle Eddins and married to William Edwin Jones at the hack and e xtendttl into University, is presently the
in a beautiful wedding ceremony long streamers. They wore acqua- brarian at Owen Junior College. In asidition to Mrs. Jones, Mrs ican fathers. We do not have
I. A. (Ike) and Neets Watson. others.
veils
which
marine
illusion
face
Owens
A.
S.
performed by the Rev.
Among pre-nuptial parties Olen Dandriage is survived by another enough homes for them."
Henry McMillan, Laurie and Atat Metropolitan Baptist church, fell from a circlet and carried for the well•known couple were a daughter, Mrs. Vivian White; and
Miss Buck and her husband,
torney Russell Sugarmon. Ann and
RECORDS /OR EVERYONE
m.
p.
yellow
of
maformal
7
at
A.
arrangements
24,
E.
May
Dr.
rhearsel
Saturday,
dinner given by the a son. Alfred Dandridge.
Richard Walsh, have an adoptive
Atty. A. W. Willis.
bgan,
wedding
jestic
lilies.
Their
pumps
were
the
before
the
Long
course,
Bride's
of
mother, a luncheon given S. W. Qualls and company had German - Negro daughter, two
Witherspoon and
306 Poplar of Lauder/oh
guests arrived to enjoy the pro- Identical in the' aquamarine color. by the bride for her attendants, charge of arrangements. lnter• adoptive sons from India, and
happy hostess, Eloise Flowers.
Ph... JA 1-6348
by
played
FOLLOWS
music
RECEPTION
nuptial
of
of
process
a
the
in
and
season
gram
now
the
are
Carmel
party
bachelor
in
cemeMt.
they
was
ment
given
for
picnic
the
get
Anxious to
of
conductor
Hawkins
Whalum,
Mrs.
Edgar
honored
Wendell
girl.
the
Japanese-Negro
groom.
a
of
tery.
adopttng
mphibers
start,
good
off to a
the famed Morehouse college choir. the young couple at a reception
the Debonair set invited a few
at her home on Mississippi Blvd.
DECORATIONS
of their friends to a picnic at FullThe ceremony was performed immediately following the cereer State Park . .. where, despite
myriad
of
setting
lovely
a
mony. Serving as hostesses were
before
a few threatening clouds and light
candles and an archwky of green Miss Rose Marie Whalum, Miss
showers, members and guests —
ery and white snapdragons, inter- Bobbie Mathis, Mrs. Nellie P.
many bringing their small fry
spersed with floor standards hold- Tate, Miss Geraldine Green, Mrs.
to share the fun — the followirs
ing white gladiolus and snapdrag- Sadie Gurney and Mrs. Thrift
were among the guests pfesent:
ons. The chancel was adorned with Green. Reception music at the pi•
Dr. VASCO and Maxine Smith,
satin. ano was furnished by Miss CaroMildred and Frank Williams, Harry S. Ashmore, Pulitzer Interspersed bows of while
broth- lyn Rhodes, and Mrs. Joan R.
Laurie and Russell Sugarmon, prize-winning editor of the Ar- Given in Marriage by her
Dr. Arthur and Eloise Flowers, kansas Gazette, has criticized er, Edgar Hawkins, the lovely Williams was the soloist.
Dr. Frederick and Margaret Riv- press for failing to report the Sen- Young bride approached the await- The former Miss Hawkins is a
brid- graduate of Talladega College and
ecs, Cecelia Willis and Lawrence ate judiciary committee's confir- ing wedding scene down the
Westley, Lamaris. and Herbert mation of Atty. Gen. William P. al aisle marked with cathedral can- Meharry Medical college and she
Robinson, John and Pearl Gor- Rogers as. "one of the most sin- dles adorned with white satin is employed as a medical technologist at the E. H. Crump Memorial
don, Ann and A. W. Willis, Mary gular political deals in recent bows.
She wore an exquisite bridal hospital. She is a member of AlEthel and Jimmy Jones, Vivian years."
re-empha Kappa Alpha sorority.
and Thomas Willis, Charlie Tarp- Writing in the June issue of gown of brilliant studded
on illusMr. Jones is a graduate of Moreley and Gerry Anderson, Bennie Harper's magazine, the Little broidered chantilly lace
long
and
bodice
basque
a
with
Kilpats
ion
house college and holds the MaoBatts, Alice and Frank
Rock editor pointed out that be- sleeves of the chantilly lace, endWatson,
rick, Dr. Ike and Neets
fore the committee hearing Rogers
wrists.
Marion and "Skip" Johns, Dr. had said that "there were no pres- ing in lily points at the
During the' past 400 years an
The skirt of the voluminous
Melvin
Speight,
Jewel
Oscar and
ent plans for further legal action gown was fashioned of illusion estimated four billion tons of
others.
and
freight has passed through the
Conley
in Little Rock.
over white satin, with panels of Sault Ste Marie locks linking the
Memphis' own and New York's
toast, Phineas Newborn, jr., is in He further noted that the Ad- reembroidered lace and brilliants. Great Lakes.
town getting a well deserved rest ministration would not press for Her misty illusion face veil fell TRUCK OWNERS
from the laurels acquired in the additional civil-rights legislation to the hem of the gown from a
Farmers own about 29 per cent
ArSh
music and cafe-society world at this session of Congress—a circlet of brilliants and orange of all the motor trucks in the U. S
was
bouquet
the
praise.
since
bridal
some
of
momert
matter
Her
his
blossoms.
shouting
which is
RUBBER SOURCE
Accompanying the talented young Justice Department had previ- of clusters of yellow throated
man who got his start under his dusly used as an excuse for in- white orchids.
father, action at Little Rock the failure ATTENDANTS
musician
well-known
Bridal attendants were Miss
Phineas Newborn, Sr., is his wife, of the enforcement provisions in
Jacquelyn Norman, of New York
also a Memphian,'Mrs. Dorothy the last civil rights bill.
City, who was the maid of honor;
Stewart Newborn, who has carv- SCENES ENACTED
ed quite a niche for herself in the These pronouncements were fol- and bridesmaids, Miss Viviali
FashEast, where her intent in
lowed by one or the most remark- Suggs of Washington. D. C., Missl
ion Design inspired 'study at the able scenes enacted on Capitol Hill Patricia Smith of Chattanooga,
famous Traphagen School of Fash- since the Pawnee of the Missouri Tenn.; Mrs, Alma Hawkins, sisterion Design.
Compromise. "Rogers appeared in-law of the bride; and Miss Cyn-This modest and' personable befors the Senate judiciary com- thia Green.
There is a reason why people like
young musician whose star looms mittee to be interrogated as to Servine Mr. Jones as best man to do business with us You, too.
high in the heavens of progress- his fitness as attorney general. was Harold Whalum, Charles Bell will like our courteous treatment
and desir• to help you.
ive ml sic. has two more weeks received cordial greetings, and of Louisville, Ky., Twillard May
"Open Thursday and frid•y
here before he heads back East was recommended for confirma- weather. Enus Moss and Arthur
ushers.
were.
Eberhardt
Nights Until 8:00 P.M.
sad, more than likely to Europe tion witho tt a single question be- J.
bride's
the
Hawkins,
Edgar
Mrs.
may
Saturdays 900 to 700
on a package deal which
ing addressed to him regarding mother, was lovely in a gown
(CanJulian
Davis,
involve Martin
his past or .uture course in the of pale blue Chantilly lace, with
nonball) Addiey, Carmen MacRae
Little Rock case—and this before which she wore a white orchid
others.
and
a committee that counts among corsage.
Arriving during Cotton Carnival
its members Sen. James Eastland OUT-OF-TOWN GUESTS
week, he played the spot which
and Olin Johnston of S. Among out-of-town guests pre152 MADISON AVENUE
PLUS THESE BIG
helped build his fame — the Fla- of Miss.
sent for the wedding were Mr. S. Nom* Oporated • Homo Own0d
mingo Room, forming a trio which Carolina.
Tho notionally fainotts author, Pearl S. Reck, has won both the Nobel
was
PICTURE-FEATURES
Ohio,
occurrence
Cleveland.
of
"This
singular
Jones,
Leroy
knows
Phone JA 5-7611
included his father. Fame
and Pulitzer prizes in literature. Her book, "The Good Earth," hos
no color-line, and he also played more than passing mention in the the groom's father, and his aunt,
become a classic' in English literature. Miss Buck adopted Henrietta,
the swank Sharecroppers club press and no one of consequence Miss Eunice Jones of Orlando,
pale
a German-Negro child in 1953; the is now in the process of adopting
and he was the guest of the Daily speculated in print or on a tele- Fla.. who wore a gown of
•
"Big
Belafonte's
Press at its -20- Club, where he vision tube as to the dimensions rose lace and a shoulder (orsage
a Japanese-Negro child. What are Miss Buck's views on svhiee p•
Business"
was greeted with enthusiasm and of what must have been one of of purple orchids, and Charlie
ems
adopting Negro children? Does she think that • white mother
Ca
Atlanta,
of
a true hospitable atmosphere, the most singular political deals Moreland
have
the true maternal feelings toward an adopted brown babrf
can
*
attendants.
What's
Wrong
With
bride's
the
Among
That he is a young man on-the-go in recent years."
Who is going to take care of the thousands of half-Negro children?
Negro Men?
Is a foregone conclusion . . . and It was an example, Ashmore Miss Norman. the maid of honor,
What is the real test for accepting and loving children of other races/
we can only regret that Memphis' says, of how the press has only 1 was Miss Hawkins' roommate at
attending
* Alabama's Negro
Read Miss Buck's thoughtful, heart-warming article in the big. eliloss is the nation's gain.
reported io "spasmodic, uncoord- Talladega College, now
Congressman
While here the Newborn's are inated fashion- the surface of Atlanta university, who was the
citing, June issue O.f FRCMY magazine, POW Oa rOgig acapsamed,
Hawkins. the
the guests of Mr. Phineas New- events surrounding integration in houseguest of Mrs.
and
Buggs,
* W. C. Handy's
born, sr., at his home on Alston the South, and has failed to give bride's mother. Miss
were
Funeral
Avenue, and at Mrs. Newborn's. the "more significar portion- of Miss Smith, from Talledega,
INCI AMC fSStfe • NOW ON SAlll
the
Hawkins,
Edgar
Mr.
of
guests
mother. Mrs. Mildred Lewis' home the story.
a
is
Buggs
Miss
brother.
bride's
* Eddie Cantor Pays
on Mississippi ave.
Thq American people, he says. medical librarian of the National
TRIAL OFFER -5 ISSUES FOR sr 2
MORE MEMPHIS HONOR
Tribute to Bert
"are still not EIW,Ye of what Little ' Science Foundation
Miss
and
announcrelease
news
A recent
Williams
demonstrated—the Smith usili soon graduate from
really
Rock
Yes, please tend ese nee newt 5 big avow of
ed that two well-known Memph- shocking fact that not only did
EBONY mogofiwo for oniy SI, swim no 754
Meharry medical College as a
ians have been named to importon the riNguloi oirsieveind pee., 10.40•114 it $1.
•
* Sweet Sugar Ray
plan;
no
have
the
Administration
medical technician.
ant church positions by the Gen•
Robinson, The Greed
SAW
to meet the crisis at Little Rock OTHER ATTENDANTS
eral Assembly of the Presby.
came, hut even now. withl Little Master James Allison
ADORESS
terian Church. U. S. The Rev. A. when it
all the bitter lessons before It, Watkins was the ring-bearer and
NOW ON YOUR
CITY
Jour
F. Andrews. pastor of Parkway
still has charted no effective Little Miss Eva Mayweather serv
'Gardens Presbyterian Church was
SINT
NEWSSTAND
any
displayed
or
action
girl.
course
of
flower
as
ed
DEPT. TS330
named to a three-year term no
COOK BOOK
so"
Each of the bridal attendants
the Board of Church Extension, disnosition to do
1 wore identical gowns of embossed
does
sass,
Ashmore
CAKES
Neither.
1
missions,
1820
home
SMICHIGAN
with
which deals
aquamarine taffeta
CHICAGO 16 Ill
radio, television and Mass Corn-'Southern political leadership have organdy over
11
i
skirts
munications. Evangelism. Church any program to meet the situ- fashioned of full circular
and pleated aquamarine curnber-i
Architecture and other phases.;ation.
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Wilt The Stilt Quits KU
To Play Pro Basketball
Famed 7-Footer Explains
Why He's Leaving College
NEW YORK — (INS) — Wilt
(The Stilt) Chamberlain, fabulous
University of Kansas All American, announced in a Look Magatine article that he is quitting
college basketball to begin a professional barnstorming tour.
The copyrighted article says
that Chamberlain is organizing
two teams to play each other in
a 160-game exhibition four "beginning in South America very
soon."
The seven-foot-tall junior, who
will give up his last year of eligibility at Kansas, hopes to gross
$250,000 on the tour.
Aside from the desire to earn
money to help his family, the article, under Chamberlain's byline,
states that his decision was promoted by dissatisfaction with the style
of basketball he was playing at
Kansas.
"The game I was playing at IC.U. wasn't basketball," He said
"It was hurting my chances of
ever developing into a successful
professional player."
NOT CRITICIZING HARP
He explained that he was not
criticizing Kansas Coach Dick
Harp but referred to the fact that
opposing teams usually guarded
him with two, three or four men
and built their defenses to bottle
up Chamberlain. He said:
"I was always stationed in the
pivot, fairly near the basket. so
I could control rebounds. Ti, come
out of that position would have
been to sacrifice the rebound advantage. So all I could do was
play there and jumpshoot or rebound or pass the ball back.
"We couldn't work many plays,
because the men crowding arcund
one cluttered up the lanes. I had
to neglect all other phases of play,
which a man should master if he is
to be a real pro."
Chamberlain, now 81, attracted
widespread attention as a schoolboy sensation at Philadelphia's
Overbrook High school. He received offers or feelers from at
least 77 colleges before deciding
to attend the University of Kansas.
REPORTED INDUCEMENTS
His choice of that institution
brought reports of large inducements, and Chamberlain said he
was questioned at length on two
occasions by National Collegiate

Sumner Signs
Chicago Bear
Grid Contract

Kansas UHeadsStunned
At Chamberlain's Jump
LAWRENCE, Kans. — (INS) —!ported reasons for forfeiting his
Kansas university was stunned by I last year of eligibility.
Wilt Chamberlain's announcement
Cage Coach Dick Harp said:
that he will leave college basketball to barnstorm professionally. "We are all sorry to see Wilt
The seven foot center was not leave, lie is a fine young man
reachable immediately by news on and off the court. We wish
men and university athletic offic- him every success in his future
ials did not comment on his re- career."

P
DEFENDER

Dodgers Offer
Special Deals
To L. A. Fans

WILT THE STILT CHAMBER'
LAM: His quitting Kansas
university to barnstorm with
Athletic Association representatives concerning the aid he received.
In the Look article, Chamberlain
insisted that he received only the
"regular big eight arrangement of
board, room, tuition and $1.a a
month for laundry and other incidentals," which he had to "work
out by selling programs at football games."
At Kansas. Chamberlain scored
1,410 points in two seasons for a
30-per-game average, ra nking
near the top in the country, and

LOS ANGELES — (INS) — The
Los Angeles Dodgers made public
special services they hope to offer.
fans if the ball club is allowed to
build its proposed 50,000-seat stadiurn in Chavez Ravine.
Voters will ballot June 3 in a
referendum to decide whether to
ratify the Dodgers' contract with
the city of Los Angeles, under
which the ball club would get 315
acres in the Ravine in exchange
for 9.8 acres, including Wrigley
Field.
Comedian Joe E. Brown, general chairman of the taxpayers
professional basketball ('cans
committee for "yes on baseball,"
stunned world of collegiate
said that among planned highsports.
lights of the preliminary instrucwas a virtually unanimous All- tions given to architects by DodgAmerican selection in both his er president Walter F. O'Malley
sophomore and junior years. He are:
also was a high jumper and shot
A nursery for children tinder
putter on the track team.
six.
Wilt previously had denied re- Shuttle trains to transport fans
ports that he intended to turn pro- between the parking areas and
fessional.
the ball park.
The Philadelphia Warriors of the Escalators between the tiers of
association
Basketball
National
the stadium.
hold territorial draft rights to
A "sky terrace" restaurant
Chamberlain, but he cannot play where fans can have lunch or
in the pro league until the 1959-60 dinner while watching the game.
season, when his college eligibilFour levels of steel and concrete
ity would have ended.
construction, with no pillars to
obstruct the view.

East Chicago Grid Star A&T Defeats
Alumni In
Wins Letter At Hampton Benefit Contest

Sat., May 31, 1958

Kansas City
Wins 8 To 4
Over Raleigh

The signing of Charley Sumner,
brilliant defensive halfback, was
GREENSBORO, N. C. — The
IIAMPTON INSTITUTE, Va. — ter from Trenton, N. C., was the
announced by the Chicago Bears Albert Jackson of East Chicago, recipient of the Townsend Trophy, AkT College Aggies defeated the
Football Club. Sumner, who was Ind., a football player. w a s presented to President Alonzo G. Alumni All-Stars. 10-5, in a benea rookie star in 1955, is slated to among the 83 Hampton Institute Moron by David Williams on be- fit baseball game played here Satreceive his Army release in time students who were awarded let- half of the Richmond Chapter of urday at the Memorial Stadium.
to join the Bears in training this
The eldsters, members of chamless last Thursday, during the Var- the National Hampton Alumni assummer.
pionship teams at the college in
sity Day program on the Hamp- sociation.
A product of the College of Wilyears
gone by, built up an early
ton Institute campus sponsored by The most important honor a
liam and Mary, Sumner earned a
the Faculty Athletics committee. Hampton Institute Football Play- 3-1 lead, but wilted in the late
regular spot in the Bears secondThe blue and white letters were er-can win, this trophy has been stages. Once, the younger Aggies
ary defense as a result If his
given for active participation id 'awarded annually since 194e by got ahead in the fourth frame,
outstanding play in the 1955-preteam athletics during the past aca- the late Willard S. Townsend, a they were never again overtaken.
season games. He was even more
Outstanding for the "Oldlimers"
demic year.
former Hampton Institute Trustee.
of a standout during the regular
Nlackesey, director of Preceding the assembly, a ban- was Walter Parker. starring at
season, and in spite of an injury Paul F.
third base for the Aggiee last
which sidelined him for several athletics, Brown university, in his quet for the members of the ath- year. He batted in three of his
games, Charley finished fourth in address at the Awards Assembly, letic teams was held with short team's runs.
,
sports speeches by the captains of the
the Western Division in pass in- stressed the importance of
The game was an entertainment
as
a
college
Liberal
Arts
In
a
football,
basketball,
baseball.
terceptimis, with 7. He was one
values, swimming and tennis teams. and feature for the visiting alumni here
of the most dangerous backs in means of gaining lifetime
for the annual meeting of the
experiences.
and
tribute was paid to the Cheerthe NFL in returning enemy aeriCollege General Alumni asMr. Mackesey outlined some of leaders for their contributions to
als.
sociation.
Sumner. who stands 1 feet. 1 the steps taken by the so-called the sports programs.
inch weighs 192 pounds. He ad- "Ivy League" colleges to reem- 1
kee Braves.
vised Owner-Coach George Hala3 phasize the values to be gained hy! Indianapolis
Clowns General
The Indianapolis Clowns' King
that he is in top playing condition, intercollegiate athletics as an Manager Syd Pollock and Business
Tut is beginning to shove Pitcher
and "anxious to rejoin the important part of the educational Manager Ed Hammen
purchased Satchel Paige as ''ageless." Tut
Bears." Charley was the out- program.
Clemmie Strayhorn. football cell- Hank Aaron for $250 and a suit has been in baseball 23 years and
standing player on the Fort Lee
of clothes. Today. Hank is the still rocks the fans with his side
Army eleven last fall, starring at
$40,000-a-year star of the Milwau- splitting antics.
quarterback and defensive half-' ie for us in 1955 and the kind
back. He also kicked extra points of player we like. He has intense
. desire to play. With Summer hack.
and field goals.
In announcing the signing of i plus our other fine defensive
Sumner. Hales pointed out that backs, and some highly rated
this is one of the reasons why J. rookies, we are able to shift J.
C. Caroline will operate at offen- C. Caroline to the offense, where
sive halfback next fall, Hales we believe he will be at his very
best."
said:
Sumner, as a result of his bril"With Charley Sumner hack, we
will have added strength in our liant play, was rated as one of the
gradually imprcving secondary. top rookies in the National FootCharley WPS an exceptional rook- ball League in 1955

Maryland State
Grabs CIAA Lead
PRINCESS ANNE. Md. — Mar)land State college put a strangle
hold on the baseball championship
of the CIAA, recently when pitcher Willie Wyatt's five hitter and
an explosive fifth inning via the
bats of Dennis Tanner and Pete
Barnett sent a Delaware State
team down In defeat 8-1 on the losers home grounds.
A lone game remains with Manny lhoro's Lincolnites but it will

have scanty bearing on the conference standings of the shore entry.
Wyatt, sensational Hawk fired
bailer, has struck out 49 men in
fite games and sports a 4 and
1 log.
The timely hitting of John Sample, Pete Barnett and Ralph "Lefty" Hodge, flashing first baseman
made life miserable for opposing
pitchers all season.

IN THE MIDDLE — Andy Fi•
gam sneaks a left into the mid

section of Mickey C r a w.
ford during the fifth round of

GOLF BUGS — The first day
bringing nice weather also
brought out South Side golf enthusiasts to the popular public
links in Jackson Park. This

foursome was having an absorbing time of it when Defender cameraman caught
them. Left to right, Clyde W.
Williams, Elliott Jordan, sr.,

Jake Gaither's Clinic Lectures Chopped To 16
TALLAHASSEE — There is always something unusual or different about the annual Coaching
Clinic held at Florida A and M
university in June and directed by
Coach Jake Gaither.
This year Coach Gaither has decided to cut the number of his

lectures from 21 to 16 and add a
bull session for the coaches to shoot
the breeze about the past season and to toss around the crying
towel when scheduled opponents
or sportswriters interview them
concerning prospects for the coining season.

RALEIGH, N. C. --- The Kansas City Monarchs on an exhibition spring training tour defeated
the Raleigh Tigers here Thurs.
day night 8-4.
Jessie B. Townsend, 5 ft. 9 new
addition to the Monarchs pitching
staff, struck out 23 would-be Tiger batters allowing four hits.
Townsend was signed out of Mississippi Industrial college Holly
Springs, Miss,
John Franklin Self 6' 4" 21-yearold grad of North East High Philadelphia, was the batting star of
the game with a home run and
triple, his homer being his fourth
of the training season.
The Monarchs team is managed
by William "Dizzy" Dismukes.
The Raleigh Tigers is managed by
Wesley Barrow.

Yankees Sign Up
Bonus Player, 17
YELLVILLE, Ark. — (INS) —
The New York Yankees signed
a 17-year-old bonus player, catcher Johnny McVey of Yellville, for
an undisclosed sum.
The young high school star was
signed by Scout Tom Grcenwave
who brought Mickey Mantle and
Elston Howard into the Yankee
Told.
McVey has had six years baseball experience with his high school
and American Legion teams. He
was assigned to the Class D. Kearney, Neb. club,

Billy Brown Resigns
As IBC Matchmaker —
Gibson Accepts It

Pedection Motors salesman;
Leslie N. Bland, Central Realty
Co., and Orville Nelson, popular tonsorial artist.

TAFT RIDLEY, left, and Paul
Michaels, last year's DefendSweepstake;
Diamond
er
doubles champions, sharpen
for
preparation
eyes
in
their

defense of their title in the
annual bowling extravaganye
that opens May 29th at the
Park Manor Bowl.

ohnny McLendon
S. C. State Guest

CHUCK MATHER DUE
More than 100 coaches are expected to attend the clinic held
June 9-13, Chuck Mather, former
head coach of the University of
Kansas and now backfield coach
of the Chicago Bears, has informed Coach Gaither that he will be
in attendance at the clinic again
this year. Coach Mather is a personal friend of Coach Gaither and
never misses a clinic.
The movies will be another feature of the clinic. Such movies
as the '58 Rose Bowl game between Ohio State and Oregon State
and the '57 Orange Blossom Classic and festivities. The Rattlers 2721 defeat of Maryland State in
the 25th classic gave Coach Gai•
ther his first undefeated and untied season.
Films of Clemson, Miami, Illinois, and Florida games will be
shown during the evening sessions.
Narrations will be made of the
various offenses and defenses by
the coaches showing the films.
RAY CROWE TO SHOW
Ray Crowe who has written a
legend in basketball during his
brief high school coaching career
will show the Crispus Attucks
High School State Basketball Tournament film after his lecture on
"Tournament Preparations" Fri-day morning (June 13.)
Here's the faculty for the 14th
annual clinic: Woody Hayes, Oh).
State; Frank Howard, Clemson;
Burton Ingwersen, Illinois; Perry
Moss, Wisconain; Tonto Coleman,
George Tect: Bob Woodruff University of Florida; Tom Nugent,
Florida State; Charlie Waller,
Clemson; Nick Kotys, Coral Giblet' High; Gene Ellenson, Miami;
Sam Lankford, Florida; and Ray
Crowe of Crispus Attucke High.
Coach Crowe will handle the
basketball section which will be
held, June 12-13. The football seetion will be June 9-12. For appication blanks or further information, write: Coach A. S. Gaither.
Clinic Director, Florida A and
M university, Tallahassee, Fla.

ORANGEBURG, S. C. — The letic Director, presented sweaters
South Carolina State college cul- and monograms to the following:
Football.:
minated its athletic year with the
all-sports banquet last Wednesday
Sweaterx — Robert Beasley,
with all athletes and their James Washington James PayNEW YORK — (INS) — Billy sight
guests enjoying the festivities.
ston, Earnest Spann, Richard MadBrown resigned as matchmaker of
Visiting coaches from Claflin. dox, Alfonsa Ferguson, David
the International Boxing clue.
North
A.
T.
S.,
S.
C.
Voorhees,
Robert Trent Jones, famed golf
Brown, matchmaker for the IBC Carolina college. and Tennessee Jones, Samuel Hines, Ernest Richardson, Lonnie Holman, Rudolph course architect, is advising Brathe past eight years, returned his
State were on hand to honor the Caldwell, James Green, and Les- zil on the construction of a course
license to the New York State "Bulldogs."
for its future capital, Brasilia. one
ter Seays.
Athletic Commission and cited a
Johnny B. McLendon, head hasMonograms — Razzie Smith, of the few world capitals planned
need for his "first real vacation." - ketball coach at Tennessee State
from
Its beginning.
The 56-year-old former feather- gave interesting accounts of his Carl Robinson, Joe Spikes, HenThe seat of government is mov
weight boxer, promoter and teams' participation in the NAIA ry Dixon, Samuel Prioleau, Fletching from Rio de Janeiro to the
manager recently testified at a basketball tournament in Kansas er Waye, Isaac Arnold, Harry Nelson Herry Brevard, Alexander 4000-foot high site 600 miles away
grand jury investigation of boxing City.
Gardner, Freddie Rogers, and Roy in April, 1960, reports Pan Ameriin New York.
Other remarks were made by
can World Airways.
His resignation came one month President B. C. Turner, F. M. L. Hurst.
Jones has inspected the site, on
after Jim Norris resigned as presi- Staley, and H.'Ws Crawford. Leo Basketball:
Sweaters — Melvin Galloway a point of land surrounded by ardent of the IBC for reasons of Kerford, instructor of law, was
Henry Washington, Earl Bennett, tificial lakes, where Brasilia's arhealth.
toastmaster. Roy D. Moore, Athchitect, Ludo Costa, has indicate
and George Tapley
Monograms — Robert Wright, ed a golf course should be built.
Lincoln Stephens, Clarence Leach, The area ties between the PresiNational
John Brown, and Edward Green. dential Palace and the
Congress building, both now under
Basketball:
Sweaters — Richard Singleton, construction.
Richard Fogel, Albert Green.
Monograms — Roy Hurst, Harry
Nelson, Samuel Prioleau, Robert
Dixon, Lewis Green, Willie Jefferes, Nathaniel Phelps, Charles
Smalls and Leroy Ransom.
Track WILBERFORCE, Ohio — The
Sweaters — Thomas Mouzon,
spring intercollegiate athletic proAndrew Rodrigues, and Julius'
gram at Central State College is
Newton.
producing a winning track team,
Monograms — Alexander Gard- but the baseball team is having
ner Freddie Rogers, and Eman- difficulties.
uel Johnson.
The Central State College Thin
Sueaters were also given to dads overwhelmed Oberlin colManager Paul Mack; Statistician lege In a dual meet 77 1-2 to 49,
Milton Davenport; and Cheerlead- and won 11 of the 15events.
ers Barbara Moye and Sphire WilThe track team then came hack
to defeat the University of Cincinnati 73-54. Distance runner Josh
Nature (Gorgeous) Williams, Rugs and sprinter Lonnie WilIndianapolis Clowns' barefoot fire liams have proven to he constant
baseman, has been timed at less winners for the Merauders.
than 10 seconds running the 100The baseball team has dropped
yard dash in a baseball wit- 4 four contests in p row-bowing to
form. Nature's hobby is receiving West Virginia state College 9-9,,
mail. His winter job — operating Denison University 11-3, unwell%
a beauty parlor.
sity of Dayton, 5.-3 and Wright Pal.
terson 144. The Marauders now a
FLOWER TRADE
reeor' of 6 wins against 8 defeats, Ct,
thelr ten round go • at St.
a unanimous decision over FiAmericans spend $800 million with four (4) contests remehting
Nick's. Crawford punched out
garo. (IN?)
a year for flowers and seeds.
on the schedule.

Jones, Famed Golf
Course Architect,
Is Advising Brazil

Central State Track
Team OK But Its Nine
Is One Big Headache

,
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DIRECTOR IGOR MOISEYEV (2nd from left) of the
sensational Moiseyev dancers
is given warm hand of welcome by Mrs. Margaret T.
Burroughs, a member of the
committee which honored
the troupe at Palmer House
luncheon. Also in photo are
Miss Maria Talchief, noted
ballerina and member of the
sponsoring committee, and
Prof. Leonard Haimson, committee chairman. Hainison is
a professor of Russian history at the University of Chicago.

The Director

•
Welcome To

AMBASSADOR
RUSSIAN
Mikhail A. M e ns hikov
(right) attends welcome to
the famous Moiseyev Dancers from Moscow at luncheon
in the Grand Ballroom of
Palmer House, as Chicago
gave a cordial reception to
the dance group, the ambassador and Igor Moiseyev,
director of the group. On
hand were (from *eft) S.
Hurok, world famed impresario and manager of Marian
Anderson; Miss Ruth Page,
Chicago's own leading prima
ballerina; Theociore Charles
Ston e, Chicago Defender
music critic and member of
the sponsoring committee,
and Menshikov.
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ARTIST JACKIE ORMES
(standing center) one of the
sponsors of the luncheon committee is surrounded by a
group of the Moiseyev doneers, currently appearing
at Chicago's Civic Opera
House. The dancers are Part
el the cultural exchange program launched recently by
the governments of the United States and the Soviet Union. Defender photon
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A LAKE EXCURSION boat,
the South American out of
Michigan City, is a sure sign
of summer as it rides quietly
at anchor in the Chicago
river at Michigan_ bridge. A
portion of the Loop skyline
towers over vessel. The imposing structures are the
Wrigley Building and the
Tribune Tower. Defender
THIS IS THE CAGE at the Washington Zoo, Washingstaff photo by Rhoden.
ton, D. C., where Julie Ann Vogt, 2, of Chillimack, British Columbia, was killed by a lieu. Zoo officials would
not reveal whether this animal was the one that clawed
and decapitated the child. The lion, too, remained silent.

Of
Summer
Along
The
Chicago
River

‘04

in full operation and visitors watched students operate
complex equipment in 25 shops ranging from automobile
shop to welding. In the photo, examining a model of the
beautiful, modern school, are from left: F. L. Pearson,
faculty; Miss Gloria Hadley, former student; Mrs.
Bernice McDemott, English instructor; Mrs. Nellie Me-

Martry, PTA president; Mrs. Carrie Allen, former Mudent and PTA member; Mrs. Elizabeth Dixon, vice president, PTA; Mrs. Hilda Jackson, and Mrs. Irene King,
faculty; Mrs. Marie J. Johnson, school clerk; and Ms.
Mary Sweeny, faculty. Defender photo.

It's Open House At Dunbar Vocational

7
7
4F;;e4q4;

M

MORE THAN 5,000 parents, students and community
residents vigil. Chicago's new Dunbar Vocational high
school, 3000 South Parkway, for "open house" ceremonies and demonstrations at which Neal F. Simeon, acting
Dunbar director, was host along with members of the
faculty and student body. Shops and classrooms were
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A daughter, Gwendolyn Denise,
to Mr. and Mrs. Elam Grace of
1211 Keel.
A daughter, Brenda Louise. to
Mr. and Mrs. John C. `Bland of
2356 Eldridge.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. E
mond Gray of 3780 Austin.
A son, Ronald Perry, to Mr. and
Mrs, Jessie H. Tipton of 1125 Vol•
lentine.
SCHOLARSHIP DAY — Sonic 45 students from school came to the
of vice president-director of agencies was enjoyed by Paul Watson
A son, Carlos Eugene, to Mr. and
Universal Life Insurance company recently to "fill" executive
(rated) who replaced H. A. Gilliam. His assistant — replacing
Mrs. Theodore R. McNeal of 1516
executive assistant director of agencies, G. T. Howell — was Wilpositions with the company for a day. The occasion was the Annual
Orr.
Salute to High School Scholarship Day. Students from the honor
liam Strong, standing in background at left. Charlean ('oward
May 23, 1958
society of Woodstock Training school, the county's largest and
(seated at left) was secretary to William Strong. Cecile Rogers,
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Samshown in photo at right, was Paul Watson's secretary. Cecile and
oldest high school were present. A full page of pictures was pubuel T. Robinson of 274 W. Dison.
Strong are seniors; Charlean and Watson are juniors.
lished recently of the event which inadvertently carried an imA son, Ronald, to Mr. and Mrs.
portaq imission. The following provides fell details. The position
Jeremiah L. Hendricks of 386 But.
ler.
A son, Paul Wayne, to Mr. and
Mrs. Timothy H. Taylor of 1268
Decatur.
A daughter, Lenora Kay, to Mr
and Mrs, Floyd L. Garland of 787
N. Claybrook.
A son, Billy Lee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Hill of 857 S. Lauder.
dale.
A son, Rickey Lynn, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie W. McNeary of 1445
By BARBARA ATKINS
CLARKSDALE, Miss. — Texas ence in Clarksdale,Miss., Thurs- Your State"
Stonewall.
Among
were
who
Virginia
those
as
represerved
day, fay 29, according to officials
A daughter, Linda Carol, to Mr. through
and Mrs. Willie C. Williamson of sented at the meeting of the South- from the Conference's office in At• group leaders were James Mcterm will IN: James Futtrell, Slur.
ConferCain, who for the past several FINAL NEWS ROUND-UP
Leadership
a.
lent
Christian
ern
385 N. Main.
Icy Pye, Maggie Scott, Earl JenkThe exact number of represent- months has been in South Caro- OF SCHOOL TERM
ins, Janice Brewer, Barbara Moratives was not reported, but there lina on a special registration and
Hi to everyone in and around this row, Bettye Williams, Ken James,
was a very definite increase in the voting drive; W. C. Patton. head
T.
C.
of F.
Billy Bonds. Maggie Thompson,
number of lay leaders and women of the Alabama Voters League; Ru" area. On the campus
fus Lewis, chairman of the Voter school everyone is out and boy Dot Dye, your scribe, Barbara Atat this session.
fun. I kins. We are going to try to make
Officials of the movement re- registration committee in the Mont- how the students are having
Well, 108 students received di-; this the best class on the campus.
garded this as "a decidedly healthy gomery Improvement Association;
sign," for as pointed out by Rev. Dr. C. 0. Simpkins, president of plomas on the 20th, in a beautiful COTTON CARNIVAL
A portrait of himself will be versity auditorium on Sunday, Marlin L. King, jr , president. the United Christian Movement, graduating program.
Somerville took top honors in
given to Dr. W. S, Davis, presi- June 1, at 8 p. m., according to "It is the people, the rank and Inc., under whose leadership nearThe principal speaker was Dr.; the out-of-town floats last week at
Adams, general
regisbeen
have
dent of Tennessee A and I State Mrs. Gladys
Negroes
2,000
ly
file members of thousancis of comPerpener of Lane college, Jack- the Cotton Carnival.
university at Nashville, when the alumni secretary,
munities in the South, 010 will tered in Shreveport, La., since Feb- son, Tenn. He gave the outgoing
t
The float from Somerville wasi
Other alumni activities asill in.
class of '33 holds its 25th reunion
make the Negro's registration and ruaey; Albert L. Powell, presivery
helpful beautiful that it cannot be ,desc
elude the formal induction of the
curriculum coordinator.
dent, Mississippi Progressive Vot- students some
voting strength felt.
ed in words.
46th annual commencement exer- class of :58 into the university's
ers League, and Amzie Moore, thoughts for their future.
Seen riding the float were: PegThis was the largest graduating
alumni organization and the re- NEED LAY LEADERS
Cleveland. Miss.
cises on June 2.
their
of
because
While'ministers,
class in the history of the school. gy Sullivan, Lyon Coleman, Wilma
According to 3. X. Petway. union activities- of the class of relative economic independence, RESOURCE LEADERS
Officers and executive members So let's sciute the c lass of "58." Hall, Gerline Watkins, Vannespresident of the class, it will be 1943.
and unique position in Negro life,
as Shaw, Jean Cartwright, Mary
who served as CLASS OF "59"
a repeat performance of somecan and should provide the great- of the conference
Thurman, Margaret Pye, Ada
resource persons for the work-shops
thing that the members did the SCHOOL INCREASE
Seniors! Seniors! That is 'the
er part of the leadership, it is most
Pointer, Helen Bolden, and yours
were Rev. A. L. Davis, jr., New
year that they graduated. They
schools will have essential to develop and strength- Orleans; Rev. T. J. Jemison, Ba- way to describe the students that truly.
public
S.
U.
gave a portrait to the late presireceived report cards with "Proen lay leaders from e-ery level
After the parade we attended the
ton, Rouge; Rev. C. K. Steele, moted to 12th" on them.
dent, William J. Hale, during the 12,500,000 more pupils in 1960 than of the community."
Grand Jubilee King and Queen
Tallahassee; Rev. Walter Hamil- So let's jive
commencement exercises in 1933. they had in 1950, education ofaround and find out
The
day
one
opened
conference
V.
E.
Rev,
Ball.
Norfolk,
The trip was very enjoyable.
Va.;
ton,
The artist commissioned by the ficials estimate on present popusome of those "Tough Seniors."
Thursday morning with registra- Bill, Houston. Tex.; Rev, W.
class to do both portraits was lation trends.
HERE
'N' THERE
Some
seniors
the
for
next school
tion from 9.30 to 10:36. The morn- Hall, Hattiesburg, Miss., and Dr.
Miss Frances E. Thompson, art'
During the past school term I
ing session from 10:30 to 12:30 was Aaron E. Henry, Clarksdale, Miss,
coordinator.
curriculum
have enjoyed reporting to you the
* ••
devoted to reports from various
Rev, Martin Luther King, jr..
Preceding the formal comlatest happenings on our great
communities, and a distussion on gave the main address at the mass
mencement exercises will be the CAR WASHLNG
campus. Now that school has clos"Why the Church Should Be Ac- meeting Thursday night at which
Washing automobiles is a big
general alumni association busied, I will have to close my column
tive in Registration and Voting." time Rev. F. L. Shuttlesworth reness meetting w hich as scheduled business in the U. S. and in .a The
until school opens next term in
Reverends Kelly
Miller ported on last week's Summit
for Saturday evening at 8 p. m. normal year more than 10 million
July.
Smith, Nashville, Tenn.. and Mat- Conference held in Washington,
in the University library. A public, customers pay about $150 million
thew McCollom, Orangeburg, S. C., D. C.
I have enjoyed being comity,' ,
meetina will be held in the uni.I for this service.
lead this discussion.
for this fine newspaper.
Dr. Aaron E. Henry was chairMusical
rehearsals have begun
Topics covered in the afternoon
So until next school term, I 11111
man of the Clarksdale committee
for the National Baptist Convenworkshops were:
entertaining the conference. The
have lc say -- SO LONG!
1. "Why the Church Should Be day's sessions were held at the tion, USA, Inc.. which will meet
EDITOR'S NOTE: "Well done,
Interested in Registration and Vot- Haven Methodist church, 400 Ya- at Chicago Coliseum September
Miss Barbara Joyce Atkins."
TOASTERS , LAMPS
ing"
The
9-14.
rehearsals
are
under the
zoo Avenue, Clerksdale, Miss.
FANS
direction of Willa Saunders Jones,
2. "Organizing the Church for
HARRY WINFIELD
general
director.
and
Registration
Acting"
CLEANERS
VACUUM
The chorus beams practice each
3. "Organizing the Community
music education. Rev. Winfield is
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
CAN YOU USE
Monday night a, 7 p.m. at Oliv. et
for Registration and Voting"
the pastor of the Greater St. Jude
4. -How to Make Use of the Civil
Baptist church, 3101 S. Parkway.
Baptist church of Memphis.
MORE
Rights Commission"
A devotional service is held each
A graduate of Manassas High
5. "Requirements for Voting in
week preceding the rehearsal.
school. Mr. Winfield was a member of the band at the school at
By BENNIE RUTH. McCORKLE Assisting at last week's session
CAll'OrTil 3011•14RT—
Pine Bluff, where he played the
was J. Wesley Jones, Mrs. Loretta
The PTA held its annual elec- Gillison and Mrs. Anna Cornier,
flute. He was also a member of
GROUND FLOOR
MUSING: Emotion and Learn* plied, "this is my kitchen." There
Eco•
Home
the
in
recently
tion
of
composed
club,
the Memphis
Mrs. Jones stated that Dr. J. H.
log. Sometimes a pupil's zealous is no phone, and they take no
STERICK BUILDING
The
high.
Dunbar
at
room
nomics
says
students from this city.
daughter
participation in a class discussion newspapers. My
Jackson, president of the conven'WHERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
ALSO—
officers elected were: Mrs. A. C. tion and pastor of Olivet, is
Sir. Winfield was recently pre- is really his attempt to work out her husband does not say any
GET PRE/fRiNfIAL
pleasTHROW-AWAY BAGS FOR sented in a recital on the campus his emotional problem through thing. She wants me to advise
Milton, president; Mr. N. Caney, ed with the
SERVICE"
progress of the revice president; Mrs. Alma Wales, hearsals.
exertion. her. What can do I do? Mother.
intellectual
and shcwed great promise with extreme
ALL TYPE CLEANERS
secretary; Mrs. Martha Simpson,
NOTHING. She is asking for
selections on the piano and the Mary's inquiring mind. may be
flute. Among his piano solos were used as a .compensation for her your advice a little late. Your Tougaloo Southern -Christian col- assistant secretary; Mrs. Eliza
daughter is a married woman lege has been granted a charter Combs, tres; Rev. Fred Dancy,
Brahm's "Rhapsody
No. 2," plain face,
now, and this matter is between for organizing a chapter of Beta chaplain Cleo Dunn, asst. chapChopin's "Nocturne." ard "May Dear Carlotta:
Night," by a modern composer.
My daughter eloped with a serv- herself and her husband. Stay Kappa Chi. The chapter was lain and Mrs. B. R. McCorkle, reHe plans to do further study in ice man who was stationed near out of it. When the situation be- granted by the Grand Chapter of porter.
music at the Boston Conserve. our city. Today I received a let- comes intolerable she vv ill prob- Beta Kappa Chi upon the recomThe balance of the money in
tor' of Music next Fall.
ter that broke my heart. They ably give her husband the choice mendation of Dr. Theodore A. the treasure was voted to pay on
A. 7-2611
own
their
of
760 Union place
a
to
moving
of
his
with
borne
leit to make their
Love, a professor of mathematics the piano for the school.
Population of Japan was esti- mother and when she was intro- or she will walk out and head at Fisk university, who visited
2261 Park Ave.-FA. 1-11507
Dunbar High school's commenhaven't
you
hcpe
I
home.
for
extended
even
never
she
1957,
duced
44 mated at 91 million late in
.
"
pi,
Tougaloo in March in interest of cement exercises were held at St.
Osew Prielres
I a gain of 1.1 million within about her hand. She went into the kitch- rented her room. The odds are establishing a chapter.
Luke M. B. church May 18-20.
en and began peeling potatoes. good that the young bride will be Beta Kappa Chi is a national
15 months.
The baccalaureate german was by
When she offered to help she re- back with mama.
Scientific Honor Society, whose Rev. C. C. Akins, pastor of St.
SENIORS DANCSANTI — The Hi-Schools Scholastic club presents aim is to stimulate and inspire James AME church, Camden.
Seniors Dancsanti. Thursday, June 5 at Curries Club Tropicanna, young people -in science, to en- Ark. The Commencement address
1.731 Thomas; starring Harper and Harper in a guest artist floor courage research, high scholar- was delivered by Dr. Jesse E.
show. Music will be by Ben Branch and his Orchestra featuring ship and intellectual integrity. Marshall, director of freshman
the Five Largos. The hours are from 8:00 p. m. to 12:30 a. m. Membership is open to outstand- studies AM&N college. Pine Bluff,
Schedule: Doors open and introduction at S p. m.; Dancing begins ing junior and senior science Ark. Miss Mary A. Canty presentat 8:30; the guest artist show starts at 9:30 p. m.; prizes and, majors. Scientific papers are pre- ed the awards; Principal C. E.
awards by Prof. Howard Sims and compliments of the Horsemen sented by members at national Draper presented to 33 graduates
club will be at 9:4; p. m. Tickets are limited. Get yours now! and regional meetings.
their diplomas.
The initiation ceremony was
Members of Senior classes are asked to enroll their names for
The house guest of Mr. and Mrs.
held
Saturday,
17,
May
The
1958.
prrres and complimentary tickets at once. For information or
Thomas Johnigan of Earle. Ark.,
new
members
Miss
are
Cornell
tickets phone WH 6-2334. Miss M. I,. King, president and Prof.
were: Mr. Johnigan's sisters and
0. Swingler, M,('. Admission - Advance — 75c. It the door — , Edwards, Miss Danette Salone, brothers-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. MorF. D. 'Ceruti, Richard Evans, ris of Kalamazoo, Mich., and Mrs.
I .RWIS Helm, Joseph Custard, .T. Irene Knox and Mrs. Josephine
W. Rushing and Emmett McCas- Koonce operates a beauty salon in
kill.
Coonce operates a beauty salon in
The following science instruc Gary. They all attended the gradutors were already members-Dr. ation exercises.
St. Elmo Brady. Dean A. A.
PRESENTS
Branch, Mr. Wendell Edwards COAL CENTERS
and Mr. James Pulliam. Dr.1 Almost half of all the coal pm
Harvey E. Stork and Dr. Charles duced in the U. S. since 1800 has
B. Arzeni were elected to mem- come from two principal producbership by the Grand Chapter ing states — West Virginia andi
earlier this year.
Pennsylvania.

ples.
Bars at John (*fasten Hospitalt
A son. Dominic Jerome, to Mr.
May IT, Iva
and Mrs. Argentry Lewis of 1476
I A son, Jackie, to M. and Mrs.
Brookins.
John W. Redick of 46e1 Bolen
A son, Robert Henry. jr., to Mr.
House Rd.
and Mrs. Robert H. Rooks of 66
A son, Michael Anthony, to Mr. W. Olive. .
and Mrs. Charles A. Taylor of
A daughter, Pamela Michelle, to
894 Wellington.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace I. Harris
Mr.
to
Mae,
Brenda
A daughter,
of 779 Pendleton.
end Mrs. Wesley Bradford of 1720 May 21, 1958
Rayner.
4 son, Arthur Joe Ir., to Mr.
A son, Henry Loots, to Mr. and and Mrs. Arthur J. Mitchell of 506
Mrs. Sam Donebue of 1001 N. Sec- Carpenter.
end.
Adaughter, Jeanette, to Mr.
A son, Gerald Anthony. to Mr. and Mrs. Frank I. Davis of 1483
of
Holloway
and Mrs Jessie P.
Dunn.
4287 Brooks rd.
A son, William Henry, Jr., to
to
Elaine,
Debra
daughter,
A
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Bentley
1936
of
Wright
Sidney
Mrs.
Mr. and
of 778 Baltimore.
Kansas.
A daughter, Mary Ann. to Mr.
A son, Demetris, to Mr. and Mrs and Mrs. Nathaniel Robinson of 375
Jimmie Brown of 311 Ashland. Poplar.
May 18, 1958
A son. Donald Eric, to Mr. and
A daughter. Lynda Kay, to Mr. Mrs, Johnnie Cofield of 47 E.
of
Alexander
and Mrs. Hamson
Trigg.
15 Geeter Rd.
A son, Randy Arnette, to Mr.
A son, Tyrone, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Geebelk Tate of 746
Walter Shannon of 2736 Enter- Court.
prise.
A daughter, Vernia Mae. to Mr.
A son, Kelvin Lamont, to Mr and Mrs. Joe L. Dolley of 310 N.
and Mrs. Jame. L. Neely of 72 Dunlap.
E. Utah.
May 22, 1958
A daughter, Lurlease Juanita, to
A son, Stanley, to Mr. and Mrs.
Young
R.
Wardell
Mrs.
Mr. and
J. D. nibbler of 1278 Kerr.
ef 447 Monroe.
• A daughter, Earllne Laverne, to
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wells of 205
Jackson.
May 19, 1958
A son, Reginald Wade, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Herron of 964
Wells.
A daughter, Jennifer Vernlce, to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Williams
of 1409 Kney.
A daughter, Vera Lee, to Mr. and
Harry Winfield the son of iiev.
Mrs. James W. Smith of 376 Caland Mrs. M. Winfield, of 2182
houn.
A daughter, Joyce Marie, to Mr. Hunter at., was graduated this
and Mrs. Willie Franklin of 1385 week from Arkansas AM and N
with a bachelor of arts degree in
Drois.
A son, James. to Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Ware of 1024 S. Wellington.
A son, Kenneth Eugene, to Mr.
and Mrs. R. T. Mallory of 2600
Clifton.
A son, Wilburt T., to Mr. and
Mrs. Judge Pollard of 934 Keel.
May 29. 1958
A son, Derek, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Garfield of 1867 Swift.
A daur,hter, Janice, to Mr. and
Mrs. Albert W. Hayes of 2048
Rile.
A son, Ralph Monetra, to Mr.
and Mrs. Roosevelt Watkins of 840
Lavon.
A daughter. Yvonne, to Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Rice of 630 Peo-

South Conference Planned
Vote, Integration Strategy

()

Reporting From
Fayette Campus

Minister's Son Class Of '33 To Give
Graduates From Portrait To President
Arkansas State

Chorus Begins
Practice For
Convention

411111111•1111•1116.
IRONS REPAIRED

EARLE, ARK.

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

c --ay

Tougaloo Gets
Charter From
Beta Kappa Chi..

REGISTERNOW

APPLIANCES, INC.

ANNOUNCING
SUMMER SCHOOL

THIS IS THE MAN TO SEE FOR

QUICK CASH

Day & Night Classes

Beginning June 16, 1958
COURSES OFFERED:

The Hi-Schools Scholastic Club

Secretarial - Executive Secretarial

Junior Accounting - Higher Accounting

SENIORS DANCSANTI

A. T. "Zannie" Jones

Thursday, June 5th, 1958

$5000 to $50000
Quickly — Conveniently — Confidentially
on
Signature — Furniture — Automobile
Come In Or Call

HARLEM FINANCE CO.
JA 6-5088 - 317 BEALE

A SPECIAL COURSE IN SHORTHAND
OR TYPEWRITING OFFERED

Memphis favorite for
9 straight years. .

AT

CURRIE'S CLUB TROPICANNA
STARRING
HARPER and HARPER in Guest Artist Floor Show

.

Opportunity Awaits You At Griggs
Call or Write

FEATURING
Dancing

and

Many Surprises

DARK EYES VODKA

HOtia'i 3 00 P NI TO 1230 A.M.
Admission Advance

75c

At Door

1 25

100 Of SO PROOF CMS t

ID I ROM 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL
SPIRITS • PRODUCT 0, U S A • CLEAR
SPRING
DISTILLING CO drmon I AMES II REAM DISTILLIN6
GO, GlERAIONI, IIINTUCNT.

GRIGGS BUSINESS COLLEGE
492 Vance Avenue

PH, JA 7-4911
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It is such a thrill to have a little bread crumbs, blaze a trail as a
birdie perch on your finger and shortcut to the swimming area
look
lash a camp seat for campfires
what's next. Sometimes he will and Scout's own, make dresses
eat from your hand. You girls and costumes of tree leaves, make
would really be a "Long Sam." dye from some of the berries and
I know you know Lung Sam, she leaves, keep a weather calendar]
is in the funny paper, remember? while at camp, draw a map of the
campsite, really find your way by
HIDE-AWAY
There are times when you don't compass this is fun, learn to be
want to stay with the unit all the a horseman. have a camp Glee
time. You know the best thing to Club or chorus, make cabin names
do, is to get you a buddy, your of twigs, make the camp name
pe, some binders twine and set of rope, fix "hobo" lunches and
out to find you a hide away. Here hike over the hills on an esplora•
you read about the Founder of tory trip, take a back pack and
Scouting and the Founder of Girl cook along the trail, read the
Scouting. Maybe do some sketch- stars at night, really know more
ing with charcoal. Maybe you than the "big dipper" and the
would try your hand at copying "little dipper." have a camp fire
and watch the faces around the
cloud formations.
To make this hide away real' fire.
nice you and your buddy could Have you noticed little figures
build a "lean to" for shelter then form in the flames of an open
you could hide out when it rains. fire? They change as the clouds
How good are you at making change, do you know why? Let's
up stories for entertainment? Boy, have a campfire at camp and
here is where you can really find out.
stretch your imagination and real- ACT NOW
ly tell a good story about the
Girls I could write on, and on
woods, the Indians, maybe gather about the things we could do at
some facts about "Sardis Lake" camp. The best way to find out
and how the locks work at the Is for all of us to go down and
"Dam" and really tell a good find these things I have mentionstory.
ed and many more. Now is the
THIS IS FUN
time to get started.
I know some of the girls just
First, are you a Girl Scout?
love dancing. Have you tried in- That's fine if you are. Then send
terpretive dancing? You know, $2.00 and your white and yellow
you imagine the meaning of the cards filled out completely and
song and try with graceful move- signed by your mother or father
ments of your body, hands and to the Girl Scout Office, 1556
feet to express what the song is Poplar NOW!! Then by June 10,
saying. This is just another way remember, June 10th be sure to
to tell a story, yet entertain the finish paying your balance of
group.
$23.00. This is your camp so let's
Let me tell you some of the use it. There are girls from other
things you can find fun in, they councils who would love to come
are! — make a small insect zoo, and camp with you. This is a good
making bird feeding stations for way to make new friends.
the campers to keep filled with See you in camp.

B. T. W. SCHOOL
NOTES

1

ve you stopped to think that
Spring is almost gone? I said
SPRING is almost gone!!
Now this just makes us long for
the out-doors. (Camping) You
see we are anticipating hot smqlphantly sang "01 Man River" was
By MARKHAM STANSBURY
daring weather that is going to
the first of the soloist. Later came
STUDENT OF THE WEEK
force us out doors. So come on
Eleanor Cole who sang "Thine
girls let's get ready . to really
This week I am happy to salute Alone " Robbie Mangum "If I
stretch our legs . . . Some.
Miss Sammie Burnett as • Stu- Could Tell You" and John Taylor,
You have been in the classroom
dent of the Week." She is the "When My Caravan is Resting."
for nine months; NOW is the time
18-year-old daughter of Mr. and During a brief recess, Mies
to see if you have done any growMrs. Irving Burnett, who live at
Mary Cooper introduced the
ing physically. Can you still wear
589 Hampton Street.
last year's shorts with ease? If
Class officers and in tura
Senior
In religious life she holds memyou can, down to Camp TapawinProf. Blair T. Hunt, who made
Memorial
Walker
the
at
bership
go is really where you need to
Christian Church where she Is remarks. The program was later
he, so that you can run, romp
an active member of the C.Y.L. climaxed with the Senior Glee
sod even holler to your hearts
and Junior Choir, and in school Club singing, "Hallelujah Chocontent.
activities she is a member of the
Have you ever climbed trees?
Student Council, A. MiC60 WalkWhy, you have missed half of
HONORS
er chapter of the National Honor HIGKEST
your life if you can't climb a
Society and vice-president of her John Taylor and Sammie Blurtree: Tapawingo has any size tree
homeroom.
nett have been named valedictoyou might be looking for. It has
Her hobbies are singing and rian and salutatonan respectively
for ''beginner" climbers,
playing tennis. After graduating, of the Senior Class; and John
tWfor "tenderfoot" climbers,
she plans to attend Tuskegee In- maintained an average of 95 durtrees for "advanced" climbers
and trees for pro-cimbers. When
stitute where she will major in ing his high school years. Sammie
you climb the tree you can disChemistry and bcome a labora- had an average of 94 7
cover .so many things you never
tory technician.
Sixteen additional students mainsaw before — you'll learn to open
STUDENT COUNCIL
averages above 90, and
tained
our eyes to many lofty mysterOn Thursday, now ls have earned honorable mention.
Booker
ies — you'll learn to take things
On Thursday, May 22, the They include: Mary Jean Cooper,
you find and make things you
Booker T. Washington Student Roosevelt Brassel, Annie B.
want. In Girl Scouting we call
Council and the A. Maceo Walker Robertson, Phillip E. Brooks.
his nature craft.
chapter of the National Honor Lenora Thomas, Jacqueline Heath.
H. COOL TOES
ter, beams with joy. The
school is Mn. Calvert' fahSociety were priviledged to be ' Reta Lewis, Alexandria Watts.
BIKE FOR A KING — Show.
How long has it been since you
mael, chairman of the juvequeen Is an eighth grade stuSociety were privilegedd to be Sterline Harris, Gloria Louis*
Ins bike to junior king, Ronnie
aye taken a seat on the bank of
Anderson
nile division of the Memphis
dent at Leath Elementary
given a tour and picnic by their
L. Morris, a nth grade puSy lv e star
he river and let the rippling weschool.
Cotton Makers' Jubilee, while
dear and bloved principal, Prof, Dorothy Gilmore, Celetia Hamppil at Klondike Elementary
er run between your toes? Boy,
Annie Dale
the queen, Rhytha Bolton, ceoBlair T. Hunt,
ton, Donald Franklin,
hat a thrill. On the batiks of
At 8:30 a.m, the two bus loads Roby, and Use Della Echols.
rdis Lake you do just this, as
of students, chaperoned by Mrs. FAVORITE DISC JOCKEY
11 as swim and take boat rides
B. M. Williams and Hosea Alexnd even on the sandy shore you
flunky Dory" McDo,
Chester '
ander, left the school going to
an build houses or make a city
disc jockey, won
WLOK
a
Pickwick Dam and Shiloh Mili- well,
you can get a buddy to help
Disc Jockey"
Favorite
"Your
tary Park. The outing was both the
ou. Oooh! the feel of that cold
last Monday evening.
contest
an inspiring and educational one.
at sand on your feet when you
bl
The contest was sponsored The
tart your city of sand.
WHO'S WHO IN 10-10A
Memphis' No. 1 Social club,
that will be held
America
of
ers
e of you girls may be Inof
advisorship
CathWho's who in 10-10A, Mrs.
in Greensboro, N. C. the second
Counts, under the
1 in having a rock collec
Is.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Fisk NAACP.
ryn R. Johnson homeroom teach- our own Charlie Tarpley. The conJune.
in
week
. your own. This, of course,
I
Miss Christine Alexander, of University will become the race Some 140 bushiess, religious, la- In defining the scope of the in- er. Most Business-like Boy—. test was sponsored to determine
s geology. But you can find some
A and I State univer- relations capital of the world June bor and other professional leaders stitute, Dr. Herman Long, direc- Rolan Wright, Most Business-like Memphis' Favorite Negro Disc
Tennessee
retty rocks on the campsite .and
sity, visited the home economies 80 as the 15th annual Institute of from 30 Northern and Southern tor of the AMA's Race Relations Girl—Velaska Edwards, Most. Jockey.
come your own amateur geoloStudious Boy—Robert Polk,
department of Lauderdale High Race Relations opens a two week states will exchange Ideas a n d
Mcgy teacher.
Department, said:
A trophy was presented to
evaluation of "Human Relations
Most Studious Girl—Samella
school last week.
Midi•
the
achieve
Club at the
to
viewpoints
Sometimes the mother bird gets
"This is an institute which deals Cole, Best Dressed Boy—Verna Dowell at Cierrie's
The yyvA of the Morning Star and Moral Challenge."
Catchkilled by another animal or a
Under the auspices of the Race tute's purpose: to orient leaders with the crucial issues of racial Thompson, Best dressed Girl— Counts' dance, by James
Baptist church is conducting a
of local communities in the probpresident of the Counts. Her
huntsman. Wouldn't you like to
drive on May 29 and 30. Rev. Relations Department of the lems, processes and methods of and human relations in our de- Mary Perkins, Most All Around ing',
and Barmy Batley.
play mother to a nest of Robins,,
Gauss will be the speaker on American Missionary Association Implementing better intergroup re. tional life. Beyond the daily events Boy—Charles McCoy, Most All ble Hampton
ed Birds, or Blue Jays? Oft
Our congratulations and best
Thursday night, and Rev. Reid Board of Home Missions of tht la tions,
Most
Lee,
Girl—Velma
Around
and the processes of social
course you would have to know
wishes go to you, flunky Dory,
will give the message on Friday. Congregational Christian churchSpecial delegations from Puer- change, there are urgent questions Talkative Boy—James Gordon, Memphis' Favorite Negro Dise
that birds eat more than worms.
Rev, L. T. Shepard will preach es, with Fisk as a co-sponsor, the
Girl—Elizabeth
Talkive
Most
d
n
a
Rican, Indian-American
Then you would have to learn the
T
of decision and action. At the base Champion, Most Handsome Boy- Jockey.
on Sunday evening, June 1. Mrs. Institute will be conducted by to
Spanish-speaking groups will prodifference in their calls and many
Gladys Wright is president, and such experts as Thurgood Martwo starless, Student Carnet
to individuals -Howard Satterfield, Most Atchallenge
this
of
analysof
dimension
wide
a
vide
the
of
counsel
other things so that you would
Miss Mary Alice Taylor, secre- shall, chief legal
and Seniors, were written from rePrince.
ultiGirl—Louella
of
matters
tractive
lie
groups
and
a
little
Lue
be
the
really
mother for
Funeral services for Mrs.
tary.
ports given to us by Booker T.
birds. Later you would have to Suggs were held at the Ft. Pil- Home for graduation exercises
talned from any stag Beer re- mate commitment to religious, SENIORS
Wade Jr., and Harold Middleat
20,
May
night,
Tuesday
teach them how to use their wings. low Baptist church last Sunday. are Bossie Wright, Miss Ophia
On
travel
or
dealer,
Edsel
values.
tailer,
human, and democratie
brook.
of
audience
large
where
a
p.m.
Edarea
Mrs.
8:15
Midwest
the
of
mother
in
agency
the
She was
Lake, and others.
They are the final measures of the
Stag is distributed and sold. En- wisdom and Justice with which teachers, students, and parents IMPORTANT
Society of
die Bursey, of Ripley, a daughter 'rhe
Missionary
witnessed one of the Senior Class' Hey! Hey! Hey/ Call op Joe,
try blanks are also to be found
with whom she resided, and other Morning Star Baptist church is
we endow leadership and action." best programs, THE ANNUAL Call up Sue, You bring Mary and
in six-can packs.
children who are not residents of giving a program Sunday night,
I'll bring you to MARTHA JEAN's
Contestants are asked to fill in Over the past 14 years, the Race SENIOR CLASSICS.
June 22. A special feature will be
blue,
Rev. B. F. Harris and S. E. a panel discussion entitled, "Duthe statement, "I think Mr. Ma- Relations Institute has provided John J. Taylor, Senior Class TREASURE HOP. It's new,
Specializing in ...
DeMoore have returned from
ties of a Missionary."
An mil-expense 15-day vacation goo is looking at ..." and com- lay and professional community president, presented the program smooth, and rough. beginning
the
attended
11th at 8 pm.
troit where they
for two in Old Mexico will go to plete the sentence, "I like Stag leaders the opportunity to develop by welcoming the audience. He Wednesday, June
General Conference of the CME
was followed by the Senior Glee and each Wednesday night afterthe first-place winner in the
." in 25 words new understandings of the major
.
• HAIR WAVING
.
because
churches.
beer
Club who sang "Rain in the wards at Foote Homes Auditori"What Is nearsighted Mr. Magoo
and Norma
minority group situations, In the
Misses Ellen&
bye,
looking at?" contest announced or less.
River." Among the program par- um.
uniFisk
from
home
are
Gooch
consultants
or
lecturers
of
role
Until June 11th at 8 p.m. It's
• HAIR STYLING
Entrants may submit as many
recently by the Stag Beer division
ticipants were a number of soloist.
versity. Norma will return to Lester High school's first annual
bye.
of Carling Brewing company,
however have been some of the world's Carroll McSwain who triumNashville shortly to attend sum- variety show will be held May 30 Second on the list of 80 prizes entries as they wish;
outstanding authorities in the
• HAIR TINTING
mer school. Ellena is looking De- beginning at 8 p. m. in the school to be awarded will be a 2-door only one prize will be awarded to
field. Among them have beent
troit way.
a family.
auditorium, at 2946 Mimosa eve. Ethel Citation sedan.
Rev, C. W. Allen delivered the The show consists of a one-act The contest is open to any perPAST LECTURERS
• MEN HAIR CUTS
bacaclaureate address to the 64 comedy followed by songs, dances son 21 years of age and older. An POWER PRODUCTION
Gordon W. Allport, Department
graduating seniors at Lauderdale
official entry blank may be ob- About 42 per cent of the elec- of Social Relations, Harvard uniSCALP
TREATMENTS High school on May 18. He choose and minstrel skits.
•
tric energy generated in the world versity: Lester Granger, execuas his subject-text: "Blessed are
is produced in plants in the United tive director, National Urban
they that hunger and thirst after
League; Phillip M. Hauser, chairStates.
righteousness, for they shall be
man, Department of Sociology,
filled."
University of Chicago; Lillian
FISH HARVEST
the
The many visitors attending
fish Is now esti- Smith, author and lecturer; Robof
catch
World
Montgomery,
service included C.
ert C. Weaver, state adminiatramated at 30 million tons a year
Rosa M. Green, and Mr. and Mrs.
660 Williams Ave.
Prattis, executive editor, Pittsand the total is growing.
A. Terrill.
tor, State of New York, and P. L.
WH 2-9241
Mrs. Earlene Halliburton has
burgh Courier.
been invited by Miss Margaret
"‘111MMIIIMI
CounJurisdiction of the Supreme
These and other authorities
For Appointment
Browder to attend the national CLEVELAND, Ohio — Thirty- Guy R. Taylor, Ohio; Homer E. cil is session in Pittsburgh.
'IMMO=
institute delegates in
led
have
convention of the New Homemak- two grand masters from as many Gaines, Michigan; Amos T. Hall
The following recommendations finding answers to problems imINN
Con
Watts,
Ralph
T.
Oklahoma;
and
A.
by
e
S.
h
such
U.
in
"T
the
adopted
as
bedded
areas
were unanimously
states throughout
more than one-hundred other rank- necticut.
the body fallowing the annual ad- Scientific Assessment of Prejuing Prince Hall Masons were in
Frederick C. Williamson, Rhode dress of the President: To support dice," "Sociological and Anthro
attendance at the annual Confer- Island; James C. Gilliam, Missis the fight for civil rights for every- poligical Backgrounds of Human
one regardless of color or creed; Relations," "Fair Employment
ence of Grand Masters held here
sippi; Prince Riley, South Caro to support the polio and other such
and Equal Economic Opportuniat the Masonic Temple, May 14TennesWilliams,
F.
Charles
lina;
funds; to work for the elimina- ty," 'Housing," "Integration on
16. Presiding was Atty. Amos T
am
VirWest
Wares,
T.
James
see:
tion of spurious Masonry; to sup- College Campuses," "Church and
Hall, Grand Master of Oklahoma.
and Herschel Drain, Dela- port the United Negro College Race," '!Successful Practices of
ginia
II
1070 on your dial =
Listed among the Grand Masters
Stops Attacks in Minutes.Relief Lasts for Hours!
ware.
Fund, to supPort all efforts to Ira. School Integration," and "Legal
present were the following: Solo.4111111.=1
Tarty Y.(Spostal)-th• asthma
Primates, opens bronchial tubes,
and
lives
the
enrich
and
prov?
Approaches."
Legislative
and
formula prescribed more than any loosens mucous congestion, relieves
mon Richardson, Ark.; Dr. A. B. THURGOOD MARSHALL
other by doctors for their private taut nervous tension. All this withThompson, Arizona; Herbert A. Among other high ranking Ma- opportunities of youths of all rac- Institute members may earn
patients is now available to asthma out taking painful injections.
Greenwood, California; Henry A. sons present were Thurgood es and to stimulate savings three semester hours of academic
sufferers without prescription.
The secretis-Primatene combines
Medical tests proved this formula 5 medicines (In full prescription
Rhodes, New York; George A. Far- Marshall, New York City, chief through the systematic purchase credit toward undergraduate or
graduate degrees.
stops asthma attacks in Minutes and strength) found most effective in
rar, Washington, D. C.; J. T. Max- counsel for the NAACP. who ad- of U. S. Savings Bonds.
gives hours of freedom from recur- combination for asthma distress.
ey, Texas; Scott Jamison, jr., dressed the group, Thursday night;
more of painful asthma spasms.
Each performs a special purpose.
This formula is so effective that It
Kentucky; E. R. Bryson, Missouri, George W. Crawford, city attorney,
So look forward to sleep at night
Is the physicians' leading asthma and freedom from asthm• spasms
Frank B. Robinson, Iowa; 0. E. New Haven, Conn. and Sovereign
prescription-so safe that now it can ...get Primatene, at any drugstore.
Vandenburg, Illinois; John G. Lew- Grand Commander, United Sube sold - without prescription - in Only 9130-moneyiback.guarantee.
(English Lady)
tiny tablets called Priniatene9.
is, jr., Louisiana; John Wesley preme Council Ancient and Ac0'—.IV 6.1.161 flan* Genoa.
Dobbs, Georgia; It. C. Pierce, Colo' cepted Scottish Rite of FreeSHE IS NOT
KNOW
YOU
redo; P. G. Porter, Kansas; W. W. masonry, Northern Jurisdiction,
A GYPSY
Inc.
A.,
S.
U.
Weldon, Indiana; Dr. W. Vernon
This Is bey new offiee at the Mississippi
Also present and addressing the
Scott, Washington; A. W. McClanState Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
ahan, Wisconsin; James R. Leseur, group was Booker T. Alexander,
4-V4.1
'Pit raPit '
long time of being sissy and at last she Is
Massachusetts.
Imperial Potentate of the Mystic
back to stay in her new home.
William A. Neblett, jr., Nees Jer- Shrine of Prince Hall Masons who
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
Poico
sey; J. Z. Plummer, Virginia; last week was awarded the citaVONIIIM`
John R. Lawrence, Minnesota; G. tion for being the outstanding Mayou lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
WM/
D. Carnes, North Carolina; Dr. son of the year by the Northern
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
COA,SPIN ger
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
4 nv,NCI
04:
Tell you why your job or business is not a success. If you hay*
failed In the rest cern* see MADAM BELL at once.
"414%9
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
The Bile-Size
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home is I blocks below
CEREAL
where she use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sere
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her flare
at all times. (She never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaves State Line and get
1.11
It"-•
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks sad see MADAM BELL'S
M▪IN
HAND SIGN.
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Fast
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E.- NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
Formerly
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO. 1:72
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AT HOME OR
YOUR FAVORITE TAVERN
0-30
OITIL 'SKEWING COMPANY, INC.

Loulevn_i.r, KY.

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
BOOM $ am, to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be sure
to look for the right sign and the right name.
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Degrees Go To 166k
Rust's Commencement

Sat., May 11, 1958

HOLLY SPRINGS, Miss. — Col-held on Thursday evening, May
loge degrees will be awarded to 29.
188 persons at Rust college when The college night banquet on Frigraduation exercises are held at day, May 30, will be held in conthe school on Monday morning, junction with the Upper Mississippi Annual Conference of the
June 2.
The degrees will be given to the Methodist church which will be
graduates by Dr. Earnest Smith, convening in Holly Springs from
who will be officiating at his first May 25 to June I.
commencement exercise. He be- Saturday May 31 will be Alumcame president of the school on ni Day, and it will be highlighted
July 2, 1957, and succeeded Dr. by the reunion of the classes of
L. M. McCoy, who retired after '28, '38, '48. A dance will be
having headed the school for 32 given that evening in the cafeyears.
teria.
Among this year's prospective The baccalaureate sermon will
receive
will
bach- be delivered by Dr. Clinton T.
graduates, nine
elor of arts degrees, 32 will re- Howell, pastor of the First Methceive bachelor of science degrees odist church in Aberdeen, Miss.,
in secondary education; 4 will re- who is a member of the Rust
ceive bachelor of science degrees college board of trustees.
in music education; 11 will be The commencement address will
awarded degrees in business edu- be given by Dr. Charles F. Golcation; and 141 will receive de- den, ditector of the special Fields
grees.in elementary education.
Division of National Missions of
92ND COMMENCEMENT
the Methodist church. He lives
The ninety-second commence- at Philadelphia.
ment exercises at Rust will get inaugurated by senior class night
which begins on May 28, and the
college's annual musical will be
BEAUTIES ON DISPLAY —
One of the floats which received the greatest admiration
and applause from the throngs

gathered to watch the Jubilee
Parade sponsored by the Memphis Cottonmakers was this

entry from the Booker T.
Washington High school. Photographer snapped photo as the
float moved down Beale at.

Music an

17 Students To
Get Diplomas
Negro From Griggs

Mrs. Motley Says Memphis
Children Being Cheated In School

Musicians
By THEODORE C. STONE

YOUNGSTERS IN PARADE
— Pictured here on the float
entered by the Foote Homes
Kindergarten are the king and

queen of the school, and one
of their attendants. The school
which entered float in Mem-

Civk Club, Dr. Kelso,
Give To Anemia Fund

phis Cotton Makers' Jubilee
Parade is headed by Mrs.
Cat',ens Ishmael. (Photo It
Withers.)
ment.
James Childs, medical technician at Crump Memorial hospital,
has been active in presenting the
needs of facilities for anemia research before various civic groups.
The fund will be administered as
a research grant by the University
of Tennessee, and the work will
be supervised under the direction
of Or, L. W. Diggs and Dr. A. P.
Kraus, of the department of medical laboratories. Space for the ape.
ial studies has been temporarily
allocated in the Crump Memorial
hospital.
It is hoped that other civic clubs
will make donations to the extent
that it will be possible to hire a
full-time secretary, a medical technologist, and other personnel to
make contact with patients,
rform essential laboratory
keep records, make charts, a
d
assemble and file world literature
on the subject.
Funds are needed also for supplies and equipment.

An Anemia Research Fund has Robert M. Downey, and will he
'EXCERPTS' SUNG been established at the University used to help purchase an electroFIGARO
Seventeen students of the Griggs Excerpts from Mozart's Marri- of Tennessee's department of med- phoresis instrument, which is esBusiness and Practical Arts col age of Figaro were sung in a de- ical laboratories by grants from sential for the study of abnormallege, 02 Vance ave., will receive lightful manner Sunday evening, Dr. Julia W. Kelso, medical di- ities in the red cells and in plasma
diplomas for the completion of May 18, at Temple Isaiah Israel rector of the Universal Life In- protein. Dr. Kelso contributed
courses in secretarial science at 1100 E. Hyde Park blvd., by a surance company and the Gentry $100.
"Every day that your child at. go to the North for advanced ed- impeachment, such groups as the business administration, and ac cast of considerable import.
Avenue Civic club.
The anemic study will place
fends a segregated school here in ucation, and that as a result most Ku Klux Klan, the White Citizens counting when graduation exerAmong the soloists allotted to
The $200 gift from the civic club special emphasis on sickle cell
Memphis, he is being cheated out of them were 'better prepared Council, and state legislators cises are held at Mt. Nebo Bapthe roles in the sprightly charm was presented by the president, anemia and other abnormalities afof as equal education," Mrs. now than if they had been kllow- were trying to get "jim crow tist church on Friday evening,
opera of the great master were
fecting the red cells and hemogloConstance B. Motley, assistant to ed to attend the inferior schools back into office."
May 30, beginning at 8:00 p. m. Anita Braude,
soprano, Evelyn
the NAACP's Thurgood Marshall In the South.
The baccalaureate sermbn was
of the program and among other' bin. Sickle hell disease is a disorShe said that by exercising
Sportolari,
Reynolds,
alto;
Philip
der that occurs frequently, a n d
and director of the organization's Commenting on the Little Rock their rights to the ballots, they given for the graduating class on
tenor; Kay Charles Graves, ban - presentations made to Cooper was
Legal and Education Fund told situation, Mrs. Motley said that would be able to keep segregation last Sunday at the Metropolitan drew Foldi, bass, who also serv- the bouquet containing 25 silver which perhaps causes more pain,
disability, and severe illness than
Baptist church, and Dr. S. A.
an audience of nearly 500 persons it had given the nation "bad pub- from being revived.
tone; Alan Luhring, bass and An- dollars tied with white ribbon and any other type of anemia. It is
Owens, the pastor, was the speaklicity," but that the sending of COMMENDATIONS
last Tuesday night.
green ferns.
,
ed
as
the
commentator
for
the
capable of causing paralysis and
Speaking at the Wonsen's N!ght troops into the Arkansas capital Present to give remarks at the er,
MARC D'ALBERT, pianist and
deformity which are as crippling
Atty. C. A. Horton, jr. will be story.
program celebrating the fourth was of great significance, because program was Mrs. Ruby Ilurley,
former Chicagoan will be heard in
A
lovely
mezzo
soprano
whose
as the paralysis and deformity
anniversary of the U. S. Supreme It revealed that the "national Southeast Regional director of the the commencement speaker for
name I did not hear sang beauti- a recital at Lincoln Center, 700 caused by poliomyelitis.
Court's May, 1954, decision out- government is willing to back up NAACP, who commended the the class, and all Griggs graduE. Oakwood Blvd., Sunday, June
fully
in
the
place
of
one
of
the
ates
and
friends
are
invited
Negro
to
children who are willing Memphis branch of the NAACP
lawing
segregation
in public
soloists who was unable to appear. 8, at 3:30 p.m., sponsored by the NEEDS GREAT
schools, Mrs. Motley'told the to enter desegregated schools." for the progress that it has made attend the affair.
The disease, so far, has been in;,
Robert Lodine was the piano ac- Parkway Garden church,
Gaston
is
C.
J.
the
managing
in the past few years.
gathering that it was up to them JIM CROW 'IMPEACHED'
D'Albert has been playing the adequately studied, and funds are Senator To Speak
director
of
the
college.
to see that Negro children "do At the beginning of her adMrs. Hurley said that it is ironpiano since he was a very young needed to maintain a clinic for U. S. Senator A. S. "Mike" Monnot spend another day in a Jim dress, Mrs. Motley said that the ic that everybody seems to recogboy and has studied with some of such patients, to keep accurate rec- roney of Oklahoma will be the
crow school."
Supreme Court's decision meant nize the strength of the NAACP be free, "until we are all free."
the finest teaching in the country ords over a period of years, to principal speaker of the Chicago
"The Supreme Court's decision that "Jim crow" had been im- but the people who are being
Remarks were also made by
and his experience in the field maintain a library of knowledge, Chapter of the American Jewish
means that Negro schools in peached, and voted out of office. benefitted most by its existence. Miss Lois Baldwin, youth direcof music has been approached on to perform essential tests, and to Committee on June 3 at the ConMemphis are inherently unequal," Since the decision was passed on
She said that the efforts of tor of the NAACP, who came to
a very broad level.
follow leads in diagnosis and treat- gress hotel.
Mrs. Motley said,
the matter of education, she said, many in the South to suppress it Memphis from Atlanta to organize
it has been extended to the areas indicates that it is recognized as a Youth Council of the organizaNEED NOT FEAR
She also told the group that of public recreation and transpor- a potent force in behalf of Negro tion in this city.
qualified Negro teachers need not tation.
citizens.
W. C. Patton, director of thk
fear that integration would leave
Mrs. Motley said that she had NONE FREE
Non-Partisan Registration camthem jobless, because there is a her first contact with segregation "It is time for all of us to grow paign also spoke, and said that
great need for good teachers, and as a girl coming from her home up and register and vote," Mrs. recruitment for 1,500 block workthat those teachers who were not in New Haven, Conn., to Fisk Hurley said.
ers to assist in the drive was
good enough to teach white chil- university, and that at that time
She said that there were enough now underway.
dren were certainly not prepared she never dreamed that she would Negroes in Memphis to be heard AWARDS GIVEN
to teach Negro students.
have a part in doing away with on the subjects of what they
Awards were given to persons
Mrs. Motley said that segrega- the system.
liked and disliked as human be- who had been successful in retion in the South had forced
The woman attorney told the ings and as American citizens, cruiting 25 or more memberships
many Southern Negro teachers to attentive audience that despite its and that no one in America would for the NAACP during its recent
drive by Dr. I. A. Watson, jr.,
who served with Rev. D. S. Cun•
•
ningham as co-chairman of the
campaign. They
were Floyd
Franklin,
George
Holloway,
George Stevens, Thomas Willis, companist and played the score
Mrs. Wilhelmien Lockard, Henry with musical alacrity and excellSmith, Mrs. Laurie Sugarmon, ent taste for the florid style of
Mozart.
and Mrs. Maxine Smith.
The $25 Savings Bond for the All of the singers obviously enindividual who solicited the great- joyed their assignments and Miss
est number of memberships went Braude, Graves and Foldi were
quite Mozart singers giving point
to Pete Higgins.
A $50 award was given to Mrs. and freshness to their interpretaGeorgia Atkins as lieutenant of tions.
the group which has the highest The other singers were able to
number of memberships, while project their assignments favor.
Zac Bonner, captain of the Booker ably, but with lirnited vocal assurT. Washington area received hon- ance.
orable mention for leading out This is undoubtedly one of this
with the greatest number of mem- master's most beloved works and
berships reported.
the audience found it thoroughly
OTHERS HONOR ED
enjoyable.
Plaques were given to Jesse
Good English diction characterTurner, chairman of the NAAC- ized the performance and the unity
P's Life Membership committee, of ensemble was of outstanding
and Mrs. Marjorie McFerrin.
quality throughout the presentaA gavel was presented to Atty. tion.
H. T. Lockard, past president of
•••
the local branch of the NAACP
Maurice Cooper, the idol of
for outstanding service to the
many music lovers and tenor sincommunity.
ger was cited by the Rector's
Others who participated in the
Build of St. Thomas Episcopal
program
were
Mrs. Allegra
Turner, who gave the invocation: church Sunday. May 18, at a muMISS WYVIETTER M. HOOVER is one of America's youngest and
Miss Jacqueline Gibson, who sang sical program held at the church.
Cooper
has
sung
at
this
particular
most promising lady lawyers (she was formerly the Assistant Cira solo, accompanied at the piano
by Madame Frances C. Mc- church for the past 25 years and
cuit Attorney for the City of St. Louis, now has her own practice).
Cleave; and Mrs. Johnetta Kelso, the Guild wanted to show its apShe's an enthusiastic traveler (Europe, Mexico,all over the U.S.A.)
who read an original poem re- preciation to hi,m.
The program was largely preand a loyal Lucky smoker."I wouldn't switch for anything in the
garding joining the NAACP.
Remarks were given regarding sented by members of the Comworld," she says."A Lucky has everything I want in a cigarette.",
the occasion by Edward Davis, munity Arts Guild, and. Bertha
vice president of the local branch Curry, contralto soloists all of
of the NAACP, who spoke in the whict are students of the honoree.
place of Rev. Cunningham, who Cooper was the accompanist and
was absent attending the General Ruth Montrose was the mistress
Conference of the CME church in of ceremonies.
Detroit.
Mrs. Stan Wilson, was chairman

"I'm all for Luckies —they're
a light smoke,all the way!"

Johnny Soldier was blue,
In a terrible state...

Till he telephoned home—
-Now he's feeling j
just great'

America knows its bourbon
and its favorite is Olderow

Around the state—across the nation—
save money—save time—call station-to-station.

Light, mild,
magnificent
Old Crow
12/ far
outsells
any bourbon
in the land

You save even more on long Distance calls after 6 P.M.
and oil day
Sunday. And remember— Ifs Twice as Fad to Colt by Numbs,.

gc•uthern Bell
•

THE OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO., fRAPMFORT, KY., DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL
11151111183 DIODUCTS CO. IENDESIT
BOURBON WHISKEY.90 PROOF

now

SPORTS-MINDED? A thousand times yes! And
like most attorneys, MiAll Hoover is open-minded,
too—except about smoking. "My mind's made
up," says she. "I'm all for Luckiest"

LIGHT TOBACCO—fine, famous, golden-rich tobacco that's toastecl to taste better: that's why
Lucky Strike (in the words of Miss Hoover) is
"the best-tasting cigarette 1 ever smoked!"

Light up a light smoke
Light up a LUCKY!
•.5', Co.)
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